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JURISDICTION
The Supreme Court of the State of Utah has jurisdiction of
this appeal pursuant to Utah Code Annotated section 78-2-2(3) (j).
ISSUES AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
Issue No. 1
Whether, in construing the Purchase Money Trust Deed, dated
June 21, 1991, ( the "Peterson Trust Deed") the Agreement between
the parties dated December 8, 1992(the "December 1992 Agreement"),
and the letter of Robert Harrington dated February 18, 1993, the
trial court erred in finding that of the approximately $70,000.00
loaned to Robert Harrington later in 1993 by Mrs. Peterson beyond
the

$75,000.00

specifically

addressed

in

the

December

1992

Agreement, only $4,898.81 was secured by the Peterson Trust Deed.
Focusing on the lack of a specific written recitation, at the
time Mrs. Peterson loaned approximately an additional $70,000 to
finish construction, that the later-advanced funds would be secured
by the Peterson Trust Deed, this finding ignored the equivalent
written acknowledgment of Mr. Harrington that the sale of the spec
luxury home he was building on the property secured by the Peterson
Trust Deed(the "Sunset Oaks Property") would be the source for the
return of those later-advanced funds. The Court also overlooked the
provisions of the standard-form Peterson Trust Deed providing that
it

would

additionally

secure

(a)

the

performance

of

Mr.

Harrington's obligations set forth in the Peterson Trust Deed,
including the duty to complete promptly any building constructed on

75860.PE8632.010
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the Sunset Oaks Property, the property covered by that trust deed,
and (b) the repayment of sums advanced by Mrs. Peterson under the
Peterson

Trust

Deed,

including

those

she

deemed

necessary

to

protect the Sunset Oaks Property.
Issue No. 2
Whether the trial court erred in construing the 1991 Purchase
Money Promissory Note ("Peterson Note") and the provision of the
December 8, 1992 Agreement extending the date for payment of sums
mentioned therein to the time the Sunset Oaks property sold, as
waiving the accrual of any interest on the Peterson Note until the
sale of the Sunset Oaks Property in February 1994.

The Peterson

Note had been delinquent for almost nine months when the December
8, 1992 Agreement was signed, and Plaintiffs have conceded that the
statutory rate of interest specified in section 15-1-1(2) of the
Utah Code applies as the applicable interest rate of the Peterson
Promissory Note after it first became due in March 1992, at least
until the December 1992 Agreement was made.
Standard of Review for both issues listed above:
Summary judgment is appropriate only when there are no genuine
issues

of material

fact, and the moving party

judgment as a matter of law.
56(c); Stien

v. Marriott

is entitled

to

Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule

Ownership

(Utah Ct. App. 1997) {quoting

Resorts,

Mills

Inc.,

v. Brody,

944 P.2d 374, 377
929 P.2d 360, 362

(Utah Ct. App. 1996)). "In reviewing a grant of summary judgment,
[an

appellate

75860.PE8632.010

court]

view[s]

the

2

facts

and

all

reasonable

inferences drawn therefrom

in the light most

nonmoving party." Mcnair

v. Farris,

App. 1997) {quoting

v.

Lopez

231,

233

(Utah

1993)).

944 P.2d 392, 393

Union Pac.

(Utah Ct. App. 1997) {quoting

Higgins

Moreover,

favorable to the

v.
M

R.R.

Co.,

Salt

932 P.2d 601, 602

Lake

[b]ecause

(Utah Ct.

County,

855 P.2d

summary

judgment

presents only questions of law, [the court] review [s] the trial
court's decision under a standard of correctness, according no
deference to the trial court's legal conclusions." Stien,
at 377 {quoting

Mills,

944 P.2d

929 P.2d at 362).
DETERMINATIVE LAW

First Security

Bank

v.

Shiew,

609 P.2d 952 (Utah 1980).

Utah Code Ann. § 15-1-1:
Interest rates - Contracted rate - Legal rate.
(1) The parties to a lawful contract may agree upon any
rate of interest for the loan or forbearance of any
money, goods, or chose in action that is the subject of
their contract.
(2)
Unless parties to a lawful contract specify a
different rate of interest, the legal rate of interest
for the loan or forbearance of any money, goods, or chose
in action shall be 10% per annum.

(3) Nothing in this section may be construed in any way
to affect any penalty or interest charge that by law
applies to delinquent or other taxes or to any contract
or obligations made before May 14, 1981.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the Case
This appeal is from a declaratory judgment confirming two
separate

awards

Harringtons,

75860.PE8632.010

the

of

partial

Plaintiffs,

summary
construing

3

judgment

in

contractual

favor

of

provisions

arising out of the sale and purchase of a residential lot and the
construction thereon of a luxury home built on speculation by Mr.
Harrington, with the assistance of financing from Defendant Marilyn
H. Peterson.
Course of Proceedings
Harringtons filed a complaint for declaratory relief in the
Third Judicial District Court on July 26, 1994.
On July

17, 1996, Harringtons

filed a motion

for partial

summary judgment seeking a declaration that monies loaned after
Feruary

1993

Harrington's

to Harringtons
construction

of

by Mrs. Peterson
a

luxury

house

to

complete Mr.

being

built

on

speculation were not secured by the 1991 Peterson Trust Deed on the
property dated June 21, 1991. Mrs. Peterson filed a cross-motion
for partial summary judgment seeking a declaration that all funds
so advanced by Mrs. Peterson were secured by the Peterson Trust
Deed.

(Record

at

885-97.)

Judge

Sanda

Peuler entered

judgment

denying Mrs. Peterson's cross-motion and granting the Harringtons'
motion except as to $4,898.81 on December 10, 1996.

(Record at

1042-44.)
On March 4, 1997, the Harringtons filed a second motion for
partial summary judgment, this time seeking a declaration that no
interest

accrued

on

the

$95,000.00

original

Promissory Note, until February 24, 1994.

principle

of

the

Defendant's, as holders

of that note, filed a motion for partial summary judgment seeking
a declaration that interest on the Peterson Promissory Note began

75860.PE8632.010
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to accrue on March 21, 1992, at the rate of ten percent per annum.
(Record at 1076-91.)

Judge Peuler denied Defendant's motion and

granted the Harringtons' motion. The relevant order was entered on
June 25, 1997. (Record at 1030-34.)
Pursuant to a stipulation for order of dismissal resolving
other issues signed by both sides on August 1, 1997

(Record at

1137-38), Judge Peuler entered judgment on August 7, 1997, granting
declaratory judgment confirming the two entries of partial summary
judgment in favor of Harringtons (Record at 1139-40).
Notice of Appeal was filed on August 13, 1997. (Record at
1144-45.)
Statement of Facts
Marilyn

H.

Peterson, a Salt Lake businesswoman,

owned an

unimproved residential building lot on Sunset Oaks Drive in Salt
Lake City (the "Sunset Oaks Property"), which she had purchased in
1987. (Record at 269.)

By early 1991, Mrs. Peterson had abandoned

her earlier desires to build on the lot herself and was letting
others know that the Sunset Oaks lot was for sale by owner.
Plaintiff Robert L. Harrington is a member of the Utah State
Bar who actively practiced

law only a few years after he was

admitted to the bar in 1976.

Since then he has pursued a variety

of entrepreneurial business activities.

By 1991, he had bought and

sold commercial real estate and at least

thirty

(30) existing

homes, built, managed and sold at least three sets of storage
units,

bought

75860.PE8632.010

four

(4)

Minit

5

Lube

franchises

in

Southern

California, built several luxury homes on speculation and later
sold them, and engaged in other similar ventures.

Mr. Harrington's

representations concerning his experience and substantial net worth
helped persuade Mrs. Peterson to agree to the terms Mr. Harrington
proposed for the transaction described below. (Record at 270-71.)
In early

1991, Mr. Harrington

learned

of Mrs.

Peterson's

Sunset Oaks lot, and contacted her about buying it and providing
seller financing, including subordination to a construction loan
for nine months.
Addendum.)

(Record at 409, reproduced

at Tab 1 of the

In March of 1991, they agreed to terms for the purchase

and sale of that lot and executed an Earnest Money Sales Agreement.
(Record at 270, reproduced at Tab 2 of the Addendum.)
price

agreed to was Ninety-Five Thousand

Dollars

The purchase
($95,000.00),

which was all later put on a Purchase Money Promissory Note dated
June 21, 1991

(the "Peterson Note," at Tab 3 of the Addendum)

secured by a trust deed (the "Peterson Trust Deed," at Tab 4 of the
Addendum) covering the Sunset Oaks Property. The Peterson note was
due in a single installment on March 21, 1992, nine
after closing in June of 1991

(Record at 271).

(9) months

Mrs. Peterson

agreed to subordinate the Peterson Trust Deed securing the Peterson
Note for nine (9) months to a construction loan not to exceed Two
Hundred Twenty Thousand Dollars ($220,000.00) which Mr. and Mrs.
Harrington

had

arranged

to

(Record at 171, 270, & 410.)

obtain

from

Guardian

State

Bank.

Both prior correspondence from Mr.

Harrington and the Earnest Money Sales Agreement called in writing

75860.PE8632.010
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for interest to accrue and be paid at ten percent (10%) per annum
on the Peterson Note. (Record at 188 & 189.)
When the time came to close the sale of the Sunset

Oaks

Property in June 1991, three months after the written sale terms
had been agreed to, Mrs. Peterson was in Florida on business and
did not have with her copies of the documents described above and
previously exchanged.

(Record at 171-72 & 1080.)

Mr. Harrington

and his wife attended the closing at a local Salt Lake County title
company chosen by Guardian State Bank, the lender who provided
construction funding. (Record at 273 & 343.)
Preprinted forms using standard language were utilized for
the Peterson Note and Peterson Trust Deed. (Record at 191-96, also
at Tabs 3 and 4 of the Addendum.)

As signed by Mr. Harrington, the

maker of the Peterson Note, the Note contained the typewritten
notation

XX

N.A." inserted in the blank for the initial interest rate

on the Note and the blanks therein for the post-default interest
rate were left empty. (Record at 191.) When Mrs. Peterson saw in
Florida

a

faxed

version

of

the

Peterson

Note,

she

asked Mr.

Harrington over the phone if there had not been some mistake as to
interest; Mr. Harrington, however, assured her that the Note was
properly filled in.

Not having documents with her to refresh her

memory, Mrs. Peterson acquiesced. (Record at 172, 1095.)
The closing officer verified over the phone that Mrs. Peterson
was willing to subordinate the Peterson Note to the construction
loan

from Guardian State Bank by having the closing

75860.PE8632.010
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officials

record the trust deed covering the Sunset Oaks lot securing the
Guardian Bank Note first, ahead of the Peterson Trust Deed.(Record
at 172.)
27,

Those two trust deeds were recorded in that order on June

1991.

(Record

at

173-74,

reproduced

respectively, of the Addendum.)

at

Tabs

7

and

4,

Mrs. Peterson was not informed,

then or earlier, that the amount of the construction loan secured
by the first lien recorded on the Sunset Oaks property, had been
increased

$10,000.00, from

$220,000.00, the

sum

she

and Mr.

Harrington had earlier agreed upon, to $230,00.00. (Record at 172.)
The Harringtons' construction loan from Guardian State Bank
was

also

further

secured,

at

the

Bank's

request,

by

a

fifth

position trust deed on the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Harrington
located

on Walker

property") .
Addendum.)

Lane

(Record

at

in Salt Lake County
205-11,

reprodcued

(the "Walker
at

Tab

8

of

Lane
the

Since title to that residence was only in the name of

Mrs. Harrington, she was the only one required by the Bank to sign
that trust deed, which contained language consenting to impairment
of any collateral. (Record at

205-11 & 342-43.)

Acting as his own general contractor, Mr. Harrington began
construction work on a speculation luxury home on the Sunset Oaks
lot.

The work was delayed, however, and went more slowly than

Plaintiffs had expected. (Record at 174.)

Thus, when the Peterson

Note came due in March 1992, much work remained to be done before
Plaintiffs could resell the Sunset Oaks Property.

Mr. Harrington

called Mrs. Peterson and admitted his inability to pay the Peterson

75860.PE8632.010
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Note. He requested more time to complete construction of the home,
the sale of which would enable him to pay the Peterson Note.
(Record at 1095-96.)

Believing that interest on that Peterson Note

was to accruing in her favor at the rate of 10% per

annum,

and not

seeing any better reasonable alternative, Mrs. Peterson told Mr.
Harrington she would allow him more time to finish construction,
but wanted the Peterson Note and all accruing interest paid as soon
as possible, she forbore from taking any other action at that time.
(Record at 1096.)
On June 18, 1992, the Harringtons, again without any notice to
or consent from Mrs. Peterson, increased their construction loan
from Guardian State Bank to a new principal amount of $243,600.00
(Record at 175, 829, 839-45), using some of that increase to keep
that note current.

Construction of the home on the Sunset Oaks lot

was still far from complete, and $24,000.00 of the loan proceeds
had

been

disbursed

to Mr. Harrington

or to his wholly

owned

corporation, Harrington Properties, Inc., in payment by the bank of
Plaintiffs' requests for "overhead."
The next day, June 19, 1992, Mr. Harrington filed a chapter 7
bankruptcy petition for relief in federal court for the district of
Utah.

Mrs. Peterson was not included in the list of creditors and

was given no notice of the bankruptcy. She first learned of that
filing several months later, at or after the time Mr. Harrington
received his discharge of debts in bankruptcy. (Record at 175, 213,
416, 1096.)

75860.PE8632.010
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Harringtons' construction loan from Guardian State Bank was
due to be paid in late September, 1992.

They were then unable or

unwilling to pay it. (Record at 1095-96.) The bank apparently would
not extend the loan without a significant payment on it. The home
being built on the Sunset Oaks lot still far from complete, the
Harringtons turned to Mrs. Peterson for help. Mr. Harrington asked
her

to

lend

him

an

additional

$75,000.00,

explaining

that

$75,000.00 would complete construction on the Sunset Oaks property,
and that repayment of the amounts so borrowed and otherwise owed to
her by Mr. Harrington would be assumed through sale of the Sunset
Oaks Property with a completed home and other improvements on it.
(Record at 176.)
Mr. Harrington asked Mrs. Peterson to agree to look only to
the Sunset Oaks Property or the proceeds from its later sale for
repayment

of this new

amount, as well

as

for payment

Peterson Note, which remained totally unpaid.

of

the

(Record at 177.)

Fearing that the property would not sell at any reasonable price if
the construction work were not at least substantially complete, and
seeing

no

other

practical

recourse

after

Mr.

Harrington's

bankruptcy, Mrs. Peterson agreed. (Record at 177.)
This new

agreement was memorialized

counsel and signed on December 8, 1992

with help

from

legal

(Record at 219-23). It

expressly provided that it was secured by the Peterson Trust Deed
(Record at 221) .

It also recited that the sums owed under the

terms of the Peterson Note and sums to be advanced under the new

75860.PE8632.010
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Agreement "shall be due on the date the Property [the Sunset Oaks
lot and home under construction] is sold by the Owner [Harringtons]
or is otherwise transferred, conveyed or assigned." (Record at 220,
1 4; see also at Tab 12 of the Addendum.)
In mid-February of 1993, Mr. Harrington informed Mrs. Peterson
that despite the new $75,000.00 from Mrs. Peterson, substantially
more was still needed to finish construction, and he asked her for
further funds. (Record at 178.)

Mrs. Peterson and Mr. Harrington

specifically discussed security for any such new advances, and
agreed that any new advances would be treated the same as the
$75,000.00 which is the subject of the December 8, 1992 Agreement.
(Record at 178.) Under this arrangement, Mrs. Peterson agreed to
advance

more

funds,

without

consulting

legal

counsel.

Mr.

Harrington sent her a short letter dated February 18, 1993, partly
memorializing this further agreement.1 (Record at 224, reproduced
at Tab 13.) The letter does not expressly recite that any new
advances would be secured by the Peterson Trust Deed, but does say,
among other things, that the "sale of the house [being built on the
Sunset Oaks lot] will be the sole source of the return of this
money."
Accordingly, Mrs. Peterson finished not only advancing the
small remaining portion of the $75,000.00 she agreed to give in

1

Mrs. Peterson contends that the letter was sent unilaterally
by Mr. Harrington, and that it only describes their new agreement
in part. Mr. Harrington contends that he sent the letter at the
request of Mrs. Peterson, and that the letter contains the whole of
this new agreement.
75860.PE8632.010
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December, 1992, but also advanced approximately $70,000.00 more
towards completion of the luxury home Plaintiffs were building on
the Sunset Oaks Lot. (Record at 178, 278.)
In early December of 1993, Mr. Harrington persuaded a Mr. and
Mrs. Clinger to sign an agreement to buy the nearly-finished home
and lot for the total cash price of $475,000.00, less additional
credits of more than $19,000.00 to cover the cost of carpeting and
the like. (Record at 181, 255-57, 306.)
not

sufficient

to

cover

all

that

This cash sales price was

Plaintiffs

had

borrowed

or

otherwise owed relating to the purchase of the Sunset Oaks lot and
the building

of their

spec home thereon. Also, their note to

Guardian State Bank was then delinquent. (Record at 286-87.)
By borrowing some funds from a Florida lender, which Mrs.
Peterson refinanced weeks later with Defendant Global Motor Inns,
a corporation owned by Mrs. Peterson's family, she bought from
Guardian State Bank in early December, 1993, all of its interest in
the promissory note signed by Harringtons in favor of that bank and
the two trust deeds (covering the Sunset Oaks lot and the Walker
Lane property) Harringtons had signed securing that promissory
note. (Record at 178-80.)
Then, in January, 1994, Mrs. Peterson and her family caused a
new subordination agreement to be prepared, signed and recorded
which reversed the priorities of the two trust deeds covering the
Sunset Oaks Property, restoring her purchase money obligation to
its rightful first-place priority ahead of the Guardian State Bank

75860.PE8632.010
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obligation which she had recently purchased.

(Record at 180-81.)

This was done without obtaining the consent of Plaintiffs, who
later objected when they learned of this new development, because
it exposed the Walker Lane Property of Harringtons to claims not
otherwise

paid

by proceeds

from

the

sale

of

the

Sunset

Oaks

Property. (Record at 352-53.)
To allow the sale of the Sunset Oaks property to the dingers
to close on February 24, 1994, despite insufficient sale proceeds
to pay and clear all amounts claimed against that property, the
parties entered into a new agreement dated February 23, 1994, which
preserved their claims and defenses against each other.
225-37, reproduced at Tab 14.)

(Record at

This lawsuit ensued.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The 1993 advances by Mrs. Peterson were expressly secured by
the Peterson Trust Deed, the original 1991 Purchase Money Trust
Deed.

Although the Peterson Trust Deed secures four different

categories of items, the Harringtons focus exclusively on the third
category, unsecured "additional loans" unrelated to the original
amount of the Peterson Note secured by the Peterson Trust Deed.
Category one, however, covers both the original amount as well as
"modifications"

of

the

original

Peterson

Note;

category

two

provides for the performance of each provision of the Peterson
Trust Deed; and category four secures "the payment of all sums
expended or advanced by Beneficiary under or pursuant" to the terms
of

the

75860.PE8632.010

Peterson

Trust

Deed,

with

13

interest

thereon.

Because

Mrs. Peterson's later advances were closely related to the purpose
of

the

original

categories
Peterson

transaction,

one, two, and

Trust

and

fall

four, they

within

the

purview

are

secured

by

Deed, even in the absence

of any

1993

the

of

1991

writing

expressly to that effect.
Alternatively, Mr. Harrington's February 1993 letter suffices
to secure Mrs. Peterson's 1993 advances. The letter's

language

clearly meets the requirements of a promissory note, and indicates
a grant of a security interest in the Sunset Oaks Property.
It is not disputed that interest on the 1991 Peterson Note
began to accrue at 10% per annum from the time the note came due in
March of 1992. Mr. Harrington's original written purchase offer
called for interest at this rate, and the signed final Earnest
Money

Agreement

specifically

provided

for

it.

Thereby,

Mr.

Harrington clearly agreed to pay interest at the rate of 10% per
annum from the time of closing forward.
closing, Mr. Harrington

unilaterally

However, at the time of

inserted

or caused

to be

inserted "N/A" into the blanks for initial ''interest" blanks on the
form romissory note at closing.

Mrs. Peterson was in Florida, but

questioned the "N/A" over of the phone from the moment a copy of
the Peterson Note was faxed to her. Since she did not adequately
follow that up, she has not now claimed interest for the time
before the Peterson Note came due in March 1992.
No

"N/A," however, was

Promissory

75860.PE8632.010
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concerning

inserted

into

post-default
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the

section
interest.

of

the
This

demonstrates that the parties recognized and agreed that interest
would accrue beginning March 21, 1992. The correspondence between
the parties, and the Earnest Money Agreement call for an interest
rate of ten percent — the same rate specified by statute as the
applicable default rate. Harringtons do not dispute, in the absence
of

the

December

8,1992 Agreement,

that

post-default

interest

accrued on the Peterson Note at the 10% rate.
However, the December 1992 Agreement provides for a later date
for payment of the Peterson Note, but neither forgives or excuses
interest

on that Note. This

single extension

of the date

for

payment, without more, does not excuse the ongoing accrual of
interest after March 1992, which had been occurring for almost nine
months when the December 1992 Agreement was signed.
ARGUMENT
I.

THE 1993 ADVANCES BY MRS. PETERSON WERE
SECURED BY THE PURCHASE MONEY TRUST DEED.

A.

Express Provisions
of the Purchase
the 1993
Advances.

Money Trust

Deed

Covered

The Peterson Trust Deed lists four general categories of items
which are secured by that trust deed:
(1) payment of the indebtedness evidenced by a promissory
note of even date hereof in the principal sum of
$95,000.00, made by trustor, payable to the order of
Beneficiary at the time, in the manner and with interest
as therein set forth, and any extensions and/or renewals
or modifications thereof; (2) the performance of each
agreement of Trustor herein contained; (3) the payment of
such additional loans or advances as hereafter may be
made to trustor, or his successors or assigns, when
75860.PE8632.010
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evidenced by a promissory note or notes reciting that
they are secured by this Deed of Trust; and (4) the
payment of all sums expended or advanced by Beneficiary
under or pursuant to the terms hereof, together with
interest thereon as herein provided.
(Record at 193.)

Harringtons' argument

seq.)

(Record at 794 et

focuses entirely on the third of these four categories, totally
ignoring

the

remaining

categories.

The

Harringtons

take

the

language of that third category out of context, seeking to make it
appear that the 1993 advances were unsecured "additional loans'' of
the type covered by the third category, rather than sums secured by
the original Peterson Trust Deed.

Viewed in its proper context,

however, with the other three categories, as it was meant to be,
the third category is seen to address only new, subsequent loans,
unrelated

in purpose

to the

amount

originally

secured

by

the

Peterson Trust Deed.
Of course, it makes good sense that unrelated later loans
should not be secured by the Peterson Trust Deed unless there is a
new promissory note which expressly recites that it also is secured
by that original trust deed; but the law is clear that

later

advances are secured by an earlier trust deed or mortgage if those
advances are related to the same transaction as that secured by the
original instrument.
In First

Security

Bank v.

Shiew,

609 P.2d 952 (Utah 1980), for

example, First Security Bank lent Mr. and Mrs. Shiew $6,342.48 in
1972 to purchase a house in Monticello.
mortgage
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The loan was secured by a

in part, that
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it was

x

'to secure

the

payment of any and all claims or demands now due or to become due
now or hereafter contracted or incurred . . . ."

In 1974, the

Shiews borrowed $8,900.00 from a different branch of First Security
Bank in connection with a cattle-raising venture.

The security

agreement recited as security for the loan certain cattle and feed
as well as after-acquired cattle and feed; it made no mention of
the 1972 mortgage on the Shiew's house.
The Shiews divorced in 1975. In April of 1976, First Security
filed an action against the Shiews in connection with the cattle
venture, alleging that although the collateral had been exhausted,
a

deficiency

of

$4,369.25

remained.

Mrs. Shiew

answered

the

complaint, but a default deficiency judgment was entered against
Mr. Shiew for the entire amount.
In October of 1976, First Security amended its complaint to
include the Utah Farm Bureau Insurance Company as a defendant.

The

house in Monticello had been destroyed in a fire, and the insurance
company had divided the $10,000.00 coverage, sending First Security
a check for $2,843.80 (the unpaid balance on the home loan), and a
check to Mrs. Shiew (who had been awarded the house in the divorce
proceedings)

for

$7,156.20.

In

its

amended

complaint,

First

Security asserted that the dragnet clause in the mortgage on the
house made the mortgage security for any other indebtedness of the
Shiews, and alleged that the insurance company wrongfully paid the
proceeds of the insurance to Mrs. Shiew.

First Security demanded

judgment against the insurance company for the $4,369.25, together

75860.PE8632.010
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with interest and costs.

The trial court awarded judgment to the

Bank against the insurance company, which appealed.
Reversing and remanding, the Utah Supreme Court adopted the
so-called Kansas-Hawaii rule, which declares that
in the absence of clear, supporting evidence of a
contrary intent, a mortgage containing a dragnet type
clause will not be extended to cover future advances

unless the advances are of the same kind and quality
or
relate to the same transaction
or series of
transactions
as the principal
obligation
secured or unless the
document evidencing the subsequent advance refers to the
mortgage as providing security therefor.
609 P.2d at 954(emphasis added)
Trust

Co.

Heath

Tecna

v. Mounkes,
Corp.

v.

(citing

Emporia

519 P.2d 618, 623
Zions

First

Nat'l

State

(Kan. 1974));

Bank,609

Bank

and

see

also

P.2d 1334, 1337

(Utah 1980). On the facts there presented, the Court determined
that
[t]here is not a scintilla of evidence to support the
inference the parties intended the second loan to be
under the security of the first loan. The second loan
was of an entirely different nature and type of
transaction.
609 P.2d at 957. Since the later cattle loan was not related to the
purchase of the home, the Court held that the mortgage on the home
did not secure the cattle-venture loan.
Turning back to the advances made by Mrs. Peterson, we find a
situation quite the reverse of that at issue in the Shiew

case.

To

begin with, contrary to Harringtons' position, the four categories
comprising the "dragnet" clause of the Peterson Trust Deed include
not only a provision dealing with unrelated future loans (category
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three), but also provisions addressing other amounts which are all
secured by the Peterson Trust Deed, without the necessity of new
promissory notes referring to it (categories one, two, and four).
Categories one, two, and four comprise obligations which do
relate
Mrs.

and

are

Peterson's

tied
later

to

the

advances

original
related

transaction.

Because

to the purpose

of the

original transaction, which was to facilitate Harringtons building
a luxury spec home on the lot purchased from Mrs. Peterson, and fit
one or more of the other three categories, they require no new
promissory note or other writing to be secured by the 1991 Peterson
Trust Deed.
Category
extends
Mrs.

one

to and

Peterson's

is

the

includes
later

amount

originally

secured,

but

also

"modifications" of the Peterson Note.

advances

are properly

viewed

as

such a

modification.
Category

two

relates

to

the

performance

of

each

of

the

provisions of the Trust Deed which the Trustor, Harrington, agreed
to perform.
complete

Among other such provisions, Harrington agreed "to

. . . any building which may be constructed" on the

property secured by the Trust Deed, and "to pursue [construction of
improvements on the subject property] with reasonable diligence to
completion . . . ."
Because

Mrs. Peterson's

Harrington's

75860.PE8632.010
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Peterson

the performance
Trust

Deed,

of

these

advances are also secured by the Peterson Trust Deed under this
second category.
Category four comprehends "the payment of all sums expended or
advanced by Beneficiary under or pursuant" to the terms of the
Peterson

Trust

Deed,

with

interest

thereon.

The

Trust

Deed

expressly authorizes Mrs. Peterson to take such action as she "may
deem

necessary

to

protect

the

security"

of

the

including the expending of "whatever amounts in

Trust

Deed,

[her] absolute

discretion [she] may deem necessary," whenever Harrington failed to
do any act which he obligated himself in the Trust Deed to take.
(Peterson

Trust

Deed

at

f

7,

Record

at

193.)

Seeing

that

construction remained incomplete when Harrington represented that
he had exhausted his own resources, it was entirely reasonable for
Mrs.

Peterson to deem it necessary to protect her security by

making new advances, to complete that construction, as she did.
In

addition,

the

Peterson

Trust

Deed

expressly

obligated

Harrington to repay "all sums expended [under the Trust Deed] by
Beneficiary, " and further provided that said repayment was secured
by the Peterson Trust Deed. (Peterson Trust Deed at 5 8, Record at
193. )
This

was

clearly

the

intention

of Mrs.

Peterson.

Having

naturally become apprehensive about whether a premature sale of the
property

in

its distressed

condition, before

construction

was

substantially completed, would pay off the construction loan to
which the Purchase Money Trust Deed had been subordinated, and
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still leave enough to pay the obligation owing to her, she reacted
in the way that any junior lender with the ability would:

she

advanced

the

further

sums

to

complete

construction,

improve

likelihood that the maximum market value of the subject property
could be

realized

by sale, and thereby

sought

to protect

the

security of the property which secured the obligations owing to
her. (Record at 175-76.)

Had she believed that these advances were

not secured by the subject property, she would have had no reason
to make any later advances; indeed, she would have had good reason
not to.

According to her Supplemental Affidavit, she would not

have advanced those additional monies unless she had believed them
secured by the property.

(Record at 830-31.)

That such was Mrs. Peterson's intent and expectation is fully
supported by the language of the Peterson Trust Deed.

The express

language of the Peterson Trust Deed signed by Mr. Harrington — and
quoted above — was clearly adequate, without any further writing of
any

kind,

to

cause

all

sums which Mrs. Peterson

advanced

to

complete construction of the home on the subject property to be
secured by that property.

Thus, even without the December 1992

Agreement and without the February 18, 1993, letter, the sums of
money advanced by Mrs. Peterson for the purpose of completing the
construction of the home on the subject property were all secured
by the Peterson Trust Deed.
The only

legal necessity for the December 1992 Agreement and

the February 1993 letter was to supply the one item missing from
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the Peterson Trust Deed:
advances.

a stated rate of interest for the later

Paragraph 8 of the Peterson Trust Deed contains a blank

where an interest rate is to be inserted; the blank was not filled
in at the time it was signed and recorded, however. The interest
rate was thus supplied by the later writings.

The December 8

Agreements specifies that
Interest on the unpaid balance of each sum advanced by
Peterson pursuant to Paragraph 1 above shall be
calculated from the date each sum has been advanced by
her until she has been repaid in full at the prime rate
than charged by Valley Bank & Trust company plus four (4)
percentage points.
(Record at 220.)

The February 1993 letter confirms that "any money

advanced . . . for the purpose of construction of the home located
at 1656 S. Sunset Oaks Dr., will be returned . . . with interest
consistent with the rate of interest
December 8, 1992."

in

[the] Agreement

dated

(Record at 224.)

As can be seen, moreover, the December 1992 Agreement and the
February 1993 letter also memorialize the parties' understanding
and agreement that the later advances were only to be used to
finish

construction

purposes.

on

the

subject

property,

not

for

other

These later writings thereby confirmed that the later

advances are within the provisions of the first, second and fourth
categories of items expressly secured by the Peterson Trust Deed.
Entirely disregarding

these express provisions of the

Peterson

Trust Deed, however, the trial court's ruling and Harringtons'
arguments utterly fail to explain away the applicability of the
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language of the Peterson Trust Deed securing the 1993 advances from
Mrs. Peterson.

B.

Alternatively,
the February 1993 Letter is Sufficient
the Advances Described Therein to be Secured.

to Cause

Even if it could be seriously argued, contrary to the clear
language of the Peterson Trust Deed, that Mrs. Peterson's 1993
advancements required a new writing in addition to the Purchase
Money Deed of Trust so as to be secured thereby, an examination of
the February 1993 letter reveals that it should properly be viewed
as the equivalent of both a promissory note and a grant of a
security interest.
The
Mr.

letter's

Harrington

language

that

any

clearly
loan

by

conveys
Mrs.

an

undertaking

Peterson,

beyond

by
the

$75,000.00 agreed upon in December 1992, would be repaid to her in
the manner described in the remainder of the letter.
engagement

meets

the

requirements

necessary

to

Such an

constitute

a

promissory note.
The last sentence of the first paragraph states:

"The sale of

the house will be the sole source of the return of this money."
Any lay person reading that sentence would understand that language
to be the equivalent of a grant of a security interest in the
property which is the subject of the Deed of Trust, and was so
understood by Mrs. Peterson.

(Record at 830-31, 1 23) The mere

fact that more traditional language typically used by lawyers in
drafting deeds of trust was not used, is no reason to construe this
language otherwise.
75860.PE8632.010
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Accordingly, under any reasonable view of the documents which
Mr. Harrington signed, there is but one conclusion:

the subject

property described in the Purchase Money Trust Deed secured not
only the original purchase money, but also the later advances made
by Mrs. Peterson.

Thus, as a matter of law, the Harringtons were

not entitled to summary judgment on this issue.
Mrs. Peterson, on the other hand, was and is so entitled.
This Court, moreover,

is in a position

to order

that

judgment be entered in favor of Mrs. Peterson. See Otsuka
Imaging

Specialists,

{quoting

K & T,

Inc.,
Inc.

v.

summary

Elecs.

v.

937 P.2d 1274, 1277(Utah Ct. App. 1997)
Koroulis,

888 P.2d 623, 627 (Utah 1994))

("Because entitlement to summary judgment is a question of law, we
accord no deference to the trial court's resolution of the legal
issues presented.")

She therefore asks that the grant of summary

judgment rendered below be reversed, and that this Court order that
summary judgment on this point be entered in her favor.
II.

INTEREST PROPERLY ACCRUES ON THE PETERSON NOTE
FROM THE TIME IT WAS DUE IN MARCH OF 1992.

A.

The Applicable

Interest

Rate Is Ten

Percent.

A comparison of the Peterson Promissory Note to the original
correspondence between the parties and their executed Earnest Money
Agreement demonstrates that the parties agreed that interest would
accrue in every period.

Mr. Harrington's written offer states:

By way of review of our conversation, [sic] the purchase price
of the lot is $95,000.00 based on it being subordinated to a
75860.PE8632.010
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construction loan of not more than $220,000.00.
The
subordination will be for a period of nine months and will
bear an interest rate of 10% per annum. . .
If these terms are agreeable to you I will prepare a new
Earnest Money agreement for you [sic] signature.
(Record

at

188, 1089.)

The Earnest

Money Agreement

likewise

provides for the
Balance
[of $95,000.00 total purchase price less
$1,000.00 earnest money deposit] . . .
to be paid as
follows: Lot to be subordinated for nine months (at 10%
per annum on $80,000.00) to a construction loan not to
exceed $220,000.00 Sellers [sic] interest to be secured
by a second Deed of Trust.
(Record at 189.)

These documents, both prepared by or under the

direction of Mr. Harrington, clearly show that he agreed to pay
interest at the rate of 10% per annum interest from the time of
closing forward.2
It was clearly at Mr. Harrington's direction that "N/A" was
inserted at closing in the "interest" blanks on the form Peterson
Note for interest during the original nine month term of the Note.
Upon receiving a fax copy of the Note, Mrs. Peterson, then in
Florida, immediately called Mr. Harrington at his home to inquire
whether

a mistake

Harrington

assured

had
her

been
that

made.
the

It
Note

was

only

because

had

been

prepared

Mr.
in

accordance with the Earnest Money Agreement that she did not press

2

The apparent reason that interest at the rate of 10% per
annum was specified in the Earnest Money Agreement to accrue only
on $80,000.00 is that was the amount which Mrs. Peterson was
originally asking for the lot. Peterson Second Suppl. Affid. at
5 4. When Mr. Harrington offered to pay $95,000.00 for the lot, or
more than the asking price, it was explained that the difference
was due to his wanting Mrs. Peterson to subordinate her purchase
money obligation to the construction loan. Id. at M 5-7.
-75860. PE8632. 010
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the matter, even though she thought she had recalled that the
earlier agreement had called for interest all along.
Unlike the earlier section of the Peterson Note where Mr.
Harrington,

acting

unilaterally

at

the

closing,

outside

presence of Mrs. Peterson, caused "N/A" to be inserted
blanks for pre-default

in the

interest, nothing comparable was done for

the section of the Promissory Note that addressed interest
default.

the

after

The fact that this language providing for interest after

the first nine months of the Note was retained, without being
crossed out, and without anything being inserted in the blank to
specify the rate of interest, evidences the fact that the parties
recognized and agreed that interest would start to accrue when it
was originally due nine months after the date of the Note, or by no
later than March 21, 1992.
In cases such as this, where interest is called for, but at a
rate not clearly spelled out in the document, it is permissible to
resort to other extrinsic evidence to supply the information that
would clarify the intent of the parties. See
Asphalt

Paving,

Inc.

(citing

Kimball

v.

V.

Blomqui,

Campbell,

Ron Case

Roofing

&

773 P.2d 1382, 1385(Utah 1989)

699 P.2d 714, 716 (Utah 1985)).

In

this case, the earlier correspondence and Earnest Money Agreement
clearly show that the rate of interest agreed to was ten percent
(10%).

Extrinsic evidence is also admissible to show that this

rate was also meant to apply after default.3

3

In addition, this is

Although extrinsic evidence, this correspondence
is
admissible to demonstrate the parties' original intent under the
rule that "all relevant evidence is admissible on the threshold
75860.PE8632.010
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the same rate specified by statute as the rate applicable on all
loans or agreements to forebear receiving money, as the default
rate, "unless parties to a lawful contract specify a different rate
of interest."

Utah Code Ann. § 15-1-1(2).

It is clear that the

parties did not specify any different rate, and that rate should be
found applicable to the $95,000.00 principal of the Peterson Note
beginning from the time it first became due on March 21, 1992.
Harringtons did not dispute this below.

B.

The December 8, 1992 Agreement
Reinforces
Materially
Change These
Conclusions.

and

Does

Not

Paragraph 3 of the December 8, 1992 Agreement provides as
follows:
Obligation of Harrington and Owner: In addition to
the payment of the sum of Ninety Five Thousand Dollars
($95,000.00) owed to her on the original Trust Deed Note
dated June 21, 1991, Peterson shall be entitled to the
payment of all sums advanced by her pursuant to the terms
of this Agreement together with attorney fees incurred by
her relating in any way to the negotiations for and
preparation of this Agreement, plus accruing interest.
Interest on the unpaid balance of each sum advanced by
Peterson pursuant to Paragraph 1 above shall be
calculated from the date each sum has been advanced by
her until she has been repaid in full at the prime rate
then charged by Valley Bank and Trust Company plus four
(4) percentage points.
(Record at 220.)
"plus

accruing

The phrase at the end of the first sentence,

interest," clearly

signifies

that

interest

was

already then accruing on one or more of the three items specified
earlier in the sentence.

The only one of those three which could

issue of whether [a] writing was adopted by the parties as an
integration of their agreement. . . . even if the writing clearly
states it to be a complete and final statement of the parties'
agreement.'7 Union Bank v. Swenson,
707 P.2d 663, 665 (Utah 1985).
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have

already been

accruing

interest

before

this Agreement

was

executed was the $95,000.00 principal of the Peterson Note.4

The

December 1992 Agreement thus clarifies and reinforces the fact that
interest was accruing on the original note.
The first sentence of paragraph 4 of the December 8, 1992,
Agreement declares,
Payment of the sum owed by Harrington under the terms of
the original Trust Deed Note ($95,000) and payment of the
sums advanced by Peterson under the terms of this
Agreement (not to exceed an additional $75,000) shall be
due on the date the property is sold by the Owner or is
otherwise transferred, conveyed or assigned.
(Record at 220.)

The clear language of this provision allows for

a later date for payment; it does not purport to forgive or excuse
interest already accrued and still accruing on the Peterson Note,
By December, that Note had been accruing interest for the better
part of nine months.

This simple extension of the date by which

final payment of the Note was required was never intended and
cannot reasonably be construed as an elimination or forgiveness of
the ongoing accrual of interest.
Absent some sort of express additional language clarifying
that merely postponing the payment date was also meant to excuse
interest on a long overdue obligation, such an intention should not
be read into the clear language of the document. See Eyring

4

v.

The new advances had not yet even been made; and Mr.
Harrington would not have had any responsibility for attorneys'
fees incurred in preparation of the December 8th agreement until it
had actually been executed. Interest could thus accrue only on the
outstanding $95,000.00.
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Fairbanks,
Pease

918 P.2d 489, 491(Utah Ct. App. 1996) (quoting

Oil

& Gas Co.

v.

Pioneer

Oil

& Gas Co.,

Willard

899 P. 2d 766, 770

(Utah 1995))("It is a basic rule of . . . interpretation that the
intent of the parties is to be determined from the writing itself,
with each provision being considered in relation to all others");
Oquirrh

Assocs.

v.

First

Nat'l

Leasing

Co.,

888 P.2d 659, 663 and

664n.3(Utah Ct. App. 1994) ("we will not look beyond the wording of
the agreement to determine the parties1 intent"); Equitable
Cas.

Ins.

Co. v.

Ross,

Life

849 P.2d 1187, 1192(Utah Ct. App. 1993)

&
("a

contract term is not ambiguous simply because one party ascribes a
different meaning to it to suit his or her own interests." . . .
[I]f

we

determine

unambiguous,

"we

that

interpret

the

contract

them

terms

according

to

are

clear

and

their

plain

and

ordinary meaning" (citations omitted) ) .
Proper consideration of the evidence and construction of the
documents at issue demonstrate that interest was accruing on the
$95,000.00 principal of the Peterson Note from the time it first
became due in March of 1992. This being the case, Mrs. Peterson
asks, as she did with the issue of later advances (supra), that the
grant of summary judgment below in favor of the Harringtons be
reversed, and that the Court order that summary judgment be entered
in her favor as to the issue of accrual of interest.
CONCLUSION
For

the

reasons

set

forth

above, Defendants

respectfully

request that the declaratory judgment rendered below be set aside,
75860. PE8632. 010
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and the two awards for partial summary judgment which it confirms
be reversed, and that summary judgment be granted in favor of
Defendants.

Alternatively, Defendants request that the judgment

below and the two awards for partial summary judgment it confirmed
be vacated, and the case be remanded for trial of these two issues.
DATED this iZ?

day of January, 1998,

oR^^^Z^
Harold CI VeThaaren
John K. Mangum
Scott M. Ellsworth
of NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorneys for Appellants

75860.PE8632.010
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused two copies of the foregoing
BRIEF OF APPELLANTS to be mailed, first-class United States mail,
postage prepaid, this

day of January, 1998, to the following:
James S. Jardine
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER
79 South Main Street, Suite 500
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

^ M c ^ v -
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ADDENDUM
Tab 1

Letter from Robert L. Harrington to Marilyn Peterson,
March 6, 1991.

Tab 2

Earnest Money Agreement for the Purchase of the Sunset
Oaks Property, March 12, 1991.

Tab 3

Purchase Money Trust Deed Note between Robert L.
Harrington and Marilyn H. Peterson, June 21, 1991 (the
"Peterson Note") .

Tab 4

Purchase Money Deed of Trust between Robert L. Harrington
and Marilyn H. Peterson, June 21, 1991 (the "Peterson
Trust Deed").

Tab 5

Warranty Deed by Marilyn H. Peterson conveying the Sunset
Oaks Property to Robert L. Harrington, June 24, 1991

Tab 6

Promissory Note by Robert L. and Jane Harrington to
Guardian State Bank, June 21, 1991.

Tab 7

Deed of Trust between the Harringtons and Guardian State
Bank, June 21, 1991, covering Sunset Oaks Property.

Tab 8

Deed of Trust between Jane Harrington and Guardian State
Bank, June 21, 1991, covering the Walker Lane Property.

Tab 9

Warranty Deed between Robert L. Harrington and Harrington
Properties, Inc., June 27, 1991.

Tab 10

Change in Terms Agreement, September 16, 1992, increasing
amount borrowed to $243,600.00.

Tab 11

Discharge of Debtor, Robert Lynn Harrington, September
28, 1992, United States Bankruptcy Court.

Tab 12

Agreement
among
Marilyn
H.
Peterson,
Robert
L.
Harrington, and Harrington Properties, Inc., December 8,
1992 (the "December 1992 Agreement").

Tab 13

Letter from Robert L. Harrington to Marilyn Peterson,
February 18, 1993.

Tab 14

Agreement among Marilyn H. Peterson, Global Motor Inns,
Robert L. Harrington, Jane Harrington, and Harrington
Properties, Inc., February 23, 1994.

Tab 15

Minute Entry, Ruling on Harringtons' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment on their Fourth Cause of Action and Mrs.
Peterson's Motion for Summary Judgment, November 25, 1996

Tab 16

Order on Harringtons' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
on their Fourth Cause of Action and Mrs. Peterson's
Motion for Summary Judgment, December 10, 1996

Tab 17

Minute Entry, Ruling on Cross-Motions for Summary
Judgment on the Issue of Interest, June 12, 1997

Tab 18

Order on Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment on the Issue
of Interest, June 25, 1997

Tab 19

Judgment and Order of Dismissal, August 7, 1997

Tabl

Kobert L Harrington

March 6, 1991
Marilyn Peterson
Suite 1200
Eagle Gate Tower
60 E. South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
RE: Lot at 1684 S. Sunset Oaks in Salt Lake City.
Dear Marilyn:
Thank you for meeting with me the other day. I enjoyed the
meeting and look forward to working with you on this project.
By way of review of our consversation, the purchase price of the
lot is $95,000.00 based on it being subordinated to a construction loan of not more than $220,000.00. The subordination will be
for a period of nine months and will bear an interest rate of
10% per annum. To secure your positon you will be given a second
trust deed behind the construction loan. I will personally
guarantee the payment of the lot. The only contingency I request
is one regarding the construction financing. I don't expect any
difficulities and am confident that we can move forward.
If these terms are agreeable to you I will prepare a new Earnest
Money agreement for you signature. Please feel free to make any
changes you feel are necessary. I'll give you a call in a day or
so to arrange a meeting.
Thank you again.
Sinef&rely,

Robert L. Harrington

2204 WALKER LANE, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84117

lft

Tab 2

£A" M EST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
Lege d

Yes(X)

No(O)

EARNEST MONEY RECEIPT

DATE:

marr-h \2 m\

The undersigned Buyer
as EARNEST MONEY^the amount of
Cfl£.
^PAA'Artf^
in the form of
deposited
in
accordance
with
applicable
State Law. *
which shall be

<4;

X\0

hereby deposits with Brokerage
Dollars ($ /CCO
< OC)
}

/ / D O —

i

*
Received by.

Brokerage

Phone Number
OFFER TO PURCHASE

^PROPERTY DESCRIPTION The above stated E A R N E R MONEYJs given to secure and apply on the purchase^ the property situated at
in the City of

Z)(j\\

U^HC

\ AuA

County of

SrtlT

111

lA

LSr)C

Utah,

subject to any restrictive covenants, zoning regulations, utility or other easements or rights of
accordance with Section G. Said property is owned by

as sellers, and is more particularly described

as:__
CHECK APPLICABLE BOXES:

.

jSfuNIMPROVED REAL PROPERTY

p T Vacant Lot

Q iMPROVED REAL PROPERTY

D Vacant Acreage

D Commercial

^Residential

D Other

Q Condo

" ~
® Other

(a) Included items. Unless excluded below, this sale shall include all fixtures and any of the items shown in Section A if presently attached to the property.
The following personal property shall also be included in this sale and conveyed under separate Bill of Sale with warranties as to title:
(b) Excluded items. The following items are specifically excluded from this saie:

(c) CONNECTIONS, UTILITIES AND OTHER RIGHTS. Seller represents that the property includes the following improvements in the purchase price:
JS^ public sewer

(Q connected

Owed

(Q septic tank

(Q connected

j p irrigation water / secondary system

0

other sanitary system

J 3 public water

# of shares

Q connected

53 private water

D connected

0

\Q connected

'

TV antenna

D other

•

$S dedicated road ^S^paved

D prewired

connected

(d) Survey. A certified survey O shall be furnished at the expense of

©connected

EJ ingress & egress by private easement

Company _ _ I T !

D master antenna

J5J natural gas

^electricity

l^curb and gutter
( 0 other rights

ZZTZI

prior to dosing, Q ' s h a l l not be furnished.

(e) Buyer Inspection. Buyer has made a visual inspection of the property and subject to Section 1 (c) above and 6 below, accepts it in its present physical
condition, except:

IHZ

2. PURCHASE PRICE AND FINANCING. The total purchase price for the property is
Dollars ($
$

(CCO

$

~

$

""

vO

CJC/O

) which shall be paid as follows:

which represents the aforedescribed EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT:
representing the approximate balance of CASH DOWN PAYMENT at closing.
representing the approximate balance of an existing mortgage, trust deed note, real estate contract or other encumbrance to be assumed by buyer,
which obligation bears interest at
which include:

Q principal;

% per annum with monthly payments of $
Q>interest;

G3 taxes;

©insurance;

ZH

O c o n d o fees;

fTbothftr

•

;

representing the approximate balance of an additional existing mortgage, trust deed note, real estate contract or other encumbrances to be
assumed by Buyer, which obligation bears interest at
which include:

Q principal;

D interest;

~"

Q taxes;

% per annum with monthly payments of $
© insurance;

Q^condo fees;

CPother

—-

.

representing balance, if .any, including proceeds from a new mortgage loan, or seller financing, to be paid as follows:

gjjfrr*A\ gA\fA

& < 0[ rrxyrWfS f ,3V YDft T>nr apiAon

5fionsVvuc>r\Qr>j o ^

%0CO

o n S SO, OPo V - / n

a-A <\c> exceed | J 0 t o , ^rtXoft \fYtevefiV-

TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE

If Buyer is required to assume an underlying obligation (in which case Section F shall also apply) and/or obtain outside financing, Buyer agrees to use best efforts
o assume and/or procure same .and this offer is made subject to Buyer qualifying for and lending institution granting said assumption and/or financing. Buyer agrees
o make application within

(LP

in interest rate not to exceed

days after Seller's acceptance of this Agreement to assume the underlying obligation and/or obtain the new financing at
%. If Buyer does not qualify for the assumption and/or financing within

^nU

days after Seller's acceptance

)f this Agreement, this Agreement shall be voidable at the option of the Seller upon written notice. Seller agrees to pay up to
joints, not to exceed $
'age two of a four page form

m

In addition, seller agrees to pay $
Seller's Initials ( f W ) (

)

Date

^=-

""

mortgage loan discount

to be used for Buyer's other loan costs.
Buyer's Initials (

) (

)

Date .

A

- mo ^ropeny in tee ^mpie ij\s purchasing the property under a real
ofcidie contract, i ranster ot Seller's ownership interest f
ue made as set forth in Section S. Seller agrees to f i / * ~ 006 and marketable title to the property, subject
to encumbrances and exceptions noted herein, evideno AJ by p ( a current policy of title insurance in the amount ot rpurchase price Q an abstract of title brouoht current
with an attorney's opinion (See Section H).
'
"
*
4. INSPECTION OF TITLE. In accordance with Section G, Buyer shall have the opportunity to inspect the title to the subject property prior to dosing. Buyer shall take title
subject to any existing restrictive covenants, including condominiumestrictions
restrictjons
($C&&R'R's\.
Buyerv•CJhas
hasUD^has
notreviewed
renewedany
anycondominiun
condominium CC & R's prior to signing this Agreement.
(CC
sjL Buyer.
has not
5. VESTING OF TITLE. Title shall vest In Buyer as follows
"
~ '
6. SELLERS WARRANTIES. In addition to warranties contained in Section C, the following Items are also warranted: """*
Exceptions to the above and Section C shall be limited to the following:

—
conditions and/or contingencies which must be satisfied

8. CLOSING OF SALE. This Agreement shall be closed on or before
at a reasonable location to be designated by
Seller, subject to Section Q. Upon demand, Buyer shall deposit with the escrow closing office all documents necessary to complete the purchase in accordance with
this Agreement. Prorations set forth in Section R shall be made as of EEdate of possession Prelate of closing Gather
9. POSSESSION. Seller shall deliver possession to Buyer on Q . " ^ C . t C S i f v C ^
unless extended by written agreement of parties.
10. AGENCY DISCLOSURE. At the signing of this Agreement the listing agent _
.represents ( ) Seller ( ) Buyer,
and the selling agent
represents ( ) Seller ( ) Buyer. Buyer and Seller confirm that prior to signing this Agreement
written disclosure of the agency relationships) was provided to him/her. (
)(
) Buyer's initials (
)(
) Seller's Initials.

ih

11. GENERAL PROVISIONS. UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED ABOVE, THE GENERAL PROVISION SECTIONS ON THE REVERSE SIDE HEREOF HAVE BEEN
ACCEPTED BY THE BUYER AND SELLER AND ARE INCORPORATED INTO THIS AGREEMENT BY REFERENCE.
12. AGREEMENT^ TO PURCHASE AND TIME LIMIT FOR ACCEPTANCE. Buyer offers to purchase the property on the above terms and conditions. Seller shall
hav4i
MOl

M)

M

fll

A

, 19

LA to accept tflis offer. Unless accepted, this offer shall lapse and the Agent shall return the EARNEST

(Buyer's Sfgnatun
Buyer's Signature)

(Address)

(Date)

(Phone)

(SSN/TAX ID)

(Phone)

(SSN/TAX ID)

^HECK ONE
^ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER TO PURCHASE: Seller hereby ACCEPTS the foregoing offer on the terms and conditions specified above.
• REJECTION. Seller hereby REJECTS the foregoing offer
(Seller's Initials)
• COUNTER OFFER. Seller hereby ACCEPTS the foregoing offer SUBJECT TO the exceptions or modificatiogs as specified below or in the attached Addendum, and
presents said COUNTER OFFER for Buyer's acceptance. Buyer shall have until
(AM/PM)
, 19
to accept the terms
specified below.

3-N2~^\
(Date)
eiler's Signature)

(Date)

\Mo

?V\

(Time)

(Address)

(Time)

(Address)

3>r_
**%*.

•59fe-7Q?o

2.C*-tt</-o?.\V

(Phone)

(SSN/TAX ID)

(Phone)

(SSN/TAX ID)

HECK ONE:
1 ACCEPTANCE OF COUNTER OFFER. Buyer hereby ACCEPTS the COUNTER OFFER
] REJECTION. Buyer hereby REJECTS the COUNTER OFFER.
(Buyer's Initials)
J COUNTER OFFER. Buyer hereby ACCEPTS the COUNTER OFFER with modifications on attached Addendum.

dyer's Signature)

(Date)

(Time)

(Buyer's Signature)

(Date)

(Time)

DOCUMENT RECEIPT
State Law requires Broker to furnish Buyer and Seller with copies of this Agreement bearing all signatures. (One of the following alternatives must therefore be completed).
\. D I acknowledge receipt of a final copy of the foregoing Agreement bearing all signatures:
SIGNATURE OF BUYER

; NATURE OF SELLER

Date
Date

f. D I personally caused a final copy of the foregoing Agreement bearing all signatures to be mailed o n .
tified Mail and return receipt attached hereto to the • Seller • Buyer. Sent by
ie three of a four page form

Data

.,19.

-by

Tab 3

TRUST

DEED

NOTE

DO NOT DESTROY THIS NOTE: When paid, this note, with Trust Deed securing same, must
be surrendered to Trustee for cancellation, before reconveyance will be made.

$95,000.00
June 21, 1991
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, jointly and severally, promise to pay to the order of
MARILYN KAMII/TON PETERSON

NINETY FIVE TOP03AND D0LIAR3 AND 00 CENTS

DOLLARS ( $95,000.00 )

together with interest from date at the rate of N/A
per cent ( N/A
%) per annua on the unpaid principal, said
principal and interest payable as follows:
BALANCE DOE 9 M3N2HS FROM DATS OF EXECUTION

A late payment penalty of
percent (
%) of any payment due
shall be assessed against the Maker if said payment has not been received by Holder
within
days of the due date. * Each payment shall be credited first to late
payments due, then to accrued interest due and the remainder to principal.
If default occurs in the payment of said installments of principal and interest or
any part thereof, or in the perfamance of any agreement contained in the Trust Deed
securing this note, the holder hereof, at its option and without notice or demand,
may declare the entire principal balance and accrued interest due and payable.
Maker hereby acknowledges and agrees that the interest rate shall be accelerated
to
percent (
%) per annum on the unpaid balance at the time of
default.
If this note is collected by an attorney after default in the payment of principal
or interest, either with or without suit, the undersigned, jointly and severally agree
to pay all costs and expenses of collection including a reasonable attorney's fee.
She maters, sureties, guarantors, and endorsers hereof severally waive presentment
for payment, demand and notice of dishonor and nonpayment of this note, and consent
to any and all extensions of time, renewals, waivers or modifications that may
be granted by the holder hereof with respect to the payment or other provisions of
this note, and to the release of any security, or any part thereof, with or without
substitution.
lids

note is secured by a Trust Deed of eve
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Tab 4
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.JSSOCIATEO TITLE
REC BYl KAftflA BLANCHrtftO » OCPfTY
t*A« AlOVt TNII LINE FOR REOOtOCR't U1E

LTD

00

1

/n*Hj?L

{Spec* Abova This l ( r « For Racordfrg 0»t«]
DEED OF TRUST
WITH AflSIQNXEHT OF RBNTB

THIS OEfO OF TRUST, taade thU

?1

day of

J^nfL

i9_21 * (twMA m

as *MMOft, w*v«e addraes la .
ASSOCIATED TTITE CDKPANY

w^mftj troiMra* rare****.
V!T*ESS£S»

, a Utah corporation, *• TRUSTEE, and .
as IEMEF1C1ARV,

That Trustor CONVEYS AM) WARRANTS TO TRUSTEE IM TRUST, WITH POWER OF SALE, the following d««crlb«d

property, altuatad tr

? M J T IftKfi

County, Stata of Utah:

I 0 T 1 7 , SUNSET OAKS SUBDIVISION PLAT "B", ACCORDING 10 1HE OFFICIAL PLAT
THEREOF CN FILE AND OF REOCRD IN THE SALT LAKE OOUNIY RECORDER'S OFFICE.

Together with all building, f Ixturat and Ivprovaiaenta theraon and a l l water rlgh's, right! of w«y( aaseiwnts, rants
l i t u n , prcfHs, Inccm, tonwwnts, hcreiltiesmts, privileges and appurtenances thereunto belonging, now or hereafter
used or tnjayad with MtfJ prootrty, or irty pert thereof, 3JSJECT, KWEYER, to the rtg**, P<*«»" and authority
hereinafter fllve** to and conferred upon •craflcUry to collect arid apply such rents, ftcuu, and ptofftj

(TEUOU TO Rev $/d7)

CD

cn
CO
CO
O
no
en

CO

for th* Purpose of lacurtngi
<1> payment, of th* Indabtadnoao evidenced by a promissory note of avan data hereof In tha principal »um of
*$9 l ?«QQfltQQ
_, mad* by Trust*-, payable to th* ordar of lenefIclary at tha tie**. In tha amnnar
and with Intaraat a* thtrMn sot forth, and any extension* and/or renewals or Modification* thereof;
(2) tha performance of each agraamant of Truztor horaln contained; <3) tha payment of such additional loans or
advance* M haroaftar oay ba aside to Trustor, or his succossors or assigns, when avldancad by a promissory note or
notee reciting that thay ara secured by this Dead of Trust; and <4> tha payment of all sums •xperth4 or advanced
by lane'(clary under or pursuant ta th* U n r n h*r«of, together with Interest tharaon as herein provided.
To Protect Th* tacurtty of This Oaad of Trust, T ustor Agrees:
1. To keep said property In flood condition and repel*; not to racaova or demolish any building thereon; to
coeplet* or reatore promptly end In good and workamnllk* m a n m r eny butldirg which may ba constructed, demeged or
dastrovad tbarocn; to comply with all tawa, covenants «<d restrictions af/ectir* ssid property; not to commit or
permit waste thereof; not to conalt, suffer nr permit any act uron ssid property In violation of la-; to do all other
acts which frojs tha character or use of ssid prup*rtr may be reasonably n e c t a r y , tha specific enumerations herein
not excluding tha general; and. If tha loan secured hereby or any part hereof Is being obtained for the purpose of
financing construction of faproveMjnta on said property Trustor furthsr tgreess
(a) To commanc* construction promptly and to pursue tarn* with reasonable d U l o m c e to completion In accoroance
with plan* and specifications satisfactory to leneftciary, and
(b> To allow lenaftctary to tncpact ssid property at all time* during construction.
Trustee, upon presentation to (t of an affidavit signed by SonefUiarv, setting forth facts shoving • de'eult
by Trustor under this numbered paragraph. Is authorized to accept as true and conclusive all facts end statement*
therein, and to act thereon hereunder.
2. To provide and amlntatn insurance, of such type or type* and amounts a* Beneficiary ms • requirr, on the
leprovements now exist In* or hereafter erected or placed on said property. Such Insurance shall ba carried In
companies approved by leneficlary, who may make proof of loss, and each Inauranea coapany concerned la hareby
authorized and directed t» sake payment for such loss directly to t*n*f<clery. Instead of to Trustor and ttamffclary
Jointly, and th* Insurance proceeds, or any part thereof, m y be applied by •eneflciary, at It* option, to the
reduction of the Indebted!«*e hereby secured or to restoration or repair of th* property damaged. In the w e n t
that the Trustor shall fsll to provide sstisfectory hazard Insurance, the lenefIclary amy procura, on the Trustor's
behalf, Inauranea In favor af the teneflclary alone. If Insurance cannot ba secured by the Trustor to provide the
required coverage, this will constitute f\ act of default under the tenss of Deed of Trust.

3. To deliver to, pey for end maintain with Mneficfery until the (ndnbtedness secured hereby is paid in full,
such evidence of tltla as •eneflciary amy require, including abstracts of title or policies of title Irmurioce and
any txtsraions cr renewals thereof or supplements theejto.
*. To appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof, the title t) ssid
property, or the rights or powers of lenefIclary or Trustee; and should teneflclary or Trustee elect to eppeer in or
defend any such action or proceeding, to pay all coats and axprnaes, Including cost of evidence of tltla and
attorney'i fee* In a reasonable sua Incurred by lenef Iclary or Trustee.
$. To pay at laast 10 day* before delinquency all tax** and aeicssoenta affecting said property. Including
* U *f**stm*nts upon water company stock and all rants, sasessments and charg** for watar, appurtenant to or used 'n
connection with raid property; to pay, when due, all ancusbrances, charges, and liana with Interest, on ssid property
or any part thereof, which at any time appacr to ba prior or superior hereto; to pay all costs, fees, and expense*!
of this Trust.
6. To pay to leneficlary monthly In advance, an amount, as astlrated by tcneflciary in its discretion,
•uft iciwrtt to rav sit Xixtt 9*xl »«««c)irtnte affecting said property, and all premium on Insurance therefor, as ard
whan the same shsll become due.
7.
Should Trustor fall to make any payment or to do any act as herein provided, than leneficlary cr. Trustee
but without obligation so to do and without notice to or demand upon Trustor and without iel*aslr) Trustor from «/
obligation hereof, may: Hake or do the same In such naroer and to such extent as either may deem necessary to
protect 'he security hereof, lenefIciary or Trustee being authorized to enter upon said property for such p u r e e s ;
cowmence, appeur in end defend any action or proceeding purporting to sffect the security hereof or the rl*its o
potaera of teneflclary or Truatae; pay, purchaae, conttst, or compremts* any exursbrsnee, chsrge or lien M>lch in the
Judtawant of either appeal to be price or superior hereto; and in exercising sny such powers. Incur any lf«.!itty.
expand t*atev*r amounts lr its ebsoluta discretion it amy deem nec*%*sry therefor, including cost of evidence of
title, employ counsel, and pay hit reasonable fees.

9. To p«y InatdUulf tnd Ktttuxrt ofeajrrf * U s u m tRp«nd«d h*r«urrfcr by •emflcUry «" Trust**, with Inttrest
from det* of *xp*nd(tur* st th* rst* of

X p*r annus until paid, and th* repayment thereof shall be secured

hereby.

en
CO
CO

o

o

^o
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t. To pay to Beneficiary a -late charge" of not to exceed five cents (5) for each One Dollar <|i.OO) of **ch
payment due Hereunder or A * pursuant to the aforesaid promissory note of even date hereof which is aore than
fifteen <13) days in arroan. This payment shall be aade to cover the ext-a expense involved in handling delinquent
payments.

IT tS MJTUAUY ACXO0 TNATt
10. Srould said property or any port thereof bo taken or damaged by reason of sny public (ajxxvemtnt or
condemnation proceeding, of da—god by fire, or earthquake, or in sny other aenmr, Beneflclsry shall be entitled to
all compensation, wwarca, aid other payments or relief therefor, and shall be entitled at its option to coanence,
appear In and prosecute in Its own none, sny action or proceedings, or to asks sny coaproaise or settlement. In
connection with ouch taking or damage. All such ccMpensatton, awards, deaoges, rights of action and proceeds,
including the proceeds of any policies of fire and other Insursnre effecting said property, are hereby assigned to
•eneflclary. Mho say, sfter deducting therefrom all Its expenses. Including attorney's fees, apply the ssae on any
Indebtedness secured hereby. Trustor agrees to execute such further sssignaents of any coapensation, eward, dwMcee,
and rights of action and proceeds as teneftciary or Trustee say require.
11. At any tiae and froa time to tlae upon written raqpntt of Beneficiary, payment of Its fees and presentation
of this Deed of Trust end the note for endorsement (In case of full reconveyance, for cancellation and retention)
without affecting the liability of any person for the payaent of tie tndobteohMi secured hereby, and without
releasing the interest of sny party Joining In this Deed of TrtaJ, Trustee asy («) consent to the anting of any nop
or plat of said property; (b) Join fn grenting any eeseaent or creating any restriction thereon; (c) join In sny
subordination or other agreement affecting this Oeod of Trust or the lien or chsrgo thereof; (d) 9 re it sny extension
or aodlftcatlon of the teras of this loan; (e) reconvey, without warranty, all or any part of said property. The
grenteo In any reconveyance aay bo dot trtbed so "the person or persona entitled thereto", and the recitals therein
of any aatters or facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof. Trustor sgrees to pay rees'-nable
trustee's fee* for any of the services aentloned in this paragraph.
12. As additional security, Trustor hereby assigns to leneflciary, during the continuance of these trusts,
sll rents, Issues, royalties, and profits of the proeerty effected by \ M s Oeed of Trust and of sny personal property
located thereon. Until Trustor shall default in the peyasot of any Indebtedness secured hereby or in the performance
of any agreement hereunder. Trustor shall have the right to collect all -uch rents. Issues, royalties, and profits
earned prior to default aa they bscoas due and payable. If Trustor shall default as aforesaid. Trustor's right to
collect any of such aoneyn shall ceese and leneflciary shall have the right, with or without taking possession of
the property effected hereby, to collect all rente, royalties. Issues, and profits. Fsllure or discontinuance of
•eneflclary of the right, power, end euthortty to collect the seae. Nothtrg contetned herein, nor the exercise of
thi right by leneftclery to collect, shell be, or be construed to be, an affirmation by Beneficiary of any tenancy,
tease or option, nor an assumption of liability under, nor a subordination of the lien or charge of this Oeod of
Trust to any such tenancy, leese or option.
13. Upon any defeult by Trustor hereunder, Beneflclsry may at eny time without notice, either in person, by
egent, 00 by e receiver to be appointed by a court (Trustor hereby consenting to the appointment of Beneficiary as
such receiver), a' J without regerd to the edequecy of sny security for the Indebtedness hereby secured, enter upon
and take possession of said property or env pert thereof. In Its own name eue for or otherwise collect said rents,
issues, end profits, including thoee pest dje and unpaid, and apply the same, less costs and expenees of operetion
and collection. Including reasonable attorney's fees, upon iff indebtedness secured hereby, and In such order as
Innsf ic1a.*y aay rkti ••mine.
H . The enfx/ing upco und taking possession of said property, the collection of such rents, issues,
snd profits, or the: proceeds of fire and other insurance policies, or compensation or awards for sny tsking 0dreage of s*1d property, end the application or release thereof as aforesaid, shall not cure or wsive any default or
notice of defeult hereunder or invalidate eny act done pursuant to such notice
15. The f el lire on the part of beneflclsry to promptly enforce any right hereunder shall not operate as a waiver
of such right snd the welver by tensfIclary of any defaul* shall not constitute a waiver of any other or subsequent
default.
16. Tine is of the essence hereof. Upon default by Trustor In the payment of any indcbtf*neia tecurvd hereby
or in th* performance of any agreement hereunder, all sums secured hereby shall Imeediately become due and payeblc at
the option of Semf(clary. In the event of such default. Beneficiary may execute or cause Trustee to execute e
wHt'.en notice of default snd of eteoMon to cause said property to be sold to satisfy the obligations herwf, and
Trustee shall file such notice for record in each county wherein said property or sons part or parcel thereof is
situated, leneficlery stso shell deposit with Trustee, the note end ell documents evidencing expenditures secured
hereby.
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17.

A f t e r the lepaa of audi t i e * aa ray than b t r o q u l r - d by law f o l i c * l o g the recordation of i . l d notice of

d e f a u l t , and notice of d e f a u l t and n o t i c e of t e l e having been given aa than r e h i r e d by taw, rruetee. without oemend
on T n j e t e r , a h a l l M i l

M

| d property on the date and at the t l r a and place deelgnated I n aaid notice of e e l e , e i t h e r

a« • whole or I n eaperate p a r c a l a , and I n euch o r d j r ae I t ray detererino <but aubjact to any aatutory r i g h t of
T r v j t o r t o d i r e c t the trrier I n which auch p r o p e r t y . I f consisting of t a v a r a l known i o t a or p a r c e l a , ahall be a o l d ) ,
a t public auction to the M g h r a t b l o w ,
of a a l a .

The person conducting tho a a l a

the purchaeo p r l c a payable I n lawful eoney of the United f t e t e a a t the t i e *
ray

for any cause ho deera expedient, poatpona the a a l * f r r a t l r a t o t l r a

u n t i l I t a h a l l be c o a p U t e d and. I n every auch caae, n o t i c e of poetponoMn. ahall be given by public d e c l a r a t i o n
thereof by auch person a t tho t f a » and pleca l e e t appointed f o r the a a l a ; provided. I f tha aala l a postponed for
longar than one day beyond the day dealpnated I n the n o t i c e of a a l a ,
ranner

aa the o r ! f i n a l n o t i c e of .sale,

notice thereof a h a l l be glv«n I n the teme

Truetea a h a l l exacute and d e l i v e r to the purchaser I t a dtd

property ao a o l d , taut without any convergent of warranty, expre?e or t e p l l e d
or f a c t a a h a l l be concluetve proof of the t r u t h f u l n e s s thereof
«*U.

7rmt—

ehaM tpply

conveylnc s a f *

The r e c t t a l a I n the Oaed of any t a t t e r s

Any paraon, i n e l u d l n t l e n e f I c l a r y , M y b i d at the

the proceed* of the eate to oayrant of ( t ) the coata and exffnee* of exercising the power

of a a l a a i d ot the a a l a . Including the payment of the Truetee'e and a t t o r n e y ' » feee; <2) coat of any evidence of
t i t l e procured I n connection w i t h auch a a l a and revenue atone* on Truetee'e Owed; (3> a l l aura expended under tha
tenac hereof, not then r e p a i d , w i t h accrued I n t e r e a t at

X f»r

e m * f r o a data of expenditure, ( 4 ) a l l other

aura than aecurad hereby; and <S> tfcj - o r a l n d e r . I f any, t o the pereon or persona l e g a l l y e n t i t l e d t h e r e t o , or the
T r u r t e e , I n I t a d l a e r a t i o n , ray depoett the balance of auch proceedt with the County Clerk of the county I n which
the S A W took p l a c e .
I d . Truetor agrae* • • aurrandar poaaaaalon of the hereinebove deecrlbed Truet property to th« Purchaser at the
aforeaald a a l a , tsewd l a t e l y a f t e r auch a a l a , I n the event auch possession haa not prevlouely been aurrendered by
Truitor.

19.

Upon the occurence of any d e f a u l t hereunder, twnef I c i a r y a h a l l have the option t o dftclere a l l aura aecurad

hereby loieadlotely due and payable and foreclose t h l a 0 * * 1 of Truer I n the

rnmc

provided by law for the foreclosure

of Mortgagee on r e e l property and t e r * f 1 c ( e r y a h a l l be e n t i t l e d t o recover I n auch proceodtnge a l l cotta and expanses
Incident t h e r e t o , Including • reeeonable a t t o r n e y a f e e 1n auch aoxxnt aa ahall be f i x e d by the c o u r t .
20.

P a n e f I c l a r y ray appoint a eucceeeor t r u a t e a a t any t I r a by f i l i n g fo* record I n the o f f i c e of the C o v M -

Recorder of es4i county I n which - « l d property or eoew p a r t thereof i t a l t u a t e d , e a u b a t l t u t t o n of truetee

Fro*

the t l r a the a u b a t t t u t l o n f a f i l e d f o r r e c o r d , the new t r u a t c e a h a l l auecoed to a l l the powera, d u t i e s , a u t h o r i t y and
t i t l e of the truetee fwjeed h e r o i n or of any eucceeeor t r u e t e e .

Each euch e v b e t l t u t t o n a h a l l be erecuted end

acknowledged, wnd n o t t c * thereof a h a l l be given and p-*cof thereof w d e . I n the Banner provided by (aw
21.

Thla Oaed of Truet a h a l l apply t o , IMJTO t o the b e n e f i t o f , and bind a l l p a r t i e e hereto, t>>etr h e i r a ,

l e g a t e e * , devleeee, a t t a i n ! e t r a t o r s , executors, eucceseore end asvl-jr*.
Joint and s e v e r a l .
cecured hereby.

A l l obUgationa of Truetor hereunder a"e

Tha t e r n • • e n e f t c l a r y " a h a l l m e n the owner end holder, I r x l u d l n g any pledgee, of the note

I n t h l a freed of T r u a t , whenever the context ao r e q u i r e * , tho

raacutlnc

gender Includes the feci nine

and/or neuter, and the singular nuxber i n c l u d r a the p l u r e l .
22.

Trustee accepts t M a Truat when t h l a Deed of T r u a t , duly executed and t^knowlerJgod, I t rade e public

record aa provided by law.

Truatea l a not ct>l(gated t o n o t i f y eny p e r t y dcre'o of pending c a U u-**er any other

Deed of Truat or of any a c t i o n or proceeding I n which T r u e t o r , t e n e f i c l a r y , or Truatea s h a l l be a perty, unless
brought by T r u s t * * .

be

23.

T M r Oaed of Truat s h a l l be conatruud accordi*** to the 'awe of the : » * t e of Utah

24.

The undersigned Truator request* t h a t a copy of any r o t i r e of d e f a u l t a n j of any n o t i c e of sele hrreunder

railed

to h l « a t the address hereinbefore aet

fortr
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C O * " <* SALT LAKE

On thU

>

2 7 day of

JUNE

duly acknowledged to aw that _

HE

1 9 9 1 , perscnally appeared before t»,
the *igner(a> of the foregoing Irsrueant, who
executed the see*.

My Coflnfeslon Expiree

AlU^S^

Rotery »ubtL

7rCj^^.

STATE Of UTAH
1 Vk^M* '
CCVMTT Of

}

|

, prt 7. 1 W ^

^.VJO*

l.--~

SiawoH**^

'
^

-. — — — — — — *

. A.O. 19
personally appeared before ate
. who be I no ev «* duly sworn did say.
end
la the
President, and he,
each for Maaelf, that he,, thesaid _____
Is the
Secretary
the aaid
, and that the within and foregoing insruowt wee signed
of
(n behalf of aald corporation by -authority of Its Soard of 01 rectors, and said __
r and
eech duly ecknowledged to me that said corporation executed the sa*e and that the seal affixed
the M a I of M i d corporation.

On the

day of

Notary Public
Residing atx

My Ccuftfeslon Expiree

Do Hot Record
R£OUCST FOR FULL RfcCOMVEYAKCS
(To b e u s e d o n l y when Incfebtedrwws s e c u r e d hereby has been p a i d In

full)

TO

The undersigned Is the legal ©wmr and holder of the note and ell other Indebtedness secured by the within
0e«d of Trust. Said note, together with all other Indebtedness secured by M i d Oeeo of Trust his t*«r. fully paid
and aatlsfled; end you «r* Hereby requested and directed, on payment to you of eny tuns owing to you under th« term*
of said Deed of T/uet, to cancel eeld note above nentloned, and all other evidences of in**tednees secured by said
Deed of Truat delivered to you herewith, together with the M i d Oeed of Truet, and to recr/rvjy, without warranty, to
the parties designated by the tense of M i d Oeed of Trust all the estate now held by you thereunder.

_. 1°_
n a i l reconvryance to

m

en
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o
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WARRAWTY

D U O

COl
MAKILSLN FAKHJJTCN AKA MARII2N KSKIIirCS PEIERSCN
of

SALT LAKE CITY

grantor

County of SALT LAKE

State of Utah

hereby OCNVEY(S) AND WARRANT(S) TO
R0O0RT L, HAFREOTCN, A MARRTED MAN
grantee
of

5AIT IAKE CITY

County of SAIiT LAKE

State of Utah

for the sua Of TEN DOUARS AND OIHER 300D AND VALUBU3LE OCNSIDERATICW

DOIIAPS

the following described t r a c t of land in

Oounty,

S a l t lake

State of Utah, t c - v i t :
I0T 17, SUNSET C&KS SUHDJVISICH PLAT "B°, AOXRDING TO THE OFFICIAL PIAT
THEHBOF CN FILE AND OF REJOCSRD IN THE SAIT IAKE O0UNIV RECORDER'S OFFICE.

SUBJECT TO EASEMENTS, RESTRICTIONS AND RIGHTS OF WAY CURREmTY OF RECORD,
AND GttffiRAL PROPERTY TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1991 AND THEREAFTER.
WITKESS the hand(o) of sa.ld grantor(s) t h i s

a* HAtflTJiW AKA MARILYN
HAMILTON PETERSON

ST5.IE OF IWSHX FLORID^
ORANGE
)
OCUNTY O F B U ^ W W D L - )

_, personally appeared
.Jyne 2Hn. 1991
before ?», KARILKN HAMIIHON AKA MARII^N HAMIIIKM PETERSON
the signer (s) of rhe foreqolrq instrument, who being by ma duly sworn,
acknowledged t o me that SHE executed the same.
Ay
My Cooniaaion Expires:

fX^/\

JLndyth W. T ^ y e r a
C

* T ^ ™

,f

/tem&Ql PUBLIC /State <& Florida At
^ e s i d i m i n : W l n t t T O r k , Florida

MAT * • . t * M
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PROMISSORY NOTE

Borrower:

ROGERT L HARRINGTON (SSN: wi-ao-eate)

JAKE HARRINGTON (SSN: S2*-40-*&4e)
2204 WALKER LANE
&ALT LAKE CITY, UT M117

Principal Amount: $230,000.00

Lender:

GUARDIAN STATE BANK

COTTONWOOD
2011 EAST BLACKSTONE ROAD
PJO. SOX 1M7
SALT LAKE CITY. UT M121
Initial Rata: 11.000%

Data of Note: Jun© 21,1391

PROMISE TO PAY. I promise to pay to GUARDIAN STATE BANK (tender-). or order, tn lawful money of the United Statea of America, the
principal amount of Two Hundred Thirty Thousand 4 00/100 Dollar* (t230,ooo.O0) or eo much ee m«y be outstanding, toother wtth interest on
each of the unpaid outstanding piinctpei balances from the dete of the advance until repayment of the advance or maturity, whichever occura
fare!. The Intereet rate wUt not Increaee above 1«J0O0%.
PAYMENT. Subject to any payment chan go a resulting from change a In tt\% Index, I will pay thia loan ki one payment of ail outstanding
principal piue all accrued unpaid Intera at on December 11, 1991. In addition, I wlti pay regular quarterly payments of accrued unpaid Interest
beginning September 21,1991, and ail subsequent Intereet payments ere due on the eeme day of each quarter after that. Interest on this Note is
computed on a 365/365 simple Interest basis; that Is, by applying the ratio of the annual Interest rate over the number of days In a year, times the
outstanding principal balance, times the actual number of days the principal balance is outstanding. I will pay Lender at Lender's address shown
above or at such other plaoe as Lender may designate tn writing. Unless otherwise agreed or required by applicable law, payments wW be spoiled first
to any unpaid collection costs and late charges, then to unpaid Interest, and any remaining amount to principal.
VARIABLE INTEREST RATE. The interest rate on this Note is subject lo change from time to time based on changes in an Index which is the
GUARDIAN STATE BANK BASE RATE (the Index*). The Index Is not necessarly the lowest rate charged by Lender on Its loans and K sat by Lender In
Its sole discretion. If the Index becomes unavailable during the term of this loan. Lender may designate a substitute Index after notifying me. Lender
wif tell me the current index rate upon my request I understand that Lender may make loans based on other rates as well The Interest rate change
wM not occur more often than each DAY. The Index currently la 9.000% per annum. The Interest rate to be applied to the unpaid principal
balance of this Note wilt be at a rate of 2.000 percentage points over tht Index, subject however to the following maximum rate, resulting In an
Initial rata of 11.000% per annum. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the variable interest rate or rates provided for in this Note will be subject to
the following maximum rate. NOTICE: Under no cVoumstances wW the Interest rate on this Note be more than the lesser of 16.000% p« annum or
the maximum rate allowed by applicable law.
Unlet* waived by tender, any fncreaee In the Interest rate will Increase the amounts of my
Interest payments.
PREPAYMENT. I agree that aV loan fees ^ other prepaidfinanoecharges are ^rc^d full/ as of the date of the loan and will not be subject to r^und
upon early payment (whether voluntary or as a result of default), except as otherwise required by law. Except lor the foregoing. I may pay without
penalty all or a portion of the amount owed earlier than K is due. Early payments will not, unless agreed to by Lender In writing, relieve me of my
obligation to continue to make payments under the payment schedule. Rather, (hey wU{ reduce the principal balance due and may result in my making
fewer payments.
LATE CHARGE. If a payment Is 1C days or more late, I wilt be charged 6.000% of the regularly scheduled payment or 115,00. whichever Is
greater.
DEFAULT, t will be in default K any of the following happens: (e) I (all to make any payment when due. (b) I break any promise I have made to
Lender, or I (ail to perform promptly at the time and strictly In the manner provided in this Note or any agreement related to this Note, or In any other
agreement or loan I have with Lender, (c) Any representation or statement made or furnished to Lender by me or on my behalf Is falsa or misleading tn
any material respect, (d) I die or become Insolvent, a receiver b appointed (or any part of my property, I make an assignment for the benefit of
creditors, or any proceeding is oommenced either by me or against me under any bankruptcy or insolvency laws, (e) Any creditor tries to take any of
my property on or In which Lender has a Hen or security Interest. Thfs Includes t garnishment of any of my accounts with Lender,
(f) Any of the
events described In this default section occurs with respect to any guarantor of this Note.
LENDER'S RIGHTS. Upon default, Lender may declare the entire unpaid principal balance on this Note and ai accrued unpaid Interest Immediately
due. without notice, and then I wifl pay that amount. Lender may hire or pay someone else to heip collect tNs Note If t do not pty. I also wfll pay
.ender that amount. This Includes, subject to any Kmlts under applicable taw. Lender's reasonable attorneys' fees and legal expenses whether or not
here Is a lawsuit. Including reasonable attorneys' fees and legal expenses for bankruptcy proceedings (Including efforts to modify or vacate any
xuiomatic stay or Injunction), appeals, and any anticipated post-judgment collection services, if not prohibited by applicable taw, I also win pay any
;ourt costs, In addition to alt other sums provided by law. This Note ha$ been delivered to Lender and accepted by Lender In the State of Utah,
rhla Note aheit be govrc^d by and con a trued tn accordance with thu laws of the State of Utah.
*IGHT OF SETOFF. I grant to Lender a contractual possessory security Interest In, g(\d hereby assign, convey, deliver, pledge, and transfer to Lender
U my right, tide and Interest In and to, my accounts with Lender (whether checking, savings, or some other account). Including without limitation ail
xounts held jointly with someone else and aH accounts I may open in the future, excluding however all IRA, Keogh. and trust accounts. 1 authorize
H^ct to the extent permitted by applicable law, to charge or setoff all sums owing on this Note against any and all such accounts.
OfJLATERAL. This Note is secured by a 0^9d of Trust dated June 21, 1991, to a trustee In favor of Lender on real properly located in SALT LAKE
ounty, State of Utah, all the terms and conditions of which are hereby Incorporated and made a pari of this Note.
INE OF CREDIT. This Note evidenoes a straight Mne of credit. Once the total amount of principal has been advanced, I am not entitled to further loan
ivanoee. Advances under this Note, as wei as directions for payment from my aocounls, may be requested orally or In writing by me or by an
jihorized person. Lender may, but r^gd not, require that aH oral requests be confirmed In writing. I agree to be liable for all sums either: (a)
ivanced In accordance with the Instructions of an authorised person or (b) credited to any of my accounts with Lender. The unpaid principal
tianc* owing on this Note at ^ny time may be evidenced by endorsements on this Note or by Lender's Internal records. Including dally computer
,nt-outa. Lender wltt have no obligation to advanoe funds under this Note H: (a) I or any guarantor te tn default under the terms of this Nolo or any
reement that I have with Lendor, including any agreement made In connection with the signing of this Note; (b) l or any guarantor ceases doing
sines* or Is Insolvent; (c) tiny guarantor seeks, claims or otherwise atlempts lo limit. modify or revoke such guarantor's guarantee of this Note or any
>er loan with Lender: or (d) I t^Ava applied funds provided pursuant to this Note lor purpose* other than those euthoriied by Lender
NERAL PROVISIONS. Lender may delay or forgo enlorclng any o* its rights or remedlos unde*- this Note without losing them. I k(\d any other
son who signs, guarsntoos or endorses this Note, to the extent allowed t>y law. waive prosontmoni, damand for payment, protest and notice of
honor
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DEED OF TRUST
t f t t OGCD O F TRUST » DATED JUNE £ 1 , 1991 t a m o r * ROBEflT L HAfWNOTON, wfcoa* addrasa to , , UT
< r * a m 4 10 M o w M T h t t t o r * ) ; GO H04AN STATC BANK, whoa* atfdraa* I t B011 EAST BLACKSTONE ROAD,
P.O. BOX 1 M 7 9 8ALT LAKH O T Y , t f
C4121 ( r e f c m d l o M o w aomatirTtta M t t f l d o r - and o o m a t t w M
"BanafWary*); » * GUARDIAN STATE BANK, wtioaa addraaa I t tttt SOUTH HrOHLANO DRIVE SALT tAKE
COY UYAH (rtfWTYd to M o w aa T r u a t a a * ) .
CONVCTAMCC AND GRANT. r V vw*:bto wa*dans>M, Truator
frrrr^^
t*na«Laitf*rMB*r«6ri«y,a€QfTft«tor*r^
auhaaojuanfraracasdorafcwdbuioVp^froru^^
Igrfeanddnoh
rtr/as (tookjdfog stock In uWtoa wfti dfcfc or htgaScn ftohN): and al otharrtahb. royaWaa,tod pre** rstaflno lotoaraaf proparty,tootudtagwithout
- - - a-l mli
- w- a l l , oi| QtJ, Qaotharrnal and atowar
* ? -rfttflra,
tr ilOCStttS
- . ^ in
IruBslon
I SttJ L A r ^ C ^

LOT 17, SUtlSET OAKS SUBDIVISION P U T "8", ACCOAOtNQ TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF ON
FILE AND OF RECORD IN THE SALT LAKE COUNTY RECORDER'S OFFICE.
Thai ftorf Proparty or i s a d d * * * lo commonly known to 164$ SOUTH SUNSET OAKS DRIVE, SALT LAKE CITY,
UT S410&
Trustor prataneyafalQm to U * c t o r ( a % o k r ^
Mara taataa oHhaProparty and a l Ray* from t » Proparty. In aottton. Trustor u * s Landar • Uworm Commarcta! Coda aacurtry Intoraat In tf»
Hants and Bio fa tonal Piopartydalnadbatow.
OEFsMTICMS. 7hafr*owtng worts ahal haw t i a M o a ^ i i i a a n l r ^ v ^ i a A i a ^ i i H i D a a d o l T n j A Tarms not otharwtsa daflnadtoMa Oaod of
Trust shal ra^wftamaairangs a B r t ^
AS ratorsnoas lo dolar amounts aha! maan amounii In wwftj
monay of tha Unaad Sarin ol Amartoa.
BanaSctwy. Tha word •BarwJota^* maana GUAflOtAW STATHOAN^«iawoaaaoriindaialj«. OUAflDIAN STATE BANK a t e * njlsrradtoaa
Xandar*tatofcOaa4ofTrusL<
B o r r o w . Tha word •Bon*wa>maamROBEFnTHARfllNrj^
toad of TruaL Tha wyds*Daad of TruaT maanfrrfsDaad of Truat amono Trustor, Landar, and Trustoa, and todudat wthoot Imlsfon a l
aaatjpnmant and aocurfty Intorast pro^Ationa rataflng to tha Psrsonal Proparty and Rants*
Quararitor. Tha word •Guarantor* maana and todudaa wthout Irnftafon, aach and a l of tha guarantor*, aurtaaa, and aoocmrnodaion partoa In
oonttadlon wth lha tndftitadnasa.
tmprwamanta. Tfca word ^mprotamants" maana and Indudaa without ImRalon af sidling and futura bnprovamanfc, toduraa, btidinos,
•auoturat) mobla hot v a aflboad on lha Haal Propacty, taoWatt addttona and othar oonttrucSon on tha Raal Proparty.
Indatladnaai. T V
^ tndatlidiiaaa* maana a l prtrdpd and Inaraat payato<a wdar tha Nc4a and any amounts aqpandtd of advanoti by
Landartodiaohr
^^>aav<ya of Truator or awpanaaa Incurrad by Truataa or Landartoanferqa oblOjdkxn of Trutlor undar tWa Daad ot TruaL
tooamar wMh lnto.wl o i n W . ' amounti aa provtdad In t h * 0*od of Trust
Landar. Tha word \ano>jr"»aanaOUAfCtAN 8TATB BANr^ l i auooaaaort and aaalena.
Nola. T h t word - H o t f o a a m 9m Moto datad Juno t i , i f f i , I n t h t principal a m o u n t Of $230^)00.00 from BorrowartoLandor,
tooathar wNh a l ranawak, aatonalona, moolflcalona, rainanctngi, and tOrttufiona tor tha Noto. MOTlCe TO TRUSTOR: THE NOTE
comAXIS A VARuuxe anmeaT RATE.
Paraonaf Proparty. Tha words Tariortf PropacV « w ^ af a o * 4 ? m ^
by Traater, andrawor twnMter i^aohad or aifaadto^ Raal Proparr^
wi a i aubattuBonator,any of auoh proparty; andtoojatharwtth a l pcocaada QnduOkpq wthout bnlalton al Inauranoa prooa»da and rafetc* of
pramtoms) from any aato or othar otopoaflton ofttw>Proparty.
rropany. TnawoxQ^ropanirawaraooaaciva^ivivainopa^ar^
ftool Proparty. Tha word*'Rail ProparV««anttopn3party.lr*^raatoano^
Mafatad OocusMnta* Tha worda ^tatatod Dooumanar maan and tnotoda wthout ImMalon a l promaaory notoa* oradi ap/aamana, loan
aojraamanta. ojuaraniat, aaourty aqraamanto, morlgaojaa, daada of trust, and a l othar tnaaumanta and documanta, whathar now or haraaflar
atosflnrj, axacutod In oonnadon w&fc Borrowar*! IndabtodnoastoLandar.
Manta. Tha word 'Rants* maana a l praaant and totura rants, rawnuaa* tnooma, tsauaa, royaMaa. proMs, and othar banalta darhadfromtha
Truataa. Tha word 'Truataw* maana QUARDtAN STATE BAJ*ai*anytabattutooMucoaaaortrgtoaa.
Truator. Tha word "truator* maam aiiy and a l paraorw a ^ anfflaa a ^ ^
abova. AiwTnjatorwrioa^ Iras Oaad of Truat. b44 oVm not ato^t^
totoroattotrwl^ad Proparty andtogrsnt a aamjrtty 1 ^ ^
flabto imdar lha Nolo aNttpt as omarwtaa provWad by contractor**.
T W I OCKD or Twrr. wauoma THE AXHQHUEXT OF ROCTS AND THE aecuRnnr arrtRcrr w THE n o m AND PGRSOMAL
PROPERTY, I t OTVEH TO tCCUBE (1) PATUENT O f THE WOEBTEDNE«a AND « PERPORMAKCI W ANY AHO AIL OOUOA^IONS OF
TWTTWUIt.*CTTmNOT^TmRldjkTCDrXXXW^
T W t DEED W TRUST IBOIVEN AND ACCEPTED ON
THE FOLLOWING T E R M

^

TWCTOR^REPRElBaCTATIOimANOWAflRAJfng^ Trustor warrants that (a)INaDaadofTrustaafeocaadatBom3war1sfaoAis«a^
raojuaatofLandar; Ob)Tn«sortw«iMtjlpowort^ri9ra:toansirlntottwir^
(c) Trustor haaaataMshad
aoaqusto maam of oblaWrgfromBorrowar on a conllnutoo boats Informalon about 8orrowar*a Inanolal oondfen; and (d) Landar has made no
raponanltfontoTruator iboU Borrowar (tooKK^

°^
CO
CO
CD

TWsHOR^ WAIVERS. TrualorwaJmtfrlp^ or o ^
^
pv^nt Undarfrombringing any acton agalnat Trustor, Inducing a otalm lor oaActonoytotha satont Landar a otharwbo anMadtoa etolmtor<f>
owlolanoy>ba<rxaorfdajrUnoV»ooa¥raKtoS4w^
»>J
PMUnaAXDWRFOKMLUK*. D s ^ aa oTf^waa proMdadtotrte Oaad ot T
LD
DoadofTrustMlbaooroaaduabavtoBorrowvar4Trus^
CO
iMRatali^Dooumanla.
-P"

•Wl-ttil

DEED OP TRUST

£ * £ a ? £ i ^ ^

TrMtortr*aVmwagroaMT>u»^

»**•*

N i m i l i i i a n d U a t . {MtnooQurnmolnl^QtoirjLTnrtotmsf
<•)*«**)topottaaatonondoonfrdof t»Prooarfy. <b)«aa»
af»atocrmanagamtPippar»Aand fo> ootid any P ^ torn m a P r o p a r t i T T k ^ ^
•mtdtor*ontoaPn*arty, TTMInibTaiiartaiaTludOaadaaaowtoiJto

dOTO*k*ato*w««dapoaat,rdaattorto^^
P>Tha»or*aif«kfiovtoctoaol«iaaaonto

Tnatorraprtaanto
iton, fnanutectua.

any prior awna* or aooup anto af ma Proparty or #7) any «*ud ortoraatonadOgata* or atom* ol any to** by any portonratofnatotuoh
» « ^ J f l g ^ M J » * ^ « w ^
flidfrdrTh^iior
any tor** oortmdor.agirt^
cmaratfhortaadiaMrdmaPfgpar^
urxtor, ar U*m tha Proparty and 0) any ouoti « * « y that bo oonduotodtooompianoa wfh al apploabto tkdan* aid* andtoodItwa,
«gutoiomafidordkweat,kidudtoowlno4
Trustor adKvtaaa Undar tod
•» agar* to ontor upon ma Proparty to maka audi Inapooiam and Into at Undar inay dsam appropriate to omarmtoa oompfenot of ma
^-^-^-ictoiolttoDoodofTrwot Any Inapaolona or tot* mada by Undar thai botorUndort ourpcasa only and thai nd ba
any raipordbt^ or t a t ^ on t * pari d Undw to Trudor or ^
Tha fapraasradtom and «*rif«ii
>baiadonTruatoi's*»o*3arttatoto<ft»a^tgmaPr^
Trudor baraby (a)rdiamandmtom
arwfutur*dakmaoalndUno*torlndafimtyoroonkt^^
and (b) agrsastotodamntfyand hold hanntooo Undar agdnd any and al data*tootoa,labmtot, damegat, pinaHii, and a p m m which
Undar may draoly ortodractyauttoto or auftor ratdlngfroma braaoh of H i aacton of tha Oaad of Tnjd or at a owvasquanoa of any mo,
ganardtorv intiiutadura, atoraga, dapoa< ^^
or not tha atma was or should hava boan known to Trudor. Tha provtdona of t * saoton of ma Oood of Twit,todudtogma oblo**^ to
todamnMy, aha! turw* t n paymant oftootrtdabtodnaai and tha at ^rtocOon and itconvrrtftoo of tha too of trto Oaad of Thjat and thai r*/ at
aftoowd by Undarti aooutoKton of awtotoradIn tha Praoartv. w i w t i bv kxwitmn or nfiwWIM
padaanoa. Watts* Trustor thai not otusa, oonoud or parmt any nutoanoa nor oomnd, porn A, or sudor any strapping of or watto on ortotho
Proparty or any oortton of tho Proparty. Spactiotty without ImftoSon* Truatar wfl not ftmova, or pjrinttoany othar party tha righttonimova, any
Imbtf, mtotraJa (inducing ol and gat X tot, pjnavd or rock producto wtthout mt prtor written oonatnt of Undar.
i w i w n i « « HV^WTVHMHIMW >»ww i n — not <wniy^n or twfTmrn any wwprowipwnw i w n ww n — i iv^wnf wienom i n pnorwtioan oonwre or

Undar* At a oonoHontofto CUTWJKI of any hnprownanU* Undar may "aojufro Trurtortomaka arranQjarnanto ailifaotiJYtoUndartonwtaoa
ouchtoprovamanbiwVito^provanianliof attoastaojviat vatua*
banoara rwjm to cmar* wanoar ana M ayoii ano njprviorNawai may anav upon ma naai rropony ai ai raaaonaow onwatoanaoa v>
Undar\ Intoratto todtotnapaot tha Propartytorpurpoiia ot Trwatort oomplanoa wlh thatoresand oondWona ol INs Oaad of TruaL
OaaiSBorioa wtM QovajnMMflflal rtoo^aTramanta, TIUUOJT anal pniB^Jly oornp^f wan aftowi,ordmancaa, and najutoaona, now or haraanar in
aftoov of i f ojoyanimantol aumorttoa appttoabto to tha aaa or oooupanoy oftoorVopanV* TVuator may oontoat In pjood faaji any tuoh law,
ordtoanoa, or n^uatton and wBmotd oompianoa durtnp; any prooaadtoo,todudtooat>propnato appaato, aotonqaaThjatorhat notttod Undar In
wnana prtor to doing aoand totongaa undar% tntoraatotoVia PYoponV am not (lopardtoad* Undar may mojulnj TVuatortopoat adaojmto
Ovfy la rfotacfL Trvatoragraatnattiartoabandon norliava tmattondadmanopsclyi iraatoratwl docJI othar acto. In addPontothoaa acti ad
tarthabovatothliaacior^wMohlfojn tha otwj actor an^
WMO*%MX-COH9CHT91UB*DiK
Undar may, at H optort, daotomtowttdatityo>ia arid pavabto i f aurm aacund by i>to Oaad of Truat
upon tha aato or Iranator.wJBwUttoUrKtor^ prior witlenow
A^ato
or tramtor*maana tha oor^tyanoa of ftoat Proparty or anyrtQht,Ma ortotoraatthanto; whathar bgat or aqultobto; whathar votontfiy or ln«otontary;
MMfhattMf ww ouktoht Mto. itoad. kwtolji^ri ^ai aarikwiLtondmA*& ***hi4 far daad.toaiahotdIntonst wKh atormoraator txmttvaaf3) vtan.
totaa opion oontact, or by aato, aw*onmant, or nvwfcr of any banaadat Intoraattoortoany land kuat hddtog Ma to ma Had Proparty, or by tny
othar mamod of oonvayanoa of Had Propartytotoraat« any Truator H a oorpoiilon or partnanMp, Hmfar dao Ir^chideoaiwchangatoownarihlpof
mora than twanty-tva paroant (28%) of tho vcing ttookorpartrwr»h^W8rait»vM«iaoaDafnayba,dTruitor.
TAXES A M UOCt. Tha Idtowtog provtotom nitoln^
Paymant Trudor thai pay wfwn dua (andtoi f avanto prtortodaSnquancy) dt boaja, apactoJ taxaa, aaiawimaoto, ohatgoi c«oudtog wttor and
aawar), Inaa and Impodloni tmtod againd or on aooount of ma Proparty, and anal pay whan dua dl o*kratorwork dona on ortoraarvtoas
*«ndwad or rmtorid lunTtor^ to tia Proparty. Trudor thai mdntom tha Proparty kaa of al ton* htv4rg p-orty ovw cr ao^<totha kawad ot
UridarvmdartfAiOaaqdTnat.awrja^
Mfax To Contoat Thator may wWwld paymant of any tax, aaaaamr* or ddm to rormar^ wth c good taft
p«y.tolo»^f«UrioVtlraBn^tot»Prop^lirKrt)K)pwdml « atonarbjaa or laftadat a raadt of rionpaymant, Truttr aht! within Iftatn
(1(Q daya aftor tto bn arlM or, V a aantoNad. wanto M a ^
mo^aatod b/t4ndar, o^poat wlh Urtdor oaah or a auOda^
to olaorw^a I N Ian ptua any ooato and raajonabto attorntyi* to^
•an. In any oontod, Trudor anal datond ladf and Undar and thai aUdy any ad^raa Judgmant bofera antoroamant agdnd tha Proparty.
Trudor ahdl nama Undar at an adrJaond obkgoa wndar anyiuraryborttlunwi»dtotr-ioora>dproc«**rvja.
evwJanot of Paymant Thittor thai upon damandtorrtohtoUndar attdaotory aMdanoa of ptymtnt of motowator awaaiminto and thai
authortaa tha approprtato ppyammanld oWdd to oatvar to Undar at any tma a wrtton itotomai< of tua torn and anawmanH againd tha
WotfcaafCuiwawtton. TVudorar^rw<ayUrKtordlMw<MaanOg)otytbttoraarywo^
iiavarlato ii« auppaadtotrto fmiarty, I arw i n ^
ormdarka>. Tnjdr*idluponfao>jad«
ood of auon tmpto^ajmtnto*

W^POTHItfJIAMiMtllUICfc
MaJrdaiianoi ¥ tnaoranoa. Tnjator d ^ proouro and imMtto poao^
toptooamant baatatorma M ktourabto vaJua oovortng al tmpro¥ainar«» on » • Pajd Propartytoan afnount tut^
odniuranoa dauaa, and wM t aawdar^ mortgage olauat to a ^
may raaaonabty raquko, PoOctoa thai ba wrttontoterm,amounto, oovaragw and baaai raaaortobry aooaptobto to Ur*d» and a w ^
oorr^rwo/oompantotrMtordbfyaooaptobto to Undar, ,^i«tor, upon raojiad of Undar, wf datvwtoUmdar mm Imato3ma tha polctoi or
oarModM of Irmuranoatotormt i d a l a ^ to Uridar, to
(10) dtp' prtor wrtton noaoatoUndar.
Aaf^tottoMOfProooadt. Trudor ahal prompty notly Undar of anytoaaor owiw^ to tr* Proparty. Undar may maka prod of loas I Trudor co
tototoo^aow«hma1toen(1blday«dVtooriiudty. Whathar or not Undarti aaourty la Impaired, Undar rmy, d M dadtoii. raoaVa and rddn 1 2
tfto pro^aaA arid apply t » proooaA to t ^ faduclon d I N
rapak of mo Proparty. » Uridar atoototoappty ma prooaaAtorwdrxatton aiid rapak, T r ^
Imprwamontatoa manmr aatoiankay to Undar. Undar that, upon attdadory proof of auoh a^)andkura, p n or raknbu?a» Truakx from tha ^ j
prooaadfVmaraaaond3to ood ofrapdr or raatoraRonl Trudor la rwttoomlidl uno* Irto Oaad d Trud. Any prpoaadi wtadi ruva not baan - _
Sd)uiao wahto 110 o ^ dtor mdr raoatpt arid wrw^
trwtrnourtowkqtoUrktoriindariSoa*
o

a

nSdtriafc^ddjtoonaa^ >
Truator^itotoraatomay tppatf•
UwpMlnauranoadtato, Any iirwpkad l«imw« ahjdfeiurotoI *
Oa^TnJdatMVtvdrtadaorottw/a*

^
Tl

•WWW

DeE0 0FTRU8T

pms

(Contlnuttf)

^

b » n No 8S01U13

iter
itum

U f ^ Tnamt^t^ohtfUr^byUn^
j^rwwc»prwT*jrmr*q<^tor^
Undor ohol havotooright to dnrw upontoomoon* fcnot to pcy ouoh
•omo, o r * Und** thai oot b* i « * M to d r i o r ^
NOO^tototOoodoflMohalbtf
Oontto*adaaroo^1r*londwtood«raoa^«ortote
« « ) report to M*r<Mn*aoooyfll. H amour* In toa memo oooounl am homby ptodpadtotortoortooum too todrttodrm.ia^ Undor It ftomfty
autoortotd to wOftdrtnf and opplyouon amount on 0 » t o d o ^
Undor thai paytotomottoTntttof
andadri*ifa*rtooaoocx^toftooora'irK»w»iol
Undor d o * not holdtoomoorm tondtto
•voltarTruotor, and Undortonot t » 0900! ol Truotor lor p«7vitonto<Vtoto^indto»ooo^wi«roqUMtot^poidDy nutor.
KXrVMDnunaiYtlMXPI.

IThatoflo%toooipptyw»afwpmimJofiattota

TNa Oaod of T n a 4 o t * o w « a o c ^ p a y n O T t r i t » M amour*. Tito rtohta provldodtortot * poragraph thai botoodcfton to any olr*r rtorat or any
romodtar*tow t v * Undar ««« bo o n a ^ on a m o u r s
Any ouoh o c t M by Undor aTxtfrtol bo ooratvodoaourlr«^
borUn<tortrt^aoymn)odyt^l^ior»to*woUdhavtii*t.
WARRANTO O t T O O ! OP T m £ T n * t o l c * « i Q O
TWO. ThJttorworrontttoat: (a) Truotor hok» good and mo*otobto Mo of rooord to tto Proporty to loo o u r ^ too and claor of f i lono ond
onoumbmncoa otoortoontoooooottortototooRoot Prcuorty dooortpton ortoany Motoourmoopcioy. W t mport, or fnof Mto optoton houad to
t^oroCondooooptodby,Undortooorwiool^wihtiiOtodofTniii,ond (b) Truotor hottooM right, powor, and authority to oxoouto ond
datvwth* Oood of Truot to Undor.
Dofonoo of TWo, 8ub)ac4 to too oxooplon to Cto paragraph abovo, Truotor wo/Ttiilt ond wfltomvordotand Iho tto to too Property aoatoot too
lawful otoknt of of pivaona. to too ovont any ocSon or proooodtoQ It oommoncod toot quotient Trustor^ No ortooIntarott of Truslto or Undtr
undar toil OOKI of Truat, Truotor ohol dafand too oolon ot Trotter1* oxponaa. Truttor may botoonominal partytoouch procaodtog. but Undor
thai bo ontttad to partdpato to too proooodtoQ ondtobo roprooontod to too procoodtog by count* of Undort own chctoo, and Truotor wfl
dolw.orcaAMtobodolmr^toUrtdorovGntoatotoior*
Cocipionoo WWi Loam* Truotor wan onto tool too Proporty Mid Tlruotorii woo of too Ptoptrty oompaaa wth ol oxfattog appaoohto tawi*
wdtoanooa, ond mgultlooi of govtrnrrtonttl authorttoa.
C0ND6MMAT106I* Tho folowdng provtotont rotting to oondomnalort proooodtoQo am a port of toil Oood of Truot.
Applcotton of loot Prooooda. V ol or on/ part oftooProporty la oondamnod oy omtocnt domain proooodtoQt or by any proooodtoQ or purohaoo
to aau of oondomnalon. Londor may at at otacicn mquim toat a l or any porlonoftoonot prooooda oftooaward bo oopiadtotooIndabtodno*
ortoofopatr or raatortflon oftooftuppity* Tho not proooodi oftoooword thai moantooaward aAar paymant of a l raaaonabta ootti, aKparoaa,
and altorrana*toacnaoaaatffv mid ortoounmdbv Tfuator. Truatoa ar Undar to oonnaolM wihtoaoondamnalorL
rroooodtooja* V any proooodtooj to oondomnaojon a) atod* Truotor Ohol promply noory Undor to wrMnx ond Truotor thai promu#y tana ouoh
atopo oa may bo ni ottia yto^dotoiid Iho aoaon ond obtototooaward. Truotor may botoonomtoot partytoouch procoodtng, but Undor thai bo
onMod to parfolpatototooproooodtoQ ond to bo roprooontodtotooproooodtoQ by oountot of At own ohotoo* and Truotor wol dalvor or oauoo to
ba d^yacadtoUndar aushtoatoMMntoaa mav ba raouaatod bv I tom ImatoImatooarml auoh partfctoalon.
IMPOtmOff OP TAXES, PBCS / U ^ C t u n O C S b ^ O O V O W l o V a A L A U T H O f U n e S .
and charQat am o port oftotoOood of Truot

TV«ferowtoOpro«lotomrotatnotogov«rmn*iM

Currant TOMOO, POOO ond Chorpaa, Upon roquoat by Undor, Truotor thai oaooulo ouoh itocumanto to addNon to tok Oaed of Trurt and Wca
whatoMor othor ocfon It roquoatod by Undor to portoct and oorotouo Undar*t Mn ontooRoot Proporty. Truttor thai rolm^irao Undar tor a l
toiaM, aa dooortood botow,togothorwlh a l oicponoot Incurrodtom
al taxaa, loot, documanuvy ttampt, and othor charQotforrocordtogafogittortootoiaOoodofTrutL
Taxoo. ThotolowtoQthai oontOMa kxaa to which tott tadton applat; (a) a tpocalc tax upon tolt typo of Oaod of Trutl or upon al or any part
of too todtttodnoot oocurod by tolt Dood of Trutt; (b) a tpooWo lax on Borrowor which Sorrow or It autoortztd or roqukod to daduot toxn
parnnoraionthotoaob«»dnatatoctfodbytrttir^^
(c) ataxon f i t typo of Oood of Trutt charoaabto aotintt tha Undor or too
hotioroftooNoOKAnd (d) a tpooMo tax on a l or any ponton oftooIndabtodnoot or on pariwnto d pdnctool and Woratt n*da by to
Subooouont Taxoo.
tfinytaxtow^cht^oodtonapplotltonoctodtubtoQuM
oftod aa an Evonl of Ootoul (at dolnod botow), and Undtr may oxarcfco any or a l of to avalabia mmadtoatoran Evwtf of Dafauft at provfdad
botow untott TruMor oNhor («) payt too tax botom It booomot daanquont, or (b) oontottt »ho lax aa pro%4dtd obovototooTaxoa and liana
oootton and dapoont wth Undor cash or a auflctont c«rporatoturotybort c r o t t w o o a x t y t o l t J o c ^
ttCORTTY AORJEEiWCTi mUHCma
toil Oood of Truot.

STATCMOfrt. ThoWo^prc^HtcmrataflnQto

iaourtty Ayoamont Trmtoolrurnontthai oontOuto a ooculty o o m o m ^
proporty, ond Unctor thai havo tf of fho rlgMt of a tociirod
toctotylnloroot Upon mquott by Undor, Truttor thai oxoouto Irtonctog otatonionto and l o ^ whalowar otha^ octton h
parlactandoonlnuoUricMaocurttylrdaraot^
to
addHtontorocordtoo «*» Oaod of Trurttotoaroot proporty
rooorda, Undar may, at any ama and wlhout lurtoor autoortolon from Tnjttor, «o oxocvtod owinlarpo^
Tnjot oa a InjncJng atotomonL Truotor thai roimburto Undar tor ol oxpgnoottocurrodtoportocwiQ or conltouk^ tolt tacurty hilarotL Upon
doiauR, Thjator thai aaaombto lha Pwaonal Proporty to o mannor and at a ptooo roaaonobfy oonvoioant to Tnxtor and Undar and mafea I
tvaaahtatoUrtoWwIhtolfraoffldayttitorm
Addrtitto, Tho maatoQ addmooot of Truttor (dobtor) und Undar (oocurod party), torn which Worrmlon oonoarntoo too otourly totoraat
o«aniod bytotor>od of Tnjtt rmy bo obifitood (oacfi aa ro^Arod by ^
Truot
F U F m f A A n U U N C C t i A T T O R N e Y - t l ^ f A C T . Tr«toi>^prcMtk}ntrolafnotofurtoorooiurinooia^
ofTmtt
PMrthor Aoouranooow Al any Imo, and torn tmo to tfmo. upon roquoot of Undor, Truotor WB mako, oxoouto and d o l w , x wfli oauta to ba
modo, OMOCUtod or doavorod, to Undor or to Undor** dootonoo, and whon roquoatod by Undor, oauoo to bo Mad, roccrdod, roOoo, or
rorocordod, m%toacato may bo, at tush Imoo attd to tuch omoot and ptocoo at Undti may daom approprtato, any and al tuoh mortgaoaa,
doodt of trutt, ooounty doodt, toculty aomtmanta, Intnotoo ttatomonta, conttoualcn ttatomontt, tottoimantt of lurtoor aaauranoa, oorftfeatos,
and othor dooumanto aa may, to tha tola opinion of U n d j r , bo noooctaiy or daoirabio to ordor to odactutta, oomptoto, partoct oonlnuo, or
proaarvo (a)toooblgaoont of Truttcr and Bcnx^imr u n c ^tooN ^
(b) tht torn and
toourty totoroatt oraaitd by tola Oood of Trutt a t I n t and prior aant on too Proporty, whatoor now ownod or haratAar acqulrad by Truskx.
Untosa prohfctod bytowor aojmod to too conta/y by Undor to wrOJoQ, Tnntot thai roimburto Undor tor al ooatt and axponaattocurrodIn
oonmcton wTJitoomtttom mtorrodtotothai parooraph.
Attc*my-av*oct H T h i t t a t a t o t o o V ) ^
and at Truotor4! oxponaa. For ouoh purpcaos, Tnjttor hortby trrovooaliry appokA
oxocuti^ d o l v t n ^ ttno^ rocodtoo^ and d o ^ U oto«
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Trustor a o ^ a r w of He Property. However, i t * eubaecton ahal not tppfy wi Ho event of a p ^ * ^ daputo by Trustor a t to He vaaolty or
reasonsNsneo*of Hoototot whichIt H a b e e * of Hetoroctoaura,provided tutTrustor gha*Lender written note* of nKftcfeJm andtorntaho*
fioorvttorituPor/bOf^ftarf^ci^tttilii-iorytoUrtoW,
Breech of Otter AgreemerC Any brooch by Trustor or Borrower unrfer Ho loom of any other ogreornoot between Truttoror Borrow* *nd
Lond*r*eifenrfromsdtodw*l*n*r)ye/ac»p*^
other ob*Qr*on of Truster or Borrow* to Lender, whether sxfcfng now or fetor.
Even** Aftacttog O o w < o r . Arty of He procadfog event* occur* win roopocf to any Ouvtnlor of ttiy of r « k>o^>wxJrwM or tuoh O i * « n ^
dtoe or b o o r t w e l r ^ p i t o n t or aiwOuar**or revoke
Lender, at to optdn, may, but she! not b# nsqulred to,
pormt l i t Ousrareor** eefeto to assume rooncftonoly He obtgaton* eristog under He guaranty H t manner aaJfefcctory to Lander, end, in
doing so, our* Ha event of Detout.
fOOHTSANOI««)«tONOarAULr. <Jp«nHeec*jninoeofarwCv^otOe^
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taJsotodstoii. Under etafl have tto ngN at III opton without notca to Trustor or Borrow* to doctor* t » *n*r* kKtotodnot*
townodtotofy duo and payebfe,tocJudtogany prepayment penofty which Borrocor would b# requiredtop*y.
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UCCftomedfee, Vfth respect to at or any port offftoPersonal Piroperty, LeYdor *t*4 have at Ho f t o ^ end n ^
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GoAoct Ptonee. L*nd*r ehet neve Via right, wtfmut nottoatoTrustor or Borrower,totokopocoseston of and manage Ha Property and cosset Ha
n*naj» tnotodng amounto paat duo and unpaid, and oppty Ha not proceeds, ovar and above Lender** ootfc, aoainst the Indebtedness. In
furthararva of Hto r M Undar may rao^Aa any t ^
If
Ha Rents ara catootod by Under, Han Trustortoovooetifydoatonetoe Landar a* Trustor** thciixy In tout to ondorf* inatumarai facaf»*d in
paymant Haraof to H a nama of Trmtor and to naojoaato Ha tama and ooaact Ha prooaada* Paymarto by tonarto or othor utara to Landar in
racponaa to Under** darnand tntf aatofy Ha obajaiona tor wnteh Ha paywarto ara mad*, wnaHar or not any pi opar o/oynda tor fm damand
adatod. Landar may *M*roi*a to rtojMt under HJ* aubparagrapfi either In penon, by *o*nt, or Hraugh a raoehar.
Appotof naoefvar, Landar ehef have Ha rtojNtohav* a raoehar appototodtotafca poe**a*ton of at or any part of Ha Property, wftfi Ha power to
protot^ and pnMew* Ha Prc^erty( to oporeto Ha Property praoedtoQtoractoeuraor **!*, and to ooaaot He Rent* from Ha Property and apply He
proceed*, ovw and afwrva Ha ooot of He iao*fvariraj. aoatoat Ha lnd*btodna**. Truttor hartby wlvca any raoulrament Hat He raoervar be
Impara^ ard dtolraaiaatod M to a l of Ha parte* ard
T*nancy at Suftorarioa* W Tniator remain* to poo*a**lon of Ha Property *har Ha Property I* aotd a* provided above or Lander cth*rwfs*
become* *ntaed to EO**ei*lQ.i of He Property upon doteuR of Trustor, Trustor *r*J become a tenant at sufferance of Lander or Ha purohaaer of
t w Property and *haf, at Lander** opton, either (a) pay a raasonabi* rant*!torHa use of He Property, or <b) vacate He Property knmedktoty
upon tha demand of Lander.
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moon ooon and ovary Borrowar, and a l rtteitnoa* to Trustor anal moon otoh and fvtry trustor. Thta matno tod aadi of too panona HojntoQ
bdow a) rotponototo tor Ofl obogtSono to tola DtaddTruat
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than Trustor, Landor, without note* to Trustor, may dtai wlh Trustor's suooatsors w«h ratortnoa to tots Datd of Trust and tha Indabtodnatt by
way of totoa/anot or axtonston wtthoul filming True** trom tha oblgaflon* oftoteDatd of Trust or labtty undar tha IrdabWdnta*.
Ttoit lo of fv* Eaasnca. Tana te of tha saaanoi to t u pftormanoa oftoteDatd of TruU.
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right dharwtet to damand said compUnc* with that provteton or any othar pre Aston. No prior waivor by Undar, nor any courts of dacSrc
btfwtan Undo; ond Trustor or Borrow**, thai constRuta t warvar of any of U n d * r t nghte or any of Trustor or Bcrrowtr't obOgalona at to any
futurt towatcftona. Wriantvv oomtrl by Undar te n^utrtd to thte Dta^
not oonsOtuto oonlnutocj oonoont to lubaaojuanttoatanoaawhart auoh oonaanttertojuirad.
Wofftjr of itomiotood PBtoytton. Tn^torrtorabyrttiaiaaondwor^tjaolrtX^orto
Utoh oa to oltodobtodnooaoacurtd by thte Datd of Trust
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REQUEST FOR FULL RECONVEYANCE
(To b t ustd only whan ob*QClona htv* boon paid to ful)
To:

;

.Truste*

Tht undaratonad te tot togd ownar and hddar d of Indabtodntsa aacurtd bytoteOyad d Trust Al sums aacurtd bytoteDc^d d Trust hav* b**n
fufy paid ond aattlad. You art hartby drtctod, upon payment to you d any sums owing to you undar thttormad tote Datd d Trust or pursuant to
any appfctbte statute, to oanod tht Note c*cw*d by thte D**d nf Trust (which te datvtrad to you toodhar with thte Ooad d Trust), and to roonvsy.
wtlhout warranty, to tht ptrtlaa daalgnalad by tha torma d thte Datd d Trust tha astato now bald ^y you undar this 0**d d Trust M**** mtl tha
raconvtyanc* and ntteted Dooumante to;
Banaflclary .
It*
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DEED OF TRUST
THIS OEEO OF TRUST IS 0ATO3 JUNE 21, 1991, among JANE HARRINGTON, A MARRIED PURSON, whose
address Is 2204 WALKER LANE, 8ALT LAKE CITY, UT $4121 (referre d to below aa Trustor"); GUARDIAN
STATE BANK, whoa* addrtaa la 2011 EAST BLACKSTONE ROAD, P.O. BOX 1947, 3ALT LAKE CITY, UT 84121*
(referred to below aomatlmaa aa "Lander" and aomatlmea aa "Banaflclary"); and GUARDIAN STATE BANK,
whosa addraaa la $890 SOOTH HIGHLAND DRIVE SALT LAKE CITY UTAH (retorted to below aa "Truetee").
CONVEYANCE ANO GRANT. For vahiebfo conafcfrredon, Trustor Irrevoc*fy grants and convey* to Trustee In trust, wtth power of aaie, for the
benem of tender aa Beneflctary, al of Trustor's right, We, and Irtferet* In and to the following described real property, togtther wtth t l existing or
subsequently eroded or affixed buldlngs. Improvements andfixtures;al easements,rightsof way, and oppuienances; al waUr, water rights and ditch
rignts (induing stock In uttttes wtth dHch or Irrigation rights): and al other rights, royalties, and profits relating to the real property, Including without
Imitation al minerals, on, gas. geothermai and similar matters, l o c a t e d In S A L T L A K E C o u n t y , Stftto Of U t a h (the " R e a l Property"):

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT "A"
The Real Property or Ma addreaa la commonly known aa 2204 EAST WALKER LANE, SALT U K E CITY, UT
84121.
Trustor presently assigns to Under (t*V3 known as Beneficiary In this Deed of Trust) si of Trustor's right, title, and Interest In and to al i*esent and
future leases of the Property and a l Rents from the Property. In addition. Trustor grants Lender a Uniform Commercial Code security Inierest in the
Rents and the Personal Property defined below.
DEFINITION!}. The ttmwtng words thai nave the Wowing meanings when used in this Oeed of Trust Terms not otherwise defined in this Oeed of
Trust shal have th* mea #ngs attributed to such terms In the Uniform Commercial Code. Al references to dolar amounts shal mean amounts In lawful
money of the United Stales of America.
Beneficiary. The word 'Beneficiary" means OUAROtAN STATE BANK, Ma successors and assigns. OUAROtAN STATE BANK also is referred to as
"Lender" In this Oeed of Trust
Borrower. The word 'Borrower" means ROBERT t HARRINGTON and JANE HARRINGTON.
Oeed of Trust. The words "Deed of Truer mean this Oeed of Trust among Trustor, tender, and Trustee, and Includes without Imitation al
assignment and security Inierest provisions relating to the Personal Property and Rents.
Guarantor. The word "Guarantor* means and Includes without Irnftafton, each and al of the guarantors, sureties, and accommodation partic? In
connection wtth the Indebtedness.
Improvements. The word improvements" means and Includes without Imitation al existing and future improvements, fixtures, buMngs,
structures, mobile homes affixed on the Real Property, tacBttee, addWons and other construction on the Real Property.
Indebtedness The word Indebtedness" rrmens al principal and Interest payable under the Note and any amounts expended or advanced by
Lander to discharge obOgaflons of Trustor or expenses Ircurred by Trustee or tender lo enforce obttgattons of Trustor under this Deed of Trust,
together with interost on such amounts as provided In this Deed of Trust
tender. The word Tender* means GUARDIAN STATE BANK, Ks successors and assigns.
Note. The word "Note" means the Note dated June 2 1 , 1 t t l , In t h e principal a m o u n t Of $230,000.00 from Borrower lo Lender,
together with al renewals, exter&ont, modifications, refinancings, and substitutions for the Note. NOTICE TO TRUSTOR: THE NOTE
CONTAINS A VARIABLE INTEREST RATE.
Personal Property. The words "Personal Property" mean al equipment fixtures, and other articles of personal property now or hereafter owned
by Trustor, and now or hereafter attached or affixed to the Real Properly; together wtth al accessions, parts, and additions lo, al replacement* ot,
and al substitutions far, any of s«ch property; and together with al proceeds (Including without Imitation al insurance proceeds and refunds of
premiums) from any sale or other dspc^Uon of the Property.
Property* The word Troperty" means cotsctfvery the Reel Property and the Personal Property.
Real Property. The words "Real Property" mean the property, Intereata andrightsdescribed above In the "Conveyance and Grant" section.
Related Documents. The words Metaled Documents" rrmn and Include without Imftafton al promissory notes, credit agreements, loan
agreements, guaranties, security agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust end al other Instruments and documents, whether nr,w cr hereafter
existing, executed In connection with Borrower's Indebtedness to tender.
Rente. The word "Rants" means al present and future rents, revenues, Income, Issues, royafttos, profits, and othor benefits derived horn the
Property.
Trustee. The word "Trustee" freer* GUARDIAN STATE BANK and any substitute or successor trustees.
Trustor. The word "Trustor* means any and al persons and entJftee executing this Deed of Trust, Including without Imitation all Trustors named
above. Any Trustor who signs this Deed of Trust, but does not sign the Note, u signing this Oeed of Trust only to grant and convey that Tiu*tor*s
(merest In the Real Property and to v*ant a secuitty Interest in Trustor's Interest In the Rents and Personal Property to tender and is not personalty
table under the Note except at otherwise provided by contact or taw.
THIS OEEO Of TRUST, INCLUDING THE ASSIGNMENT Of RENTS ANO THE SECURITY INTEREST IN THE RENTS ANO PERSONAL
PROPERTY, IS GIVEN TO SECURE (1) PAYMENT O f THE INDEBTEDNESS AND (2) PERFORMANCE Of ANY ANO ALL OBLIGATIONS OF
TRUSTOR UNOeR THE NOTE, THE REl ATED OOCUMENTS, ANO THIS DEED OF TRUST. THIS OEEO Of TRUST 18 GIVEN AND ACCEPTEO ON
THE FOLLOWING TERMS:

en

TRUSTOR'S REPRESENTATIONS ANO WARRANTtCS. Trustor warrants that (a) this Deed of Trust is executed at Borrower's request and not at me
request of tender; (b) Trustor has the ful power andrightto Oiiter Into this Deed of Trust and to hypothecate the Property; (c) Trustor has esterMfehrt
adequate moans of obtaining from Borrower on a continuing basis information about Borrower's financial condWon; and (d) Londer has mado no CO
reprasentatlon to Trustor about Borrower (taciuo1r.g without Imitation the creditworthiness of Borrower).
CO

o

TRUSTOR'S WAIVERS. Trustor waMrs alrightsor defenses arising by reason of any "one action" or "antt-deflciency" low, or any other taw which may
prevent Lend** from bringing any action against Trustor, including a datm lor deficiency lo the extent Lender ks otherwise entitled '.o s claim lor - o
deficvincY, before or after Lender's commencement or completion of any foreclosure action, either Judicially or by exercise of a power ol sate.
c~>
PAYMENT ANO PERFORMANCE. Except as otherwise provided In this Deed of Trust, Borrower shal pay to lendoi al Indebtedness secured by this
Deed of Trust as II becomes due, and Borrower and Trustor anal strictly perform al their respective obligations w^r Ihe Note, this Oeed of Trust, anj
the Rotated Documents.
POSSESSION AND MAINTENANCE O f THE PROPERTY. Trustor and Borrower agree that Trustor's possession and use of the Property shal be
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necessary to preserve aa value.
Oeed of Trust thai heve tht tame maaranot aa seftorth fn tha Omprahanalvo £m*onrnentel Reeponae. Compensation, and Uabuity Act of
1*W.tssmended,4mia$ectk>n9fmatae*rCERe^^
CSAPK urn* Hazardous Materia*Tranaportatton Act4« U.S.C. 8aeton 1801,ef t e a . theResource ConservationandRecovery Act,49U.3.O.
8ec«3n 5901, et teq.. or other eppaoabJo ttata or Federal laws, rutee, or regulator* adoptad pursuant to any of tha foragofng. fruttor represeroT
and warrantt to l a n d * that (a) During tha partod of Trustor* ownership of tha Property, than has baan no use, generation, manufactgrar
storage, treatment, oUpoaai, /afaaaa or thraatonad ralaaaa of any hazardous wait* or aubttance by any p xton on, under, or about tna Proparty.
(b) Trjslor hat no knowledge of, or ration to befteve that thara hat bee*, axcapt at previously disclosed to and acknowladged by l a n d * m
writing, (i) tny uoa, generikon, manufacture, storsge, treatment dtepoeel release, o. thraalanad release of any haiardout watta or tubttanca by
any prior owners or occupants of tha Property or (I) arty actual or thraalanad tttoaton or claims of any kind by any person rawing to such
matters, <c) Except at prevtouely olsctoted to and acknowledged by lender In writing, (I) neither Truttor nor any tenant, contractor, tgant or
othar euthortted usar of tha Proparty t h a uta, generate, manufactura, atons, treat dispose of. or rataata any haiardout watta or tubttanca en,
under, or about tna Proparty and (!) any tuch ecttvtty thai ba ©ondudad In complanca wKh af applicable federal, ttata, and local laws,
regtfaaona and ordinances, lncf«idlng without Imrtatton thota law*, reguteftons, and ordnances datcrfbad above. Truttor autnorues Ltno^r itui
as aganta to antar upon tha Property to * * * < •««** Impactions and lasts a* Undar may dsam approprtata to determlno compliance of tha
Proparty %«h this sectton of tha Oeed of Trutl Any Inspections or lasts mada by Undar thai ba tor landar4! purpotas only and thai not ba
construad to create any rtsponsMtty or fttbtfty on tha part of landar to Trustor or to any otnar person. Tha representations and wsrrsnttes
containtd herein ara based on Trustor* due dftgence Intovaaagalngtha Proparty for hazardous watta. Truttor hentoy (a) releases and wtlvee
any future ctolms against landar ' * Indemnity or oomHbufon In tha avtnt Truttor bacomaa labia tor cleanup or othar cotts w)6t any tuch taws.
anC (b) ag/aaa totodamnifyand hold harmfass landar against any and al dalm*. tosses, lebHties, damagat, panaittat, and txoenses whtcr*
landai may dlrecsy or Irtotractly sustain or suffar resulting from a Oeecft of fhts ^acfton of tht Oaad of Trucf or at a consequence of any uu,
generatton, manufactura, storaga, dttposal rstoasa or thraatanad ralaasa occurring prior to Trustor* ownarthlp or tntarott In tha Proparty, wM\t)t
ornottt* tama was a shoufo haw baan known to Truttor. 'ina provtstons of this tactton of tha Oaad ot Trust, indudina tha obligation to
todamntfy. thai turvrva tha paymant of tha IndabUdnass and ttm uattactto^ tnd raconvayanoa of tha Ian of thit Oaad of Trutt and thai not ba
affactad by lanoVs acqulsttton of any Intarast In tha Proparty, whathar by foractotura or otharwtta.
Nutaanca, Waafa. Trusty shaft not causa, conduct or parmft any nutsanoa nor commit. parmH or tuttar any ttrlpptng ot or watta on or to tha
Proparty o: any portion of tha Proparty. Spacmcatty without Imitation, Trustor wH not ramova, or grant to any othar party tha right to remova. any
Mmbar, mlnartit (Including ol and gas), soft, gravat or rock products wtthout tha prtor writtan cot«ant of landar.
Removal of Improvtmants, Trustor thai not donvoath or ramova any Improvamants from tha Rsal Proparty wHhoc* tha prior wnuan comaN ci
l a n c v As s condition to tha ramoval of any Improvamants, landar mty raquka Trustor to mtka arTsngamants uttsiactory to landar <u repiact
such improvaments with Improvarnants of at tout aquaf vatoa.
Landar* Right to Enter. l9O0»r and Hs aganta %n6 raprsaantafiyas may antar upon 7* Raaf Proparty af •)! raatonabia Hmas to attand to
landar* tntarasts anr*. to Impact tha Proparty for purpotas of Trustor* compRanoa with thatormsand conditions ot this Oaad of Trutl
Compnartot wtth Oo^iammanVal RaqutrtmanU, Trustor shal promptry comply with a l laws, ordnancas, and regulations, new or haraallar In
affacl of al g^vamrnarUsf autfiortQas appVcabta to tha usa or occupancy of fha Poparty. Trustor may contast fn good fafth ^ny tuch law,
ordinanoa, or regulation and withhold ctomptlanoa during any prooaadlng«toctodtogaporoprtata appaals, so tong ss Trustor has notiftad lander in
wrttlng prtor to doing so anct ao tong at Lender* Interests In the Properly era not Jaopardtzau. lender may require Crustor to post adequeto
security or a turwtf bond, reevniWy sattsfacfory to lender, to protect Lender* )n*resL
Duty to Protect Trustor agrr*« i^efther to abandon nor leave unattended the Properly. Trustor shal do al othar acts, in sddttton to those acts sat
forth above in this tec'.too, which (rem the chcracter and use cf the Property are reasonably necessary to protect and preserve the Proparty.
yje 0?f SALE - CONSENT 6Y LOfOQV lender may, at Its optton, declare Irnmedlatety d»-e and pay*** al sums secured by this Oead of trust
upon the sale or trsnsfor, without th§ l e n d * * prior written consent, of al or any pari of the Real Property, or any Interest in the Raat Property. A "uta
or transfer* meant the conveyance ol Real IVoperty or any right, title or tnto'ist therein; whether legal or equtvible; whether voluntary or invduniary;
whether by outright sale, d—6. Instalment sak* contract, land contract contract tor deeo, leasehold Interest with a term graater than three (3) years,
lease-option contract, or by sale, assignment cv transfer ot any beneficial Interest In or to any land irusl holding tifle to the Real Property, or by any
other method of conveyancs of Raa! Property tnfeetl ff any Truttor Is a corporation or partnership, ktmlm also includes any change in ownership of
more than twenty-ftve percent (25%) of the voting sixk or partnership Interests, as the case may be, of Trustor.
TAXES AND LIENS. The foQowtng provtstons relating Jo the taxes and tarts on the Property are a par! of thtt Oeed of Trust.
Payment. Trustt' thai pay when due (and In al events prior to defluquency) al taxes, spadat taxes, assessments, charges (including water and
sewer), fines *nd Impositions levied aoamst or or account of the Property, and shal pay whan due al claims for work dona on or lor services
rendered or material furnished to the Property. Trustor shal maintain tha Property free of al lens having priority over or equal to the Interest of
Lender under this Oeed of Trust, except tor the tan of uuoe €rtd assessments not due and except at otherwise provided in this Oeed of Trutt.
Right To Conttat. Truttor may withhold pty^r* oi any Wor, assessment, or claim In connectton with a good faith dispute over the obligation to
pay, so long as lender* Interest In the Property is not Jeopojlzed. If a tan arises or Is filed as a result of nonpayment, Trustor shell within fifteen
(15) days after 'he Ben arises or, If a sen fs Wed, wfthln fifteen (15) days after Trustor has notice of the Sing, secure the discharge of me Hen, or if
requested by Under, deposit with lender cash or a sufficiant ccportte surety bond or other security safetactory to Landar in an amount sufficient
to discharge thu San plus any costs and reasonable attorneys' fees or other charges that could accrue ss a resutt of s fo'edosurs or sate under the
ten. tn any contest, Trustor shal defend ftsetf and Lender and ohal satisfy any adverse Judgment belore enforcement against the Property.
Trustor shaft name lander as an additional otxtgee under any surety cord furnished In the contest proceedings.
E <1dence ot Payment. Trustor shsK upon demand furniah to Lender saSsfadory evidence ot payment of the taxes or attestants and shaft
authorize the appropriate governmental official to deffver to Lender at any time a written statement of the taxes and assessments against the
Property.
Notice of Conetructton. Trustor shal notify lender at least fifteen (15) days before any work Is commenced, any services are furnished, or any
materials are supplied to the Property, N any mechanic* sen, materialmen* lien, or other ten ootid be asserted on account of the work, servtcet.
or materials. Trustor wN upon request of Under furnish to Lender advance assurances satisfactory to lender that Trustor can and wM pay the
coot of such improvements.
PROPERTY OAMAOC INSURANCE. The toRowtng provisions relatingtotosurtngthe Propsrty are a part of thtt Oeed of Trust
Maintenance of Insurance. Trustor sht>. procure and maintain posctos of tre Insurance wtth standard extended coverage endorsements on a
rep^coment basts for the ful insurable value covering a l Improvements on the Raat Property In en amount sufficient to svoid application of any
coinsurance clause, and with a standard mortgagee clause In favor of Lender,togetherwith such other hazard and labiMty insurance ss Lander
may reasonably require. Poldes shal be written in form, amounts, coverages and UtH reasonebfy acceptable to lender and issued by a
company or companies reasonabfy acceptable to Under. Trustor, upon request of lender, wM detver to lender from Urne to time tha policies or
ceitJfteates of Insurance to torm MtWtctory to Under,toctodtogsjtouialtons that coverages w« not be cancelled or diminished wtthout st least ten
(t0) (fays' prior written nodce to Under.
Apportion of Proceeds, Trustor shal prompey notify Under of any toss or damage to the Property, lender may make proof of lots U Trustor
falU to do so within fifteen (15) days ol the casualty. Whether or not Under* snurity is Impaired, Lender may, at Its election, receive and ratain
the proceeds end apply the proceeds to the reductton of the Indebtedness, payment of any sen sftecttng tho Property, or ihe restoration and
repat of the Property. If Lender elects to apply Ihe proceeds to restoration and repair, Trustor shal repair u replace the damaged or destroyed
tmprovemants in a manner satettctory to lender. Lender shal, upon satlsfsctory proof of such expenditure, pay or roimburse Trusto. from the
pveceerts for the reasonable cost of repair or restoration If Trustor Is not In defauft under this Oeed of Trust, Any proceeds which have not been
d*btfc-sw J wtthJn 150 days after their receipt and which Lender has not committed to the rape* or restoration of Ihe Property sha« ba used fHl lo
pay sr.y amount owing to lender uodtr this Oeed of Trust, then to p%f aocvued Interest, and tho remainder, H any, ah*« be applied lo Ihe principal
balance of the ifrSebtedness, If Lender holds any proceeds aft^r payment In ful ot the indebtedness, such proceeds than be paid to Trustor as
Ti uslor* Interests may apo—f.
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Unexpired lneurance at Sale. Any unexpired insurance shal Inure to the benefit ot, and pass to. the purchaser of ttu Property covered by this
Deed of Trutt at any trustee* sale or other sale held under the provisions of this Oeed cf Trust, or at any foreclosure sate of tuch Property.

^
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TAX ANO INSURANCE RESERVES, Subject to any Imitattons sat by applcaC4e law. Under may requke Trustor to maintain with lender reserves for
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Ween (15) dayj, krvnedtotety InfteJes slept sufficient to cure me Mure and ttoretflor confnues and oomptotos ai rs*tnnebie end necessary
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Trust, the Note or the Reietod OocAiments la, or at the tme m M or t u r r e t w^tileetouyrMtoriat respect
tneohrency. ThetosoNenoyof Trustor or Borrower, appointment of a receiver tor any perl of Trustor or Borrower's property, any assignment for
the beoe« of orednore, tr^ cdnvmncernen< of any proceedina u n ^
dissolution or termination of Trustor or BorroWa existence as a going business (» Trustor or Borrower ts a business). Except to the extent
proNbned by federal law or Utah law, the death of Truetor or Bonower ( I Trustor or Sorrower la an indMdue!) also shall constitute an tvent of
Default under INs Deed of Trust
Forectoeure, etc, Cortvnenoemert oftoredoeure,whether ty
Trustor against any of the Property. However, thia subsecton shaM not apply in the event of a goodtefthdispute by Trustor a» to the va*Jty or
reasonabtooets of the cto»m which la the beats of the foreCoeure, provided that Trustor gtvea Under written nonce of such dufm and furnishes
reserves or a surety bond tor the claim satfsfactory to Lender.
Breech of Other Agreement Any breech by Trustor or Borrower under the larme of any other agreement between Trustor or Borrower and
Lender that la not remedied within any grace period provided therein, Inducing without Imitalon any agreement concerning my Indebtedness or
other obflgelton of Trustor or Borrower to Lender, whether existing now or liter
Events Affecting Guarantor. Any of the preceding events occurs with respect to any Qvirentor of any oflhe Indebtedness or such Guarantor
dies or becomes Incompetent or any Guarantor revokes any guaranty of the indebtedness. Lender, at as option, may. but shin not be requtrad to.
permit the Guarantor's estate to assume uncondfttoneiy the obSgattons arising under the guaranty In a manner sattslacory to Lender, and. in
doing so, cure the Event of Default
RIQHT8 ANO REMEDIES ON DEFAULT. Upon the oocurrenoe of any Event of Dtftutt and at any erne thereafter, Trustee or Le.tder, at its option, may
exercise any one a more of thetolowtngrightsand remedtee, in adoltton to any other rights or remedies provided by lew:
Accelerate Indebtedness. Under shea have the right at U optton wthout nottoe to Trustor or Borrower to declare the entire Indebtedness
tmmedtatety due and payibto,toctudtogany prepayment penalty which Borrower would be required to pay.
foreclosure. With respect to a l or any pari of me Reef Properly, ^ e Trustee anal neve the right to loractose by notice and sale, and Under she)
have therighttotorectoieby Judicial foreclosure, In either oaeetoecc«rdenoa with ar^ to the M extent provided
UCC Remedtoe, Wtth respect to a l or any pert ot the Personal Property, Under she* have e l therightsand remedies of a secured party under
m§ Uniform Commercial Code.
Coftocf Rente. Lender shal h$y (he light, wfthout notfee to Trustor or Borrower, to sake poesesston of and manage (he Property and cofloct ihe
Rents, including amounts past due and unpaid, and appty (ha net provCids, over and above U.toer*s costs, against the Indebtedness. In
furtherance of thisright.Under may req< * e any tenant or other user of the Properly to make payments of rent or use fees dtrectty to Lender, if
the Rents »f codeoled oy Lender, then Trustor Irrevocably designates Under as Trustor's attorney-to-foct to endorse instruments received in
payment thereof In the name of Trustor and to negotiate the same and collect the proceeds. Payments by lerants or o<h«r users to Lender in
response to LenoVa demand shal satisfy the obftgettons for wtVch the payments are made, whether or not any proper grounds for the demand
existed. Lender may exercise Itsrightsunder this subparagraph either In psrson, by agent, or through a receiver.
Appoint Receiver. Under shal have the right to have a receiver appointed to take possession of al or any part of the Property, with the power to
protect and preauve the Property, to operate the Property preoedtog foreclosure or sale, and to coded the Rents from the Property snd apply the
proceeds, over and above the cost of the recerversNw, against the Indebtedness, Trustor hereby warm any requirement that the receiver be
Imparssl and drslnterertod ss to al of the parties and agrees that employment by Lender shal not dbqualfy a person from serving as a receiver.
Tenancy at Sufferance. N Trustor remains In posse*4ton of the Properly after the Properly la sold as provided above or Lender otherwise
becomes erutfed to possession of the Property upon default of Trustor, ""uaJor shall become a tenant at sufferance of Lender or the purchaser o<
the Proporty *nd shal, it Lender's option, either (a) pay t reasonable rental tor the use of the Property, or (b) vacate the Property Immediately
upon ths de'nand of Lender.
Other Remedies, Trustee or Lender shal have any otherrightor remedy provided In this Deed of Trust or the Note or by law.
Notice of Bete. Lender shal give Trustor reasonable notice of the «me and place of any pubic sale of the Personal Property or of the tin* .irter
which any private sale or other Intended disposition of the Personal Property Is to be made. Reasonable notice shal mean nottce given at tsssi
ten (10) days before the Ime of the sale or disposition. Any sale of Personal Property may be made In conjunction with any sale 01 ihe Real
Property.
Bass of the Property. To ttw» extent permtttod by apptcabta law, Trustor and Borrower hereby waive any and al right 10 neve me Property
marshf led. In exercising isrightsand remedies, ttn Trustee or Under shal belreetoselaloranypeflotthe Propertytogetheror seperateiy, In
one sale or by separate sales. Lender shal be entitled to bid at any pub*: sale on al or any portion of the Property.
Waiver; Election of Remedies, A waiver by any party of a breach of a provision of Irts Deed of Trust shal not consHluto a waiver of or prajudice
the party's rights otherwise to demand strict compUnce with that provision or any other provision. Election by Lender to pursue any remedy
provided In this Deed of Trust, the Note, in any Related Document, or provided by law shal not exclude pursuit of sny other remedy, and an
election to make expenditures or to take action to perform an obligation of Trustor or Sorrower under ttis Deed of Trust after failure of Trustor or
Borrower to perform ehal not effect Lender'srighttodeclare a default and to exercise any of is remedies.
Attorneys' Fees; Expenses. If Under Institutes any suit or action to enforce any of the terms of ;Ws Deed of Trust. Lender shal be entitled to
recover such sum as the court may adjudge reasonable as attorneys'toesat trial and on any appeal Whether or not any court action is involved,
al reasonable expenses Incurred by Lender which In Lender's opinion are necessary et any Ime for the protection of its Inton^t or the*
enforcement of is rights shal become e part of the Indebtedness payable on demand and she* bear Merest at the Note rate from \u data o(
expenditure untl repaid. Expenses covered by this paragraph include, without Imitation, however subject to any Imils under applicable law,
Under's reasonable attorneys' fees whether or not there fc a lawsuit. Including retsorabb attorneys' fees lor bankruptcy proceedings (including
efforts to modify or vacate any automatic stay or Injunction), appeals and any anticipated posHudgment cc*»ctton services, the cost of torching
records, obtaining Ide reports (Including foreclosure reports), surveyors* reports, appraisal fees. Ilea Insurance, and fees for the Trustee, to the
extent permitted by eppBceble tow. Trusto- also wS pay any court costs,tosddttton to rt other sums provtdod by law.
Rights of Trustee. Trustee she! have a l of theright*i « d dutos of Under as settormtothis seclon.
POWERS ANO OBLIGATIONS OF TRUSTEE. The foftowtog provfstons retolng to the powers and obJgeflont of Trustee are part of this Oeed ot Trust.
Powers ot Trustee, to addNton to e l powers ot Trustee arising as a matter of law. Trustee shal have me power to take the following actions wim
respect to the Property upon (he written request of Under and Trustor: (a) Join In preparing and Wng a map or plat of the Real Property,
Including the dedtoalton of streets or other rights to the pubic; (b) Jototogrsning any easement or creating any restriction on the Real Property;
and (c) join m any subordtoatton or other agreement sheeting this Deed of Trust or the Interest of Under under this Deed of Trust.
Obftgettons to Notify. Trustee shal not be obegatod to notify any other party of a pending sale under any other trust deed or tien. or of any action
or procee^^ to which Trusta, Urtoer, a Trustee shaJ be a
Trustee. Trustee shil meet aj qualtlcattone required tor Trustee under apcecabto law. to addrtton to therightsand remedies set forth above,
wtth respect to al or any pert ot the Property, the Trustee shal have the right to foreclose by notice and sale, and Under shal have the right to
fcrsjdosebyJutfdsitaectoiuTS*^
CD
Successor Trustee. Under, at Lender's optton, may «rom ftme to ame appoint a successor Trust*! to any Trustee appointed hereunder by ^
Inatrument executed and acknowledged by Lender and recorded In the office of the recorder of SALT LAKE County, Utah. T U Instrument sna* y '
contain. In addition to el other matters required by state taw, the names of the original Lender, Trustee, and Trustor, t t * bocx snd page whera this C O
Oeed of Trust Is recorded, and the name and address of the successor trustee, and the Instrument shsl be axecutod snd acknowledged by C O
Under or Its successors In Interest The successor trustee, without conveyance of the Property, shal succeed to al the Me. power. *r*> duties Q
conferred upon the Trustee In this Oeed of Trust and by appecebto law. This procedure for substitution of trustee shal govern to the «xciusion cf ^ ,
al other provisions for substitution.
en
NOTICES TO TRUSTOR ANO OTHER PARTIES. Unless otherwise provided by spplcabte law, any notice under this Doed of Trust shal be in writing F O
snd shal be effective when actually delvered or. If mailed, shal be deemod effective when deposited In the Untied Stales mail first dsss, rogiste* jd v£>
mal postage prepaid, dfrected to the add* esses shown near the beginning o( thfs Osed of Trust Any party may change Its address lor notices under j^thfc 'Deed of Trus! by gtvtng formal wrtttun notice to the other parties, specifying that the purpose of the notice Is to chang* the. partes address AH
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Urtfwdoee not ltfdlhift*erveiunde Intrust for Trustor, and Under n not Iht age* of Truttor lor paymar^ ot ria loaa and aaaaaa<iwr« raoA^ad to o« p ^ oy Truator.
exfeNDfTURCt BY LCNOea VThjtlorftsli to comply we* *iytfovto^
would matanajy acted UnoVttatereetah Iht Property, Undsr v% Trustor* benaff may, but thai not bt requiredto,take any action that Lender
oeeme tppropnate. Any amount that teno* ttfperttstow * ^ w« btw t ^
by Lendertott*o*to of repeymoni by Trustor. Al auoh wtruet, at Under*! opton. w* (a) ba payabta on demand, ft) be addedtothe bttence of
tha Nolo and ba apportioned among and ba payable with any tnatalmant paymanti to become due during mm (I) tha term of any epptcabto
taurine* poftcy or (I) the remaining term of me Note, or (c) t» treated at a baioon payment which w« be due and peyebfo at the Note's maturity.
Th* Deed of Trust also wrf secure payment of these amounts. Therightsprovided lor In th» pereoreph thai be In addition to any other righto or any
remedtee to which Lender msy be anWed on account ot the default Any such action by Lander shal not be construed as curing the default so at to
bar Lenderfromany remedy lhat N otherwise would have had.
WARRANTY! OEFENSE Of TITLE. Tha foaowlng provisions rotatingtoowr^rshlp of tha r^operty are a pa^ Of INs Deed d Tortt.
Title. Trustor wanmt» that: (a) Trustor Vidt good and mt*etabte « * of reoord to the Property In tea simple,freetn^ dear of al lens Mt>4
encumbrances other man those set forth In the 5eei Property oetaiption or Vi any lot Insurance pofcy, Me report, or final It* opinion Issued in
fevor of. and accepted by, Lender In connector* with thia Deed of Trust, and (b) Trustor has tha Ml right, power, and authority to execute and
detvtrthie Deed of Trust to Under.
Oefenee of Tllf a. Sifcjed to the e*cepac<i h the pengreph a *
lawful dalmt of al person*, m tha event any acton or prooeedmg Is oommenoed that questions Trustor*! We or the Interest of Trustee or Larder
under this Daod of Trust, Trustor thai defend tha acton at Trustor* expense. Trustor may be the nominal perry In such proceeding, but Under
thai be enatied to pertetpa* In the proceeding enj to be copreeentod In tha proceeding by counsel ot UooVs own chotpe, and Tru^or wf
deftvtr, or cause to ba dekvexfatoUnder such kielrumeniaaaLeno%mayreo^fromametotmeto
Comptttr** Wffli Uwo, tmtor warranta f * f the Property and Trustor* use of tt» Property oompeet with al axtsong apntcabtt laws,
o/dintncoe, and regulator* ot governmental authortttoe.
COttOCMMATIOH. Tha foaowlng pravWota) tilting lo ©cnctemneSon prooaaolngt im t pert ot INI Dead ot Trust
AppQcetlon of Nat nocoeda* ft el or any part ot Vis Ftopcrty la condemned by ansnent domain prooaaolngt or by any proceeding or purchase
In leu of ccnden«naBon. Under may at Us etecfon require that al or any portion of Vw net proceeds ot the award ba eppeed to the indebtedness
or I * repair or reatoralon ot tha Property. Tha net proceeds ottooaward thai mean tha award ti*f payment of al reasonable costs, expense*,
and attorneys* leet neoasaan> paid or trtourrad by Trvt^
Proceeding* If any proceeding In oondemnatton la Med, Trustor thai promptly notify Under In wntm, and Trustor shal promptry lake such
steps aa may ba necessary V> defend the acton and obtain Ha award. Trustor may ba tha nominal party In such proceeding, but Lender ohal ba
enttted lo pamctpata In the prooef dtog widtoba represented In the proceeding by counsel of Its own chotoe, and Trustor w* delver or causa to
ba detveied to Lender such Instrument* at may ba requested by IfromIme to Ime lo pom* such partfdpaflon,
IMPOSITION OP TAXES, PECS AND CHARGES BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES. The Mowing provWofJ rotating to governmental taxes, fees
and charges ara a part of this Deed of Trust:
Current Taxee, Feee end ChargeeV Upon request by Lender, Trustor shal execute such documents In addition to thta Deed of Trust and take
whatever other acton la requested by Under to perfect and contnue Lender's ten on the Real Properly. Truifer shal reimburse Under lor al
texts, as described below, together with al expenses Incurred In reoorolng. pertectag or continuing thta Deed of Trust, Including without Imitation
al taxes, leas, documentary stamps, and other charges tor recording or registering Ms Deed of Trust
Taxaa. The foflowtng shal constrtute taxes to which thfs secton applet: (a) a tpectflo tax upon thtt type of Deed of Trust or upon al or any part
of the Indebtedness secured by thia Deed ot Trust; (b) a tpedflo tax on Borrower which Borrower It authorized or required to deduct from
payments on the Indebtedness secured by thia type of Oeed of Trust; (c) a tax on thtt type ot Dead of Trust chargeable against the Lender or tha
holder of tha Nolr, and (d) a tpedflo lax on al orarvpcrlonotlnttadebledrwaawonpeyr^
Subsequent Taxes, Har^ taxtowtioh tha seclton applet tteriectedtub^
efiect aa an Event of Defauft (aa deaned betow), and Lender may exercise any or al of la aveJabto remedies for an Event of Default at provided
bekyw urease Trustor either (a) payt Iht tax before I booomet oeenquent of (b) oorOette tha lax at provided above In th» Taxea and Uent
taction aiiddecoeltewlto Under c e a h v t w ^ ^
tECU^rrYAORCEtOtMTinWAftCmatTATEIIQf^ Ttorotowlr* provisions retail^
this Deed ot Trust.
Securtty Agreement TreTISalrumar?thaJ o o r ^ ^
property, and Lender thai have al ot tharightsof a secured perty under the Uniform Corrwierc^
Security Interest Upon request bytander, Trustor ahal axeevte Inandng ttatamanta and take whalever other action la requeated by Lender to
perfect and continue Lander's security Interest h the Rents and Personal Property. In addtfon to recording this Deed of Trust in the real property
records, Lender may, at any Ime and without further authorfeaeonfromTrustor, fee executed counterpart*, copies or reproducttona of this Deed of
Trust aa a Inandng statement Trustor she! reimburse Under tor el expenses Incurred In portocttng or continuing thia security interest Upon
defaut. Trustor ahal assemble tha Personal Property In a manner and at a place raaaonabty oenverfent to Trustor and Under and make I
avalable to Lender within three (3) days after receipt of written demandfromLender.
Addreeeee, The making addnmas of Trustor (debtor) and Under (secured party),fromwhich Information concerning the security interest
granted by thia Deed of Trust may ba obtained (each as required by tha Uniform Commercial Coda), are a* stated on thefirstpage of this Oeed of
Trust
FURTHER ASSURANCES; ATTORNEY-tK-FACT. The Mowing provisions rotalng lo further assurances and attorrwHn-fact are a part of thrs Deed
of Trust
furttm Aeeurancce. At any Bme. endfromtime to Ime. upon request of Under, Trustor wi make, execute and delver, or wll cause to be
made, executed or detvered, to Lender or to Lender's designee, and wt^n requested by tender, cause to be Wed, recorded, refiied, or
rerecorded, as the case may be, at such Ime* and In such offices and places at Under may deem appropriate, any and al such mortgages,
deeds of trust, security deeds, security agreements, Inanctng statements, conflnuelon statements, Instruments of further assurance, certlflcttes,
and other documents t may. In tha tote opinion of Lender, be necessary a detlnble In order to effectuate, complete, perfect, continue, or
preserve (a) the obBgattona ot Trustor and Borrower under tha Note, thia Oeed of Trust md the Related Documents, and (b) the lens and
security tnteretta created by thtt Dead ot Trust aa ffrtt and prior tana on tha Property, whether now owned or hereafter acquired by Trustor.
Unleaa prohibited by law or agreed lo Iht oontrary by Under ki wrttog. Trustor she! reimburse Under for al costs and expenses incurred in
connection with tha mtttert referred to In thta paragraph.
Aftorner-ln-racl It Thjttor talt to do tiiy of tr» thfriga raasrrad
to
m
and at Trustor's expense. For audi purpoaaa, Truttor hereby Irrevocably appclr* U n o * aa Trustor* allcrr^^
GO
exeevtir*. delvering, lilna r e c w i ^
12
matters referred to In tha preceding paragraph.,
7"
FULL PERFORMANCE. If Sorrower pliyt al the kidebtodneta whan due,terminatesthe Ine ot enrtt and otherwise performs in the obtgattont r ?
Imposed upon Trustor under this Deed ot Trust Urder shal execute and delver to Trustee a request for ful reconveyance and shad execute and ™
delver to Trustor suitable statements ot tarminatkv of any Inandng statement on We evidencing Lender* security interest In the Ronts and the CD
Personal Property. Any reconveyance fat required by taw shal be paid by Trustor, If permitted by apptcabie law.
^o
DEFAULT. Each of the foQowtngrat tha option of Under. shaJf consttute an event of default ("Event of Default") w><^ this Deed of Tiustr>o
Default on Indebtedr^a^ftjrure ot Borrower to make any payment whon due on the Indebtedness.
uD
Default on Other Peymenta. Falurc of Trustor wtthin the Ime required by this Deed of Trust to make any payment l a taxes or Insurance, or any U I
•rfher payment necessary to prevent fling of or to effect discharge of any sen.
CD
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DEED OF TRUST
(Comtnutd)

PlQf I

COptesoJnooMottort4)turolTOt*rtolrtor4
M bag*vi«f* of Ms Oood ot Thisi ForrtoOMpurpctoo,TrvtioragroottoMapUndorar4
N<Xwxr*ur<ino any c*hor povUtor o ^
WtftCCLUKfOUSfnoVtflOlti. U»loSowtogmtoo«4an*«usprov4Jor4araapartofM^
Amtndrnont*. T r * r>od ot Trust too*fhav wtlt any flatted O o o v n ^ ^
X» manors tattorthin Ma Doad of Trvat No afteraflori of or amondmont to Ms Oood of Trust thai bo ofltcfvo uniaaa gfvan tn writing and i«Qnad
by iho party or parttet sought to bo oho/god or bouno by Iht a»*ra*on or amandmaot
Appflcabto Low. T n r a r > t d o f T r u a t r ^ b a o n o * l r v o c o d t o U o d o r « t f
TWa Oood of Trvat ohofl
ba govomod by and oonotmed In oocortftKO wtth tho laws ol Iho Btoto ol Ulan.
Caption Hoodtoga, Capton hoodtogt to mil dood of Trvat am tor oonvontonco pvrpoaoa orty and art nottoba utad to totorprtt or doflno too
.KOvHtont of trtft Daad of Trust
Margar. Tharo thai bo no margar of t »totoroot01 oblate onotod by this Ooad of Trvat wth any ofnar Interatt or oitala In tha Proporty at any
Ima httd by ortorho bonofi ot Londor to any c h i l l y . iMthoittoowrtten c o n s o r t Uodor.
Muttpfo Portko, Al obftgattont of Trutfor and 8orro*or vndar tote Oood of Trust shal bojoW $ri sovoraf. and t l raforanott to Borrow thai
maan aacn and avary Borrow, and a l ratorancos to Trvator anal maan oacn and ovary Trustor. Thu moans thai aach of tho portona tuning
bakwiirctpooa^toraaoU^aaonatoth^DMdofTrual.
tavtrab«ty. If a court of ©ompotent Jurtodtefon ttodo any provtoJon ot M l Oood of Trvat to botowsldor vnariforoaabto aa to any parson or
ofrcumatanca, auon ftodtog anal not rtndar that provtetoritovoftoor vnantoroaabto aatoany othar portons or droumslanoos. Ifteastote,any such
oftendU*provtsJc*!*^bodoorrtedteboinc<WW
ao mooMd, I i r ^ bo fd^ck«i t r ^ a otn4r p w « ^
tuccoooorg and Aaafg8o> lubtect to tf» IrnfttSor* atetod In ft* Oood of Trvat on tranotor of Truster* toterott this Oaad of Tmat thai bo
btodtogwportfandtouro to I M t » ^ of tho parttea, I f * * suocoaooit and asoigns. N ownarshto ol fnt Proparty booomos vostedtoa parton c m *
toan Trustor, Undar, without nodco to Trustor, may daoJ wth Trustor* tuocossort w«n rofaranootototeDoad of Trust and iho Indabtodnaas by
way oftorbatranoaor oxtonaton without ralaajMngTrvstorfroml^obig^om
Tto*laofthoEsoonct, Tlrr*fc'of1hos«oor^totnoportorfn^
Wotvoro ond Conaorita, Undar thai not bo doomod to hava wafvod any righto undor that Oood of Trust (or vndar tho Rotated Oocumonte)
Uf*mtuchw%^tetowmrig%f*ttor^tyUr*6oc. H o d ^
of such right or any othar right. A waivor by any party of a provision of Ms Doad ol Trust thai not ©onalftuto a warvar of or prajudtoo tho part/s
right othorwtea to domand strict comptanco with thai provtsten or toy othar provision No prior waMr by Undar, nor any courta of daalno
boWoon Londor and Trustor or Borrow, thai conatttvto a wafvw of any of U n o V a rights or any of Trustor or Borrowafs ©bSgaNons astoany
Muro tanaacfeor*. Whanavar oonsont by Undar Is roqutrodtoM a Ooad of Trust, (no granflng of such eontant by l^mit in anytoslanooshal
not constHuto wnttoutog oonaont to subsaquanltoslanooawharo such consont is roqutrod.
Wary tr of Homtstsad Citmptton. Trustor horoby ratoasos and wafrn a l rights and boootts of tno homosiaad oxampdon laws of tno Stato of
UkhastoUindabtednoassocurodbythteOoodotTrust
>
BACH TRUfTOR ACKNOWLCXiCt KAVtNO READ A a THE PROVltlONt Of THI* OCED O f TRUtT, ANO EACH TRUSTOR AOREEI TO fTt
TERMS,
TRUSJi

INDIVIDUAL ACKNOMt

\kVf\tr\

STATE O f .
COUNTY O T .

^ A r p - JJWJF.

MOTAKV PUBLIC
MARILYN (CEHL

I
lit
J

OSSOGftuth HighUru. 0/
Soft Lata City. Utah 0412
My Commituor* fcxpif«:
McrrJia. two

•**\

On this day baforo ma. lr*^jndortigi*d Notary Pvblo. partonaly appoarad JAKE t U R f t l f t 3 £ & M o * » * a r f f l A i y ^ l ^ V ^ f e f t L d U c r f c ^ In and
wr« axacutod tno Oa<KJ of TnjsL iiHl admowia<Jgod ttiat r «
and purport Ihtrain manlonod.
^
__
t
a

my hand tod omcUl MO) ihls

*

//JA^C

day ol

«OfrUll^

• ^_Li—•

Rootttogat

Ur^a.

Notary Public tn and t

My comtnlaaton oxplrta .
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REQUEST FOR FULL RECONVEYANCE
(To bo usod only whon obsgattons havt boon paid to M )
To:
_
.^Trustoo
Tha undartigr»d la thatogalownar and hoWor of a l Indobtodnaaa sacurod by Ms Daad of Trust Al sums socured by tWs Daad of Trust hava boon
Mty paid and satlsfiad. You art haraby oTractad. upon paynvnt to you of any sums owing to you wrt* t>a terms ot tNa Ooad of Trvtt or pursuant to
any appftoab* statuto, to cancoi tho Nolo tacurad by this Oood of trust (which Is dattvarad to you togttf*r with this Daad of Trust), and to raconvay.
without warranty, to tho pantos coslgnatod by tho terms of M a Daad of Trust, tha astate now hold by you vndtr mis Doad of T. vat Pteaso mal tho
raconvayanco and Rateto4Pocurt*urUs to:

OaVn_
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EXHIBIT "A*
BEOXIWlNOlf&S^Oirfr SOUTH 4 * 0C0REC8 OS MINUTES 46 SECONOS WEST
593. 43 F E t t 9 * N D NORTH 8 9 DE0RCC8 2 9 MINUTES 4 0 SECONDS WEST 8 6 9 . 97
FEET AND NORTH 1 4 9 . I f FEET FROM THE NORTH OUARTCR CORNCT OF SECTION
X9, TOWrf^tp s S0UTH# RANOf 1 CAST, SALT LAKE SASE AND MERIDIAN* AND
RUNNINO THENCE NORTH 7 7 . S2 FEETi THENCE WEST 1 4 . 0 0 FEETi THENCE NORTH
139. 00 FEETi THENCE WE8T 1 X X . 0 0 FEETi THENCE NORTH X6. 00 FEET I THENCE
EAST 26 40 FEET$ THENCE NORTH X OEOREES CO M1NUTE8 0 0 SECONDS WEST
289 CO FEETi THENCE SOUTH 76 DECREES 0 0 MINUTE8 0 0 SECONOS EAST 1 7 6 . 4 3
FEET* THENCE SOUTH 2 3 DEOREES 3 9 MINUTES 48 SECONDS WEST 52 OX FEET TO
A POINT OF A 3 9 . 0 0 FOOT RA0IU8 CURVE TO THE LEFTi THENCE SOUTHERLY
ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE 11 91 FE«*T THROUOH A CENTRAL ANOLE OF 19
DECREES 29 MINUTES 34 SECONDS TO A rOtNT 0^ TANOENCYi THENCE SOUTH 4
DECREES 06 MINUTES 14 SECONDS WEST 123 * 2 FEETi THENCE NORTH 85
0EQ3EES 53 MINUTES 46 SECONDS WEST 12 CO FEETi THENCE SOUTH 4 DEOREES
06 MINUTES 14 SECONDS UEST 139 2 3 FEET TO A POINT OF A 47 0 0 FOOT
RAOtUS CURVE TO THE LEFT* THENCE SOUTHERLY ALONO THE ARC OF SAID CURVcC
42 16 FEET THROUOH A CENTRAL ANCL* OF 91 DEOREES 23 MINUTES 5 0 6EC0N0S
TO A POINT OF A 4 7 0 0 FOOT RAOtUS REVERSE CURVE TO THE RIOHT, THE
RA0IU3 POINTS OF WHICH BEARS SOUTH 42 DEOREES 42 MINUTES 24 SECONDS
WEST* THENCr NORTHERLY ALONO THE ARC OF SAID CURVE 7 8 29 FEET* THROUOH
A CENTRAL ANOLE OF 95 DEOREES 2 3 MINUTES 49 SECONDS TO A POINT OF A
4 7 . 0 0 FOOT RADIU8 REVERSE CURVE TO THE LEFT, THE RADIUS POINT OF
WHICH BEARS SOUTH 4 1 DEOREES 93 MINUTES 47 6EC0N08 EASTi THENCE
SOUTHWESTERLY ALQNO THE ARC OF SAID CURVE 3 9 . 4 6 FEET THROUOH A CENTRAL
ANOLE OF 4 8 DEOREES 0 6 MINUTES 13 SECONDS TO A POINT OF TANOENCYi
THENCE SOUTH I X . 7 3 FEETi THENCE SOUTH 73 DE0REE8 0 0 MINUTES 0 0 SEC0N03
WEST 12 59 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEOiNNINO
SUBJECT TQVAMD TQOETHER U l T H A PIOHT CF WAY FOR INOREBS A W EORESS
OVER THE FOLLOWINO.
3E0INNCN0 AT A POINT SOUTH 46 DECREES 0? MINUTES 49 SECONDS WEST
553 43 FEET AND NORTH 69 DEOREES 25 MINUTES 40 SECONDS WEST 5 6 5 57
FEET FROM THE NORTH QUARTER CORNER 0 * SECTION 15# TOWNSHIP 2 SOUTH*
RANvE 1 EA8T# SALT LAKE 8ASE AND MERIDIAN. ANO RUNNING THENCE N3RTH
160 59 FEET TO A POINT OF A 59 0 0 FCOT RADIUS CURVE TO THE RIOHT*
THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONO THE ARC OF SAID CURVE 4 9 . 5 3 FEET THROUOH A
CENTRAL ANCEL OF 4 3 DECREE8 06 MINUTES 13 SEC0ND8 TO A POINT OF A
3 9 00 FOOT RADIUS REVERSE CURVE TO THE LEFTi THE RADIU3 POINT OF WHICH
3EARS NORTH 4X DEOREES 53 MINUTES 4 7 SECQN08 WESTi THENCE NORTHERLY
ALONO THE ARC OF SAID CURVE 8 1 . 8 6 FEET THROUOH A CENTRAL ANOLE OF 133
DEOREES 59 MINUTES 59 SECONOS TO A POINT OF TANOENCYi THENCE NORTH 8 9
DEOREES 93 MINUTE8 4 6 SECONOS WEST 9 35 FEETi THENCE N3RTH 4 DEOREES
0 6 MINUTES X4 SECONDS EAST 100 0 0 FEET* ThENCE SOUTH 85 DE0REE8 93
MINUTES 46 SECONDS EAST 9 0 0 FEET* THENCE NORTH 4 DECREES 0 6 MINUTES
14 SECONOS EAST 2 0 1 . 6 1 FEET TO A POINT OF A 7 6 . 4 6 FOOT RADIUS CURVE TO
THE RIOHTi THENCE NORTHERLY ALONO TH<-: ARC OF SAID CURVE 2 6 0 1 FEET
THROUOH A CENTRAL ANOLE OF 19 DEOREES 29 MINUTES 34 SECONDS TO A POINT
OF TANOENCYi THENCE NORTH 23 DECREES 35 MINUTES 48 6EC0N0S EAST 506 60
FEETt THENCE SOUTH 64 DEOREES 2 3 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST 25 0 1 FEET*
THENCE SOUTH 2 3 DEOREES 35 MINUTES 49 SECONDS WEST 326 50 FEETi THENCE
SOJTH 6 6 DEOREES 2 4 MINUTES 12 SECONOS WEST 5 CO FEET* THENCE SOUTH 23
OEOREES 35LMINUTES 48 SECCNOS WEST 100 0 0 FEETi THENCE NORTH 66
DEOREES 07*MINUTES CO SECONOS EAST 5 CO FEETi THENCE SOUTH 2 3 DECREES
3 5 MINUTES 43 SEC0ND3 WEST 85 0 6 FEET TO A POINT OF A 3 3 . 0 0 FOOT
R DIUS CURVE TO THE LEFTi THENCE SOUTHERLY ALONO THE ARC OF SAtD CURVE
11 9 1 FEET THROUOH A CENTRAL ANCLE OF 19 OEOREES 29 MINUTES 3 4
SECON03 TO A POINT OF TANOENCYi THENCE SOUTH 4 DECREES 0 6 MINUTES X4
SECONDS WEST 2 6 3 . X9 FEET TO A POINT OF A 3 5 . 0 0 FOOT RADIUS CURVE TO
THE LEFTi THENCE SOUTHERLY ALONO THE ARC OF SAID CURVE 3 X . 4 0 FEET
THROUOH A CENTRAL ANOLE OF 9X DE0REE8 2 3 MINUTES 90 SECONDS TO A POINT
OF A 9 9 . 0 0 FOOT RA0IU3 CURVE TO THE RIOHT# THE RADIUS POINT WHICH
8EAR8 80UTH 4 2 DE0REE8 4 2 MINUTES 2 4 SECONOS WESTi THENCE NORTHERLY
ALONO THE .ARC CF SAID CURVE 9 8 . 2 3 FEET THRQUOH A CENTRAL ANOLE OF 9 3
DEOREES 23JJMINUTE8 49 SECONOS TO A POINT OF A 39 00 FOOT RADIU8

^

REVERSE CURVE .TO THE LEFT* THE RA0IU8 POINT OF WHICH BEARS SOUTH 4X
DEOREES S3 MINUTE8 4 7 SECONOS EASTi THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY ALONO THE
ARC OF SAID CURVE 2 9 . 3 8 FEET THROUOH A CENTRAL ANOLE OF 4 6 DEOREES 06
MINUTES X3 6EC0ND8 TO A POINT OF TANOENCYi THENCE SOUTH X60 8 3 FEET*
THENCE NORTH 8 9 DEOREES 2 9 MINUTES 40 SECONDS WEST 2 4 . 0 0 FEET TO THE
POINT OF 8 E 0 I N N I N 0 .
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EXHIBIT "A"

f

•COINNIfJO AT A FOIMT SOUTH 4 4 OCORCES O t MINUTES 4 4 SECONDS WC8T
9 9 3 4 8 FEET AND MOUTH 8 t DCORCCS 2 8 MINUTES 4 0 SCCOHOS MEW 9 4 9 97
F f l T A«IO NORTH 1 4 8 . I t FEET FROM THE MOUTH * M R T C r t CORNEK OF SECTION
19.
T O J M S H I P 2 SOUTH* RANOC 1 EAST,
S A L T L A M BASE A N D M E R I D I A N * ANO
*\MHL*Q
THENCE MOUTH 7 7 . 8 2 FCCT*
THVKT
ME8T 1 4 0 0 FEET,
T H E N C E MOUTH
13*
0 0 FCCTI
THCNCC N E S T 1 1 1 0 0 FEET*
THENCE MOUTH 1 4 . 8 0 F E E T I
THCNCC

CAST 26 4 0 FEET* THCNCC ! « 0 * T H 1 CCOREES CO MINUTES 0 0 SECCXOS WEST
3 8 9 CO FEET. T K I . C C SOUTH 7 6 DCORCCS CO HtNUTCS 0 0 BCCCXOS EAST 176 43
rECT, n<i«CE SOUTH 2 3 DECREES 3 9 M l N U T f S 4 8 BECO?<DB UCBT 92 0 1 FEET TO
A FOUNT OF A 3 8 0 0 FOOT R A 0 I U 5 CU.«vE TQ T H £ LEFT. THZHZC SOUTHERLY
ACC.'*; THE M C OF 8 A I 0 CU*VC 11 9 1 FE'.T ThROuOM A CCNTRAL AXOcE OF i *
0£CRl£E8 2 * MINUTES 3 4 SCCCNOS TO A r o : ? . T 0* TAHOCNCY. THENCE BC/TM DECREES 0 4 MtkUTCS 14 5CC0N0S WEST 1 2 3 4 2 ' t i t . THCNCC NORTH 8 9
OCQ'CES 9 3 MINUTES 4 4 SCCC'JOS WEST 12 CO FEET. THCNCC SOUTH 4 DCOREES
06 KlN\MES 14 SCCOMOS WEST 1 3 * 2 3 ft<£T TO A POINT, OF A 4 7 0 0 FCOT
RAOluS CURVE TO THE LEFT. T H C K C E SOj«> ERLV ALONO THE ARC OF SAtO CURvc
42 I S FEET THROVOM A CCNTRA*. ANC*.' C 9 1 OCCRCCS 2 3 MINUTES 9 0 SCCOMOS
TO A F01I4T OF A 4 7 0 0 FOOT RA01U5 RC\C*SC CURVE TO THE RIOMT. THE
RAOIuB POINT CF WHICH CCA*a E C V T H 4 2 LSCPCCS 4 2 MINUTCS 2 4 SCCCM08
w€ST. T H C K C MOUTHFULV A* QXS THE A1C OF SAID CURVE 7 8 2 9 FEET. TPH<X;-i
A CENTRAL ANCLE OF 9 3 DECREES 2 3 M I V j T E S 4 t SECONDS TO A POINT OF A
47 0 0 FCOT RADIUS RCVCRSC CURVC TO T H € LEFT. THE RADIUS FOINT OF
WHICH- SCARS SOUTH 4 1 DECREES 9 3 f l l f / ^ t ? * 7 SfCO*<OS EAST. THENCE
SGvrH*£STEFLY ALONO THE ARC C * SAID CuRvC 3 * 4 6 FEEf THROUOH A CENTRA-.
AKOLC OF 4 8 DC0REC8 0 6 MIt«wT£S 13 $€CCH<)% TO A POINT OF TANOEMTV.
THCNCK SOUTH 11 7 3 FECT. T»-<UCE S O U t * * 3 DECREES OO MINUTES OC SCC0:.G2

WEST 12 99 FEET TO THE FOINT OF SCCIN-MNO
SUSJCCT TO AI4D TQDETH€*
OVER THE FOLLOUINO

FOR IM0RE8S AND ECRESS

\
3 C 0 I I . N I M 0 AT A POINT S C I - T N . ' d Ov..;*fcC-2 OS l i ' . j r C B 4 9 SCCONOS WEST
993 48 rCET ANO K O R T M 8 ? DECREES 1? s:|f.jTC8 4 0 SECONDS WEST 9 6 9 97
F£ET FROM T H * MOUTH OUARTER CC*I«-:* C r SECTICTI 1 9 . TOUT-SHIP 2 B C U T H .
RAN4C 1 EAST. BALT LAKE BASE A*4D HER IPC AM. ANO RUMNINO THCMCE NORTH
140 9 f F W T TO A P O I N T OF A 99 0 3 FCOT RAOIUS CURVE TO THE R I O M f .
TNCUCE
NQRTHSASTCRLY ALOMO T M * ARC OF SAID CURVE 4 9 9 3 FEET THROUGH A
CENTRA*. AHOCL OF 4 8 DECREES 0 6 MINUTES 13 SECONDS TO A POINT OF A
39 0 0 FOOT RADIUS REVERSE CURVt TO THE L £ F f . THE RADIUS POINT OF U H I C M
9EAR8 NORTH 4 1 DCOREES 8 3 HIKUTCS 4 7 SCCOHOB WCST* THCNCC NORTHERLY
ALONO THE ARC OF 8 A I 0 CURVC 8 1 8 6 FCCT THROUOH A CCNTRAL AMOLE OF 133
DCOREES 9 ^ MINUTCB 8 9 8CC0MCS TO A POINT OF TANOCNCY* THENCE NORTH 8 3
OCOftEES 9 3 MINUTCS 4 4 SCCCNOS NEST 3 3 9 FECT. THENCE NORTH 4 DCOREES
0 6 n t W T C S 14 SECONDS CA8T 1 0 3 CO FCTT. T H C I C E SOUTH 8 9 DCOREES 93
MINUTES 4 4 SCCaMDS CAST 8 0 0 F E C I . T H C \ ' C E fKRTH 4 0CCRCE8 0 4 TIINUTCS
1-i SCCOMOS CAST 2 0 1 4 1 FCCT TO A POH«'T OF A 7 4 4 4 FOOT RAO I US CURVE TO
THC ft!CMT< THCNCC NORTHERLY M.0*<2 TH-£ ARC OF SAID CURVE 2 4 0 1 FCCT
THROL'OH A CENTRAL AMQLC OF 1 9 0 € 0 * C C 8 2 9 Mlf^jTES 3 4 8CC0U08 TO A F 0 1 N I
OF TANOCNCV* THCNCC NORTH 2 3 DECRCE6 3 9 MINUTES 4 8 SECONDS EAST 90S 6 0
P'EET. THLIK€ SOUTH 4 4 CC0ACC6 2 8 M1?%UTCS 0 3 SCCCTOS EAST 2 9 0 1 FEET
THC'KIE SOUTH 2 3 DEO^ECS 3 3 MINUTES 4 ? StCOtDS l*E8T 3 2 6 9 0 FEET. TH-:I;C£
SOUTH 6 4 DCORCCS 2 4 n i l . V T C S 12 FCCC;«CS ^CST 9 CO FCCT. THCNCE S O U T H i j
DE0REE8 3 9 Mlf.-UTCS 4 8 SECOSOS UCST 1 0 0 0 0 FEET. TPCMCE NORTH 6 6
0EOREC8 0 7 MlKUTCS CO tCCCNOS CAST 9 C) FCCT. THCt.'CC SOUTH 2 3 CCCRCCS
39 MINUTC8 4 8 8CC0ND8 1CST 8 9 0 6 f€€T
TO A POINT CF A 3 9 0 0 FOOT
RA0IU8 CURVC TO THC LCFT. T M C N : £ S C J T H C * » L * Ai.ONO THE ARC OF S A I D CVRVc
U 9 1 FCCT TWROVOM A CCNTRAL A'iCLE OF | 9 DECREES 2 9 M l f ^ T C S 3 4
SCCOWOS TO A POINT OF TA*.CCNCt. THCN<;r SOUTH 4 DECREES 0 4 MINUTES 14
SCCOMOS uarr 243. i s rarr TO A POINT or A M O O FOOT RADIUS CURVE TO

THE LCFT 1 THCNCC SOUTHERLY ALOMO THC ARC OF 8AI0 CURVE 31.40 FCCT
rmoum A CCNTRAL AMSLC OF S I OCORCCB 23 MINUTES SO SCCOMOS TO A POINT
CF A 9 9 . 0 0 FOOT RADIUS CVRVC TO THE R I O H T . THE RADIUS FOINT WHICH
•CARB SOUTH 4 2 DCORttS 4 2 MtlAJTEB 2 4 BCCONOS MCST< THCHXf NORTHERLY
ALOMO THE ARC OF S A I D CURVE 9 8 . 2 3 FCCT THROUOM A CCNTRAL AMOLC OF 9 9
DCORCCS 3 3 MINUTES 4 9 OfCONOS TO A POINT OF A 3 8 0 0 FOOT RADIUS
RCVCR8C CURVE TO THE L E T T . THC RADIUS F O I N T OF WHICH BEARS OOUfH 41
OCORCSS S3 MINUTES 4 7 SCCOMOS CASTi THCMCE SOUTHWESTERLY ALON0 THE
ARC OF S A I D CURVE 2 9 . 3 8 FEET THROUOH A CCNTRAL Af40LC OF 4 8 DCORCCS 0 4
MINUTES 13 8CC0WW TO A F O I N T OF TANOCNCrj THCNCC SOUTH 1 4 0 . 8 3 FCCTv
THCIKC NORTH 8 9 DCORCCS 2 D fllMUTCB 4 0 SCC0ND1 WEST 2 4 0 0 FECT TO THE
POINT OF BCOlfMlMO.
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GRANTEE'S ACUREB8,

CO

£Tl024l5

VARSIAXT1

CO
GO

BOEEKT L. JMKtHGUCN
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SOS881<&
i* JUH£ t l
04*55 ffl
KATIE L .
DIXON
R£C0GW:*i SAtT LAKE COUNTYt UTAH
ASSOCIATED TITU
R£C fiYt KAW1A 6LANCHARD t DOTTY

O l l D

grantor
State of Utah

County of SAHT IAKE

SAUT TAKE COT*,

hereby OONVEX(S) AND W*BRANT<S) TO

!

HAFFBOIUN KttPEKTIES, TNT
grantee
Of SAIIT LAKE COOT,

County of SAIIT LAKE

for t h e »ua of m ' 0OIXAR- *>»»• OIH2R O3Q0 AND VKWmX
the following described t r a c t of land i n

State of Utah
CCNSICERATICW

DOUAftS

S a l t Lake

County,

State of Utah, to-wlt:
I0T 17, SUNSET CAKS SOODIVISICN HJKT WB*, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL FIAT
THEREOF CN FHB AND OF EBQCKD IN THE SAIiT IAKE COUNTY HBCCEDER'S OFFICE.

SUBJECT TO EKSEM2*IS, RESTKCCTIONS AND RIGHTS OF WAV CURKEfrrLY OF RECORD,
AND GENERAL H*DFEKIY T70CES FCR HJS YEAR 1991 AND THEREAFTER*
WITNESS the hand(s) of said grantor(s) t h i s
Signed i n t h e presence of

STATE OF UEWC

)

CCUtTY OF SAIiT [AKL

,

, personally appeared
on
June 27. 1991 .
before m,
wmtV L, Ht&amim ,_
..-,.
~
—
t l » signer (a) of th« foregoing imtrunant, who being byra&aujy sworn,
actaKwlodjod t o m> that HE
sxaorcad tha
My CawJiickri Expires:
April 07, 1994

CD

^ l ^ ^ l x t o j in:
slm#&*

102*15

40

SAU IAKE crnr, ITOH

re
c-o
o

;~-a
two
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? Loan Date! yMa.turityip ;gL,o'an;:Noi
References In the shaded area are for Lender's use only and do not limit the applicability of this documnnt ir, an ,
Borrower:

ROBERT L HARRINGTON (SSN: 521-«O--6216)

JANE HARRINGTON {SSN: 529-60-5549)
2204 WALKER LANE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84117

Lender:

jcular loan or lu™

GUARDIAN STATE BANK

COTTONWOOD
2011 EAST BLACKSTONE ROAD
P.O. BOX 1947
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84121

Principal Amount: $243,600.00

Date of Agreement: June 18, 1992

FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, Leader and I agree to the following change In my obligation:
DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING INDEBTEDNESS. ORIGINAL PROMISSORY NOTE DATED JUNE 21, 1991 WITH A CREDIT LIMIT OF $230 000 00 THE
NEW CREDIT LIMIT WILL BE $243,600.00.
PROMISE TO PAY. I promise to pay to GUARDIAN STATE BANK ("Lender"), or order, In lawful money of the United States of America, the
principal amount of Two Hundred Forty Three Thousand Six Hundred & 00/100 Dollars ($243,600.00) or so much as may be outstanding
together with Interest on each of the unpaid outstanding principal balances from the date of the advance until repayment of the advance or
maturity, whichever occurs first. The Interest rate will not Increase above 18.000%.
PAYMENT. I will puy this loan in one payment of all outstanding principal plus all accrued unpaid Interest on September 16,1992. Interest on
this Agreement is computed on a 365/360 simple Interest basis; that Is, by applying the ratio of the annual Interest rate over a year of 360 days, limes
the outstanding principal balance, times Ihe actual number of days the principal balance Is outstanding. I will pay Lender at Lender's address shown
above or at such other place as Lender may designate in writing. Unless otherwise agreed or required by applicable law, payments will be applied first
lo any unpaid collection costs and late charges, then to unpaid Interest, and any remaining amount to principal.
VARIABLE INTEREST RATE. The Interest rale on this Agreement is subject to change from time to time based on changes In an Index which Is the
GUARDIAN STATE BANK BASE RATE (lhe "Index"). The Index Is not necessarily the lowest rate charged by Lender on Its loans and is set by Lender in
Its sole discretion. If the Index becomes unavailable during the term of this loan, Lender may designate a substitute index after notifying me. Lender
will tell me the current Index rate upon my request. I understand that Lender may make loans based on olher rates as well. The Interest rate change
will not occur more often than each DAY. The Index currently Is 7.500% per annum. The Interest rate to be applied to the unpaid principal
balance of this Agreement will be at a rate of 2.000 percentage points over the Index, subject however to the following maximum rate,
resulting In an Initial rate of 9.500% per annum. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the variable Interest rate or rates provided for In this
Agreement will be subject to the following maximum rate. NOTICE: Under no circumstances will the Interest rate on this Agreement be more than
Ihe lesser of 18.000% per annum or the maximum rate allowed by applicable law. Unless waived by Lender, any Increase In the Interest rale will
Increase the amount of my payment due at final maturity..
PREPAYMENT. I agree lhat all loan fees and other prepaid finance charges are earned fully as of the date of the loan and will not be subject to refund
upon early payment (whether voluntary or as a result of default), except as otherwise required by law. Except for the f6regoing, I may pay without
penalty all or a portion of Ihe amount owed earlier than it is due. Early payments will not, unless agreed to by Lender In writing, relieve me of my
obligation to continue to make payments under the payment schedule. Rather, they will reduce the principal balance due and may result In my making
fewer payments.
LATE CHARGE, if a payment Is 15 days or more late, I will be charged 5.000% of lhe regularly scheduled payment or $15.00, whichever' Is
greater.
DEFAULT. I will be In default If any of the following happens: (a) I fall to make any payment when due. (b) I break any promise I have made to
Lender, or I fall to perform promptly at the time and strictly in Ihe manner provided In this Agreement or any agreement related to this Agreement, or In
any other agreement or loan I have with Lender, (c) Any representation or statement made or furnished to Lender by me or on my behalt h falsa cr
misleading In any material respecl. (d) I die or become insolvent, a receiver Is appointed for any part of my propedy, I make an assignment for the
benefit of creditors, or any proceeding Is commenced either by me or against me under any bankruptcy or Insolvency laws, (e) Any creditor tries to
take any of my property on or In which Lender has a lien or security interest. This Includes a garnishment of any of my accounts with Lender, (f) Any
of the events described in this default section occurs with respect to any guarantor of this Agreement.
LENDER'S RIGHTS. Upon default, Lender may declare the entire unpaid principal balance on this Agreement and all accrued unpaid Interest
Immediately due, without notice, and then I will pay that amount. Lender may hire or pay someone else to help collect this Agreement If I do not pay. I
also will pay Lender that amount. This includes, subject to any limits under applicable law, Lender's reasonable attorneys' fees and legal expenses
whether or not there is a lawsuit, Including reasonable allorneys' fees and legal expenses for bankruptcy proceedings (Including efforts to modify or
vacate any automatic stay or Injunction), appeals, and any anticipated post-judgment collection services. If not prohibited by applicable law, I also will
pay any court costs, in addition lo all olher sums provided by law. This Agreement has been delivered to Lender and accepted by Lender in the
Stale of Utah. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed In accordance with the laws of the State of Utah.
RIGHT OF SETOFF. I grant lo Lender a contractual possessory security Interest In, and hereby assign, convey, deliver, pledge, and transfer to Lender
all my right, title and Interest in and to, my accounts wilh Lender (whether checking, savings, or some olher account), Including wilhout limitation all
accounts held Jointly wilh someone else and all accounts I may open In the future, excluding however ait IRA, Keogh, and trust accounts. I aulhoriza
Lender, to the extent permitted by applicable law, to charge or setoff all sums owing on this Agreement against any and all such accounts.
COLLATERAL. This Agreement Is secured by MY REAL ESTATE AT 1648 SOUTH SUNSET OAKS DRIVE & 2204 EAST WALKER L*NE.
LINE OF CREDIT. This Agreement evidences a straight line of credit. Once tho total amount of principal has been advanced, I am not entitled to
further loan advances. Advances under this Agreement, as well as directions for payment from my accounts, may be requested orally or In writing by
me or by an authorized person. Lender may, but need not, require that all oral requests be confirmed In writing. I agree lo be liable for all sums either,
(a) advanced In accordance wilh the Instructions of an authorized person or (b) credited to any of my accounts with Lender. The unpaid principal
balance owing on this Agreement at any time may be evidenced by endorsements on this Agreement or by Lender's internal records, Including daily
compuler prlnt-outs. Lender will have no obligation to advance funds under this Agreement if: (a) I or any guarantor is in default under the terms of
this Agreement or any agreement that I or any guarantor have with Lender, Including any agreement made In connection wilh the signing of this
Agreement; (b) I or any guarantor ceases doing business or Is Insolvent; (c) any guarantor seeks, claims or oiherwise allempts lo limit, modify or
revoke such guarantor's guarantee of this Agreement or any other loan with Lender, or (d) I have applied funds provided pursuant lo this Agreement
for purposes other than those authorized by Lender.
CONTINUING VALIDITY. Except as expressly changed by this Agreement, the terms of the original obligation or obligations, inducing an agreements
evidenced or securing the obllgation(s), remain unchanged and In fuH force and effect. Consent by Lender to this Agreement does not waive Lender's
right lo strict performance of the obllgatlon(s) as changed, nor obligate Lender to make any future change In terms. Nolhlng In this Agreement will
constitute a satisfaction of the obligatlon(s). This Agreement is a final expression of Ihe agreement between Lender and me and may not be
contradicted by evidence of any alleged oral agreement. It Is the intention of Lender to retain as liable parties all makers and endorsers of the original
obligallon(s), including accommodation parties, unless a paYty Is expressly released by Lender In writing. Any maker or endorser, Including
accommodation makers, will not be released by virtue of this Agreement. If any person who signed the original ob&gation does not sign this Agreement
below, Ihen all persons signing below acknowledge that this Agreement is given conditionally, based on the representation lo Lender that the
non-slgnlng party consents lo Ihe changes and provisions of this Agreement or oiherwise will not be released by it. This waiver apples not only to any
Initial extension, modification or release, but also to all such subsequent actions.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. Lender may delay or forgo enforcing any of Its rights or remedies under this Agreement without losing them. 1 and
any other person who signs, guarantees or endorses this Agreement, to the extent allowed by taw, waive presentment, demand for payment, protest
and notice of dishonor. Upon any change in the terms of this Agreement, and unless oiherwise expressly stated In writing, no part/ who signs this
Agreement, whether as maker, guarantor, accommodation maker or endorser, shall be released from liability. Afl such parties agree that Lender may
renew, extend (repeatedly and for any length of time) or modify this loan, or release any party or guarantor or collateral; or Impair, U l to realze upon or
perfect Lender's security Interest In the collateral; and take any other action deemed necessary by Lender without the consent of or ncflct to anyone.
The obligations under this Agreement are Joint and several. This means that the words "I", "me", and "my" mean each and al of the persons stenina
below.
FINAL AGREEMENT. I understand that this Agreement and the related loan documents are the final expression o! the agreement betweeen Lender
and me and may not bo contradicted by evidence of any alleged oral agreement.

rage L
Loan N O ^ d U U J I J

(Continued)

PRIOR TO SIGNING THIS AGREEMENT. I, AND EACH OF US. READ AND UNDERSTOOD ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT,
INCLUDING THE VARIABLE INTEREST RATE PROVISIONS. I, AND EACH OF US, AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT AND
ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF A COMPLETED COPY OF THE AGREEMENT.

VirlabltRtU Un«ofC<-«dH
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(63)

DISCHARGE OF DEBTOR
IN RE (NAME OF DEBTOR)
Robert Lynn Harrington, 528-60-6218

It appearing that a petition commencing a case under title 11, United States code,
was filed by or against the person named above on 06/19/92 , and that an order for relief
was entered under chapter 7 , and that no complaint objecting to the discharge of the
debtor was filed withxn the time fixed by the court [or that a complaint objecting to
discharge of the debtor was filed and, after due notice and hearing, was not sustained];
IT IS ORDERED THAT:
1. The above-named debtor is released from all dischargeable debts.
2. Any judgment heretofore or hereafter obtained in any court other than this court
is null and void as a determination of the personal liability of the debtor with respect
to any of the following:
(a) debts dischargeable under
(b) unless heretofore or hereafter determined by order of this court t. we
nondischargeable, debts alleged to be excepted from dxscharge under clauses
and (6) of 11 U.S.C. Sec. 523(a);

4)

(c) debts determined by this court to be discharged.
3. All creditors whose debts are discharged by this order and all cre ditors whose
judgments are declared null and void by paragraph 2 above are enjoined from instituting
or continuing any action or employing any process or engaging in any act to collect such
debts as personal liabilities of the above-named debtor.

n,it ipci j

c m - »n "I
BY THE COURT
John H. Allen
United States Bankruptcy Judge

0000
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AGREEMENT
This Agreement made this
rS day of December, 195(92# among
MARILYN HAMILTON PETERSON ("Peterson"), ROBERT "
HARRINGTON
("Harrington") and HARRINGTON PROPERTIES, INC,
R E C I T A L S:
A.
Harrington executed a Trust Deed Note dated June 21,
1991, made payable to Peterson in the principal amount of NinetyFive Thousand Dollars ($95,000) secured by a Deed of Trust dated
June 21, 1991. Said Trust Deed was recorded June 27, 1991, as
Entry No. 5088815 in Book 6330 at Page 2939 of the official records
of the Salt Lake County Recorder (the "Trust Deed") and affects the
following described real property located in Salt Lake County,
State of Utah:
Lot 17, SUNSET OAKS SUBDIVISION, Plat "B" according
to the official plat thereof on file in the Salt
Lake County Recorder's office. (the "Property")
B. ' Harrington Properties, Inc. i:
Property ("Owner")

MIMOIII

ly II

» m i 1 li In

C.
Harrington has caused and is ausing improvements to be
constructed on the Property (the "Work > and has been acting as the
general contractor in connection wit* ! *+ construction
D.
Additional funds are needed to complete the construction
oi the iprovements on the Property.
E.
Peterson is willing to advance additional funds to be
used for that purpose and Harrington and the Owner are willing that
said advances be secured by the Trust Deed.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the
receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties
agree as follows:
]
Advance of Additional Funds by Peterson: Peterson agrees
to advance funds in an amount not to exceed the total sum of
Seventy-Five Thousand Dollars ($75,000) for the sole purpose of
paying necessary costs and expenses incurred by Harrington to
construct and make improvements to the Property.

Harrington and the Owner acknowledge that before Peterson
shall be obligated to pay any sum or sums under this Agreement, she
shall be entitled to receive written verification satisfactory to
her of the amount(s) to be paid for the Work and, at her option,
may require the delivery of lien waivers and/or releases
satisfactory to her. Peterson's payments under this Agreement may
be made to or for the benefit of vendors, material men, laborers,
subcontractors and contractors who have participated in performing
the Work and shall be made within three (3) business days following
her receipt of said written verification, lien waivers "and/or
releases.
2.
Warranties of Harrington and the Owner; Harrington and
the Owner represent and warrant that all funds advanced by Peterson
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement shall only be used to pay
for the Work and for no other purpose.
3*
Obligation of Harrington and Owner; In addition to the
payment of the sum of Ninety-Five Thousand Dollars ($95,000) owed
to her on the original Trust Deed Note dated June 21, 1991,
Peterson shall be entitled to the payment of all sums advanced by
her pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, together with
attorneys fees incurred by her relating in any way to the
negotiations for and preparation of this Agreement, plus accruing
interest. Interest on the unpaid balance of each sum advanced by
Peterson pursuant to Paragraph 1 above shall be calculated from the
date each sum has been advanced by her until she has been repaid in
full at the prime rate then charged by Valley Bank & Trust Company
plus four (4) percentage points.
4.
Payment Due Date; Payment of the sum owed by Harrington
under the terms of the original Trust Deed Note ($95,000) &nd
payment of the sums advanced by Peterson under the terms of this
Agreement (not to exceed an additional $75,000) shall be due on the
date the Property is sold by the Owner or is otherwise transferred,
conveyed or assigned.
The parties agree that Peterson's sole recourse to recover the
sums of money advanced by her under the terms of this Agreement,
plus interest and attorney fees, and to recover the sum of NinetyFive Thousand Dollars ($95,000) owed to her under the terms of the
original Trust Deed Note, shall be against the Property and/or the
proceeds arising from its sale or transfer.

agr.pet-har.agr
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5.
Default: Harrington and the Owner will be in default
under the terms of this Agreement if they fail to cause Peterson to
be paid at the time of the sale or transfer of the Property; any
representation or statement made or furnished to Peterson by
Harrington or the Owner pursuant to the terms hereof is false and
misleading in any material respect; or the Owner and/or Harrington
transfer or assign the Property without the pri or written consent
of Peterson.
6,
Attorney Fees, If Harrington or the Owner defaults under
the terms of this Agreement, Peterson shall be entitled to recover
all costs incurred by her in enforcing the terms hereof, including
reasonable attorney fees, subject to the limitation that her
recourse to recover the same shall be against the Property and/or
the proceeds arising from, its sale or transfer
Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed I ,» ,™i11»I
! i n accordance with the laws of the State of Utah,
Collateral. This Agreement is secured by a Trust Deed
dated Ji le 21, 1991, more particularly referred to in Paragraph 1
above.
9.
Assignment. Harrington may not transfer or assign his
rights under this Agreement, without the prior written consent of
Peterson, who may withhold that consent for any reason.
10. Amendments.
Itlis Agreement may not be amended or
modified except by an instrument in writing signed by each of the
parties to this Agreement,
11. Counterparts.
This Agreement may be executed in
counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be an original, and
together shall constitute one and the same agreement.
12. Binding Effect. All of the terms and conditions of this
Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
heirs, assigns, successors, and other legal representatives of the
parties.

ac|f"* pet-ha r agr

13, Final Agreement, This Agreement is the final expression
of the understanding and agreement between Harrington, Peterson and
the Owner and may not be contradicted by any evidence of any
alleged oral agreement.

ROBERT L. HARRffNGTON
HARRINGTON PROPERTIES, INC-

STATE OF UTAH

)

:ss.
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
On this %
day of December, 1992, personally appeared
before me Marilyn Hamilton Peterson, who is personally known to me
to be the person who signed the preceding document and who swore or
affirmed to me that her signature is voluntary and the document
truthful.

.tyiiipATokhiJ
My Commission Expires:

NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing at Salt Lake County

PUbRc
•
*TO«JER I
#1200 |
.

Expires I

©flto*

j

agr.pet-har.agr
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STATE OF UTAH
:ss ,
C O U N T Y O F SALT LAKE )
O n this jCr-^-^day of December, 1 9 9 2 , personally appeared
b e f o r e m e Robert L , H a r r i n g t o n , w h o is personally known to m e to b e
t h e p e r s o n w h o signed t h e preceding document and w h o swore o r
affirmed t o m e that h i s signature is voluntary and the document
truthful.

M y Commission E x p i r e s :

NOTAR't P U B L I C
Residing a t Salt Lake County

per. % \°m
My OomwWon Expires
Oetobtr*. 199S

8t*sofUtah

STATE OF UTAH

I
I

J

)

:ss
COUNTY- OF SALT LAKE )
On this Q
day of December, 1992, personally appeared
before me
, who is personally known to
me to be the person who signed the preceding document and who swore
or affirmed to me that his/her signature is voluntary and that it
was executed for and on behalf of the said corporation.

My Commission Expires:

N O T A $ Y PUBLlfc "
iding a t Salt Lake County
Residing

f)/U Of l&l&ICj
ML
-f-
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February 18, 1993
Marilyn Peterson
Hamilton Investment Co.
60 So* Temple Suite 1200
Salt Lake Cityf Utah 84111
RE:

Sums advanced in additon to $75,000.00, (December 8, 1992

Agreement).
Dear Marilynt
This letter will confirm that any money advanced by you, above and
beyond the $75,000.00 (December 8 1992 Agreement), for the purpose
of construction of the home located at 1656 S. sunset Oaks Dr.,
will be returned to you with interest consistent with the rate of
interest in our Agreement dated December 8, 1992, and will be
returned to you prior to the distribution of any proceeds to
Harrington Properties Inc* The sale of the house will be the sole
source of the return of this money.
Thank you for your help and cooperation*

Bob Harrintfton

Tab 14

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT is made this

J3

day of February,

1994, between MARILYN HAMILTON PETERSON ("Peterson"), GLOBAL
MOTOR INNS ( M Global M ), a corporation, ROBERT L. HARRINGTON, JANE
HARRINGTON and HARRINGTON PROPERTIES, INC. (MHPIM) , a
corporation.
R E C I T A L S :

A.

Robert L. Harrington and Jane Harrington executed

a Promissory Note (the

ff

NoteM) dated June 21, 1991, made payable

to Guardian State Bank in the principal amount of Two Hundred
Thirty Thousand Dollars ($230,000.00), secured by a Deed of Trust
(the MSunset Oaks Trust Deed I") dated June 21, 1991.

Said

Sunset Oaks Trust peed I was recorded June 27, 1991, as Entry
No. 5088814 in Book 6330 at Page 2934 of the Official Records of
the Salt Lake County Recorder and affects the following described
real property located in Salt Lake County, State of Utah:
LOT 17, THE SUNSET OAKS SUBDIVISION, Plat "B"
according to the official plat thereof on
file in the Salt Lake County Recorder's
Office (the "Sunset Oaks Property11) .
Said trust deed note was also secured by a Deed of Trust dated
June 21, 1991 (the "Walker Trust Deed") .

Said Walker Trust Deed

was recorded June 27, 1991, as Entry No. 5088818 in Book 6330 at
Page 2947 of the Official Records of the Salt Lake County
Recorder and affects real property located in Salt Lake County,

State of Utah, the legal description is attached hereto as
Exhibit

lf M

D

(the "Walker Property") .

B.

Robert L. Harrington executed a Trust Deed Note

dated June 21, 1991, made payable to Peterson in the principal
amount of Ninety-Five Thousand Dollars ($95,000) secured by a
Deed of Trust dated June 21, 1991. Said trust deed was recorded
June 27, 1991, as Entry No. 5088815 in Book 6330 at Page 2939 of
the Official Records of the Salt Lake County Recorder (the
M

Sunset Oaks Trust Deed II") and affects the Sunset Oaks

Property, and secures other sums of money loaned by Peterson to
Robert L. Harrington.

C.

HPI is currently the owner of the Sunset Oaks

D.

On December 8, 1992, Peterson, Robert L.

Property.

Harrington and HPI entered into an Agreement, a copy of which is
attached hereto as Exhibit MAM.

E.

HPI has found a buyer (the MBuyerM) for the Sunset

Oaks Property who is ready, willing and able to close on terms
which have been communicated to Peterson. A copy of the proposed
closing statement is attached hereto as Exhibit

,f M

B.

In order

for the sale to close, however, both the Sunset Oaks-Trust-Deed I
and the Sunset Oaks Trust Deed II must be released.
2

F.

Peterson has acquired the interest of Guardian

State Bank in the Note and in the Sunset Oaks Trust Deed I and
the Walker Trust Deed and Global has been assigned Peterson's
interest in the Sunset Oaks Trust Deed II. On January

24, 1994,

Global Motor Inns and Marilyn H. Peterson entered into a
Subordination Agreement (the HSubordination Agreement11), a copy
of which is attached hereto as Exhibit M C H .

G.

The parties are desirous of allowing the proposed

sale to Buyer of the Sunset Oaks Property to go forward, but
preserving their rights, interests, claims and defenses as
against each other, as more fully set forth herein.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration,
the receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the
parties agree as follows:
1.

Closing of Proposed Sunset Oaks Property Sale.

The parties agree that they will take all steps necessary to
allow the sale of the Sunset Oaks Property to go forward, as
presently proposed (Exhibit B hereto), and subject to the
additional understandings set forth below.

In particular,

Peterson agrees in connection with the closing of the sale to
reconvey or cause to be reconveyed the Sunset Oaks Trust Deed I
and the Sunset Oaks Trust Deed II. The parties acknowledge that,
pursuant to Peterson's direction and without modifying or waiving
the rights of the parties (including the position of HPI, Robert
3

L. Harrington and Jane Harrington, that HPI has the right to
direct that the proceeds should be applied first to the Note and
next to the Trust Deed Note) that the proceeds of the Sunset Oaks
Property sale, after satisfaction of the expenses and obligations
set forth in the closing statement (but subject to the
reservation of rights as to certain of those expenses set forth
hereinafter), Exhibit M B M hereto, shall be paid by the title
company first to Global to satisfy the indebtedness secured by
Sunset Oaks Trust Deed II and next to Marilyn H. Peterson on the
Note and any additions thereto.
Included in the proposed Closing Statement are certain
expense items which Peterson contends are the independent
obligations of HPI or Robert L. Harrington not properly deducted
or netted from the contract sale price before application to the
indebtedness secured by the Note and the Trust Deed Note. Those
items include line 515 "credits" of $19,353.74, line 703,
"commissions11 of $2,835.00, line 1101 settlement fees of $95.00,
line 1105 document preparation fees of $30.00 and line 1204
reconveyance fees of $130.00, totalling $24,081.40. HPI and
Robert L. Harrington assert the contrary.

Notwithstanding the

parties have agreed that closing may occur with satisfaction of
said expenses subject to the following procedure for reservation
of rights by all parties.
a.

Both parties hereby reserve all legal arguments,

rationale and basis for their respective positions as to the
aforesaid $24,081.40 in expense items, preserving specifically
4

the right to subsequent resort to judicial disposition of the
controversy under subparagraph 2.b following.

The parties

acknowledge that the resolution of this dispute is.separate and
apart from the Declaratory Judgment Action described in
subparagraph 2.a below and shall not affect this reservation of
rights or the collateral security being provided in b. below.
b.

Pending judicial resolution and to secure the

rights of Peterson until such time as HPI or Robert L. Harrington
may prevail in a proceeding under a. above, Jane Harrington will
execute and deliver a separate deed of trust on the Walker
Property to secure payment to Peterson of the sum or $24,081.40
plus interest accruing thereon at that rate which is, at all
times, 4 percent per annum over the prime rate of First Security
Bank of Utah, N.A.; or, in the event that such separate deed of
trust cannot be afforded a lien priority which is immediately
subsequent to the Walker Trust Deed (without other intervening
lien or claim), will execute an amendment to the Walker Trust
Deed securing, on a full recourse basis, the said sum and
interest thereon.

Such obligation shall be secured by such

independent trust deed or amendment to the Walker Trust Deed
until such time as Robert L. Harrington or HPI may prevail in the
contest over whether or not such sums should have been paid
against the Note and Trust Deed Note obligations in connection
with the subject closing of the Sunset Oaks Property sale.
Further, in the event of a final judgment fully favoring the
position of Robert L. Harrington and HPI (i.e., that such

5

expenses were properly deductible before application to the Note
and the Trust Deed Note) and the conclusion of any appeal
affirming said judgment, then, Peterson shall immediately and
promptly execute a reconveyance of the same.

In the event of a

final judgment favoring the position of Peterson and the
conclusion of any appeal affirming said judgment, Peterson may
immediately commence proceedings to foreclose the Expense Trust
Deed or the Amended Walker Trust Deed, as the case may be.
Likewise, if HPI or Robert L, Harrington fail to commence a
judicial proceeding to obtain a resolution of the dispute over
the $24,081.40 in expense within ninety (90) days following the
date hereof, Peterson may immediately thereafter commence the
foreclosure proceedings refered to in the next preceding
sentence.

Nothing herein shall preclude commencement of an

action to resolve the subject dispute after the lapse of the said
ninety (90) day period*
2.

Reservation of Subordination Agreement Claims and

Stipulated Declaratory Judgment Action.

The parties acknowledge

that there is a dispute between them as to the effect of
Subordination Agreement•

It is generally the position of

Peterson and Global that the Subordination Agreement speaks for
itself, is effective as to all parties, entitles Global to have
the indebtedness secured by the Sunset Oaks Trust Deed II fully
satisfied prior- to any satisfaction of the Note, and that
Peterson is entitled thereafter to proceed against the _property
described on the Walker Trust Deed (Exhibit D hereto) to attempt
6

to satisfy payment of the Note,

It is generally the position of

HPI, Robert L. Harrington and Jane Harrington that Peterson was
not entitled to subordinate the Sunset Oaks Trust Deed I to the
Sunset Oaks Trust Deed II to the extent such subordination
prejudiced in any way the lawful expectation and legal rights of
HPI, Robert L. Harrington or Jane Harrington to have sale
proceeds applied first to the Note# thus satisfying the Walker
Trust Deed.

The foregoing description of the positions of the

parties are not intended to limit the arguments which the parties
may make hereafter.

The parties agree to preserve the resolution

of that issue, and that to do so they agree to proceed by way of
a declaratory judgment action to be filed by HPI, Robert L.
Harrington or Jane Harrington in Third District Court, Salt Lake
County, State of Utah, to have that issue determined on such
terms and conditions as follows:
a.

The Declaratory Judgment Litigation will

involve and be limited to issues relating to the
effectiveness of the Subordination Agreement and the
security interest of Peterson as it relates to the
interest of Jane Harrington or Robert L. Harrington in
the Walker Property and the Walker Trust Deed.

In the

Declaratory Judgment Litigation, the parties will use
their best efforts to cooperate and streamline the
litigation but each party remains freer tor introduce
such evidence and to make such filings and arguments as

7

they deem in their best interests in presenting their
position to the court.
b.

The parties hereby acknowledge and agree that

nothing in this Agreement shall constitute a waiver,
release or compromise of the claims or defenses which
they may have relating to the Agreement dated December
8, 1992, or relating to the dispute over the $24,081.40
in expenses described in paragraph 1 above, or any
other agreements or dealings between them, nor are they
precluded from litigating any such matters after the
District Court's judgment in the Declaratory Judgement
Action and any appeal thereof has been concluded.
c.

It is the understanding and intent of the

parties that, in the event that HPI, Robert L.
Harrington and/or Jane Harrington prevail in the
Declaratory Judgment Action, the Walker Trust Deed
shall be fully released (except and to the extent that
the same has been amended to secure the potential
rights of Peterson to payment by HPI or Robert L.
Harrington of the disputed $24,081.40 in expenses). It
is the understanding and intent of the parties that if
Peterson or Global prevail in the Declaratory Judgment
Action, Peterson shall be entitled to have the Walker
Trust Deed—fully in place in its present priority to
secure any deficiencies remaining on the Note, or the
Trust Deed Note. To that end, the parties agree to
8

execute and sign an Escrow Agreement, which will
include the following terms and conditions:
i.

Jane Harrington will place into escrow a

fully executed Trust Deed on the same terms and
conditions as the present Walker Trust Deed (the
"New Walker Trust Deed").
ii.

Peterson will place into escrow a fully

executed Release of the Walker Trust Deed and a
Release of the Notice of Interest, described
below.
iii. The Escrow Agreement will provide that,
upon a final judgment being entered in favor of
Peterson in the Declaratory Judgment Action, the
New Walker Trust Deed will be recorded in
substitution of the Notice of Interest described
below.

The Escrow Agreement will also provide

that, upon a final judgment in favor of Robert L.
Harrington or Jane Harrington in the Declaratory
Judgment Action as described above, the
reconveyance of the Walker Trust Deed and the
Release of the Notice of Interest will be filed.
iv.

Jane Harrington shall also execute and

deliver into escrow both a separate trust deed on
the Walker Property (the "Expense Trust Deed") and
an amendment to the Walker Trust Deed (the
"Expense Amendment") describing as the obligation
9

secured thereby, the contingent obligation for
payment of the $24,081,24 in expenses with
interest as described in this Agreement*
d.

Upon receipt of all the foregoing documents,

the Escrow Agent shall file a reconveyance of the
Walker Trust Deed, but immediately prior thereto shall
record a Notice of Interest with the Salt Lake County
Recorder setting forth or describing or referring to
the terms of this Agreement of the Escrow Agreement in
language to be approved by the parties hereto and shall
also record the "Expense Trust Deedw.

The parties

acknowledge that there are certain recorded instruments
and interests presently which appear to be prior in
time and right to the Walker Trust Deed*

However, the

Escrow Agent shall not be obligated to substitute such
Notice of Interest for the Walker Trust Deed if any
interest has been recorded after the date of recording
of the Walker Trust Deed and which would have priority
over the proposed Notice of Interest and in such
instance the Escrow Agent shall not file the Expense
Trust Deed, but shall, instead, file for record the
Expense Amendment.

In such event, the Walker Trust

Deed shall remain in place and the Release shall not be
filed.
3.

Attorneys' Fees.

If any of the parties defaults

under the terms of this Agreement, the prevailing party in
10

litigation resulting therefrom shall be entitled to recover all
costs incurred in enforcing the terms hereof, including
reasonable attorneys' fees,
4«

Governing Lav.

This Agreement shall be governed

by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
Utah.
5.

Amendments.

This Agreement may not be amended or

modified except by an instrument in writing signed by each of the
parties to this Agreement.
6.

Counterparts.

This Agreement may be executed in

counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be an original,
and together shall constitute one and the same agreement.
7.

Binding Effect.

All of the terms and conditions

of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit
of the heirs, assigns, successors and other legal representatives
of the parties.

The purpose of this Agreement is to facilitate a

closing of the sale of the Sunset Oaks Property in the face of
unresolved disputes between the parties while reserving and
preserving to the parties the right to seek confirmation of
asserted claims, rights and positions with respect to the said
disputes.

It is the intent of the parties hereto that the

descriptions of the nature of the disputes between the parties
and any elaboration of the rationale, arguments or foundation for
their claims are not intended as a dispositive statement of the
same and shall not limit, going forward, the further elaboration,
delineation, refinement or expansion of such claims, rights or
11
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IK WITNESS WHEREOF, t h i s Agreement i s hereby executed
as of the date f i r s t above written.

12Z0&*
HARILYK HAMILTON PETERSON
GLOBAL HOTOR INNS

H EROPBRTIKfi, INC.

65054.05/j«J
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interests, including both the factual and legal basis for the
same in any forum for resolution of the same or in any
negotiations over the same*
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement is hereby executed
as of the date first above written.

MARILYN HAMILTON PETERSON
GLOBAL MOTOR INNS
By:.
Its:
N PROPERTIES, INC.

65054,05/jsj

12
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E x h i b i t "A"

AGREEMENT,
T h i s Agreement made t h i s
fi
day o f December-, 19992 f among
MARILYN HAMILTON PETERSON ( " P e t e r s o n - ) , ROBERT L. HARRINGTON
( - H a r r i n g t o n - ) and HARRINGTON PROPERTIES, INC.
R E C I T A L

St

A.
Harrington executed a Trust Deed Note dated June 21,
1991, made payable to Peterson in the principal amount of NinetyFive Thousand Dollars ($95,000) secured by a*Deed of Trust dated
June 21, 1991, Said Trust Deed was recorded June 27, 1*991, as
Entry No. 5088815 in Book 6330 at Page 2939 of the official records
of the Salt Lake County Recorder (the "Trust Deed-) and affects the
following described real property located in Salt Lake County,
State of Utahi
Lot 17, SUNSET OAKS SUBDIVISION, Plat mBm according
to the official plat thereof on file in the Salt
Lake County Recorder's office, (the "Property")
B.
Harrington Properties, Inc. is currently the owner of the
Property ("Owner*).
C.
Harrington has caused and is causing improvements to be
constructed on the Property (the "Work") and has been acting as the
general contractor in connection with that construction*
D.
Additional funds are needed to complete the construction
of the improvements on the Property*
B.
Peterson is willing to advance additional funds to be
used for that purpose and Harrington and the Owner are willing that
said advances be secured by the Trust Deed.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the
receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties
agree as followst
1.
Advance of Additional Funds by Petersoni Peterson agrees
to advance funds in-an- amount not to exceed the total sum-of
Seventy-Five Thousand Dollars ($75,000) for the sole purpose of
paying necessary costs and expenses Incurred by Harrington to
construct and make improvements to the Property•

2
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Harrington and the Owner acknowledge that before Peterson
shall be obligated to pay any sum or sums under this Agreement# she
shall be entitled to receive written verification satisfactory to
her of the amount(s) to be paid for the Work and, at her option,
may require the delivery of lien waivers and/or releases
satisfactory to her* Peterson9s payments under this Agreement may
be made to or for the benefit of vendors, material men, laborers,
subcontractors and contractors who have participated in performing
the Work and shall be made within three (3) business days following
her receipt of said written verification, lien waivers and/or
releases.
2.
Warranties of Harrington and the Ownert Harrington and
the Owner represent and warrant that all funds advanced by Peterson
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement shall only be used to pay
for the Work and for no other purpose,
3Obligation of Harrington and Owner: In addition to the
payment of the sum of Ninety-Five Thousand Dollars ($95,000) owed
to her on the original Trust Deed Note dated June 21, 1991,
Peterson shall be entitled to the payment of all sums advanced by
her pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, together with
attorneys fees incurred by her relating in any way to the
negotiations for and preparation of this Agreement, plus accruing
interest. Interest on the unpaid balance of each sum advanced by
Peterson pursuant to Paragraph 1 above shall be calculated from the
date each sum has been advanced by her until she has been repaid in
full at the prime rate then charged by Valley Bank & Trust Company
plus four (4) percentage points*
4.
Payment Due Date: Payment of the sum owed by Harrington
under the terms of the original Trust Deed Note ($95,000) and
payment of the sums advanced by Peterson under the terms of thi6
Agreement (not to exceed an additional $75,000) shall be due on the
date the Property is sold by the Owner or is otherwise transferred,
conveyed or assigned.
The parties agree that Petersbnfs sole recourse to recover the
sums of money advanced by her under the terms of this Agreement,
plus interest and attorney fees, and to recover the sum of NinetyFive Thousand Dollars ($95,000) owed to her under the terms of the
original Trust Deed Note, shall be against the Property and/or the
proceeds arising-from its sale or transfer.

•gr.p«t-h«r.«Qf
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5Defaulti
Harrington and the Owner will be in default
under the terms of this Agreement if they fail to cause Peterson to
be paid at the time of the sale or transfer of the Property? any
representation or statement made or furnished to Peterson by
Harrington or the Owner pursuant to the terms hereof is false and
misleading in any material respect; or the Owner and/or Harrington
transfer or assign the Property without the prior written consent
of Peterson«
6.
Attorney Fees, If Harrington or the Owner defaults under
the terms of this Agreement, Peterson shall be entitled to recover
all costs incurred by her in enforcing the terms hereof, including
reasonable attorney fees, subject to the limitation that her
recourse to recover the same shall be against the Property and/or
the proceeds arising from its sale or transfer.
7.
Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Utah.
8.
Collateral. This Agreement is secured by a Trust Deed
dated June 21, 1991, more particularly referred to in Paragraph 1
above.
9.
Assignment. Harrington may not transfer or assign his
rights under this Agreement, without the prior written consent of
Peterson, who may withhold that consent for any reason.
10. Amendments.
This Agreement may not be amended or
modified except by an instrument in writing signed by each of the
parties to this Agreement.
11* Counterparts.
This Agreement may be executed in
counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be an original," And
together shall constitute one and the same agreement.
12. Binding Effect. All of the terms and conditions of this
Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
heirs, assigns, successors, and other legal representatives of the
parties.

•gr.p«t-h«r.«gr
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Final Agreements
13.• Final
Agreement This Agreement is the final expression
of the understanding and agreement between Harrington, Peterson and
be contradicted
the Owner and way not ****
/•nnfrAHirf.prfbyhv any~
«nvevidence
flvHonreofofany
anv
alleged oral agreement*

ILT0N PETERSON

INGTON
HARRINGTON PROPERTIES, INC,

Byt^
Itst

STATE OF UTAH

5W*-

)
tS8,

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
day of December, 1992, personally appeared
On this
before me Marilyn Hamilton Peterson, who ie personally known to me
to be the person who signed the preceding document and who swote or
affirmed to me that her signature is voluntary and the document
truthful•

My Commission Expires!

tgr.pct-tar.aor

NOTAR^T PUBLIC
Residing at Salt Lake County
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COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
On this
day of December, 1992r personally appeared
before me Robert L* Harrington, who is personally known to me to be
the person who signed the preceding document and who swore or
affirmed to me that his signature is voluntary and the document
truthful•

My Commission Expires:

STATE OF UTAH

NOTARYj PUBLIC lJ
Residing at Salt Lako County

)
t88.

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
day of December, 1992, personally appeared
On this
before
roe
__
who is personally known to
me to be the person who signed the preceding document and who swore
or affirmed to me that his/her signature is voluntary and that it
was executed i?or and on behalf of the said corporation.

My Commission Expiresx

NOTARY PUBLIC '
Residing at Salt Lake County

Pet. % wqs

•Qr,p«t-hftr.tgr
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Exhibit

"B"
147354

1 A. U . S . DEPARTMENT Of HOUSING ANO URSAN DEVELOPMENT
SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

1 . TTPE Of LOAN
1 . ( > fHA
2 . ( > fMNA
3 , ( X CONV. UNINS.
4 . ( ) VA
5 . ( ) CONY. INS.
6 . FILE NUMtEftS
7 . LOAN NUMBER:

ASSOCIATED TITLE - S t ESCROW
349 SOUTH 200 CAST
SUITE 100
SALT LAKE C i n # UTAH 84111

147354

188844-873

1
Ml-Stt-Oooo
C. NOTE: Thft f o n t f t furnlehed t o g i v e you a etatement of ectu#* • • t t l e m e n t c o e t t . Amountt paid t o and by the tettlement agent 1
1
are thorn. I t e n t Marked « ( p . o . c . ) « were paid out t i d e the c l o f t n o ; they e r e thoun here for Informational purpotet and are not 1
I
Included In the t o t a l t .
|
o. NAME Of ICCROUER:
HflXLDEM*. C__NGER~and SUSAN D . CLINGER
ADORES*:
1 6 5 6 SOOTH SUNSET OAKS DRIVE
SALT IAKE CTTY, UTAH 8 4 1 0 8
1 E. NAME Of SELLER:
HARRINGTON K » P E R E I E S # I N C .
ADORESS:
f.

NAME Of LENDER:
ADORESS:

I «.

PROPERTY LOCATION:

N.

SETTLEMENT AGENT:
ADOtESSt

PUCE Of SETTLEMENT:
AOOftESS:

1

J.

|
1
1
]

8.

MORTGAGE INSURANCE CASE NUMBER:

NORTH AMERICAN MORTGAGE COMPANY
6 9 2 5 SOOTH UNION PARK CEt&ER f 1 6 0
MIDVALE. UTAH 8 4 0 4 7
1 6 5 6 SOOTH SUNSET OAKS DRIVE
SAUT LAKE C I W , UTAH 8 4 1 0 8
I . SETTLEMENT OATE

ASSOCIATED TITLE - S L ESdRCW
3 4 9 SOOTH 2 0 0 EAST
SUITE 1 0 0
SAUT IAKE C O Y , UTAH 8 4 1 1 1
Same at above

bOWrfAKY OF BORROWER'S TRAN ACTIONS

j

February 1 0 , 1994
DISBURSEMENT DATE

February 1 1 , 1994

K*

SUMMARY OF SELLER'S TRANSACTIONS

400
GROSS AMOUNT DUE TO SELLER
100
GROSS AMOUNT DUE FROM BORRWER
[
101 Contract at lea p r i c e
1
1 472,500.00
4 7 2 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 1 401 Contract a a l e t price
1(12 Personal property
1
402 Per tone I Property
1
1
1(3 Settlement charget t o borrower ( I n 1400) 1
3 , 0 7 5 . 7 2 l 403
104
404
1

105

1

405

Items paid by s e l l e r In advance

1

1

Items paid by s e l l e r in advance

1 106 City/town taxet
to
406 City/town taxet
to
I 107 County taxet
to
407 County taxes
to
1 108 Attettiaentt
to
406 Attettmentt
to
109
409
110
410
411
111
412
112
4 2 0 GROSS AMOUNT DUE
1 2 0 GR0S8 AMOUNT DUE
TO SELLER
FROM BORROWER
|
475.575.72 1
5 0 0 REDUCTiaMS I N AMOUNT DUE
2 0 0 AMXJNT EAID BY OR I N BEHALF OF BORRLWER I
| 201 Oepoett or e t m e t t money - Broker
~~1
5 / 0 0 0 . 6 0 | 501 Excett depotit ( t e e Instruction*)
502 Settlement chtroet t o t e l l e r ( I n 1400)
1 202 Principal amount of new l o a n ( e ) J
125,000.00
503 Exletlng toen(a) taken eubject t o
1 203 Exltttng loerKa) taken subject t o
1 204 Depotft t o Lender
3 4 8 . 0 0 I 504 Payoff of f l r t t mortoage loan
GLOBAL
1 205 DepotIt t o Escrow
ft
505 Payoff of eecond mortgage loan
206 Depot!t to Seller
]
I 207 Trutt Deed/Contract Sack
i
506 Depot It from Suyer
_*_
,
507 Trutt Oeed/Contract lack
209
506MARILYN PEIERSON
Items unpaid by s e l l e r
509 PAYOFF PETERSON
1 210 City/town taxet
to
211 County taxet
I 212 Attettmentt

|__
651.50
19,353.74

214 CREDIT FROM LENDER
215 CREDITS
216
217
216
219
2 2 0 TOTAL PAID BY/FOR
BORROWER

.

150,499.82

1
| 301 Croat amt due*frem borrower <ln 120)
I 302 Lett enttt paid b y / f o r borrower ( I n 220) V

1

3 0 3 CASH (FROM ) BORROWER

1

475,575.72
150,499.82

j
472,500.00
TO SELLER
I
I
4,751.50
1
j

251,897.32

11,980.56
184,370.30

Items unpaid by seller

146.58

0 1 - 0 1 - 9 4 to 0 2 - 1 1 - 9 4
to

1
1
1

510 City/Town taxet
[
511 County taxet
01-01-94 to02-ll-94
1 512 Attettmentt
to
513
514
515 CREDITS
516
r
_i_
517
516
519
J
5 2 0 TOTAL REDUCTION AMOUNT
1
1
DOE SELLER

472,500.00

1 601 Grots amt doe t o t e l l e r (In 420)
I 602 Lets reduction amt due t e l l e r ( I n 520)

472,500.00
472,500.00

325,075.90 1

GU3 L A o t t \ 1 U

/

pou

—^

J

146.58

19,353.7?"

0.00

k

~\

L . SETTLEMENT CHARGES

7 0 0 TOTAL BAIEB/BROKER'8 COMMISSION bated on price
J
I
X•
2,835.00

147354
SAID FECK
BORROWER'S
FONDA AT
SETTLEMENT

WYIgKtt OT O0MMIS8IOW <UKB 7001 Afl POIXOWBi
701 t 2 , 8 3 5 . 0 0
to EVANS R.E«
702 t
to
703 Comtlstton paid at Settlement
(Honey retained by broker applied to com*! at Ion >
6 0 0 ITEMS PAYABLE I N OOMNBCTiaN WITH W A N
601 loan Origination fee 1 . 0 0 X
NORTH AMERICAN MXOGAGE

PAID H E M
SELLER'8
FTODG AT
SETTLEMENT
2,835.00

1,250.00

802 Coen Ottcount
603 Appraisal fee t o

300.00
48.00

604 Credit teport to
60S
606
607
606
609
610
611
901
902
903
9<K
905

lender'• Inspection fee
Mortgage inturanct application fee to
DOCUMENT PREPARATION
Tax Service fee
GOOD AS QOJJD

300.00

69.00
50.00

PREMIUM P A I D P . O . C . $ 1 5 , 6 2 . 5 0
9 0 0 ITEMS REQUIRED BY LENDER TO B E P A I D I N ADVANCE
Interest f r e t 0 2 - 1 1 ^ 9 4 to 0 3 - 0 1 - 9 4 « 2 3 . 5 4 0 0 /day
Mortgogo Inturanct Premium for
Months to
Retard Insurance Prtmlus for
yrs. to
r™- to

423.72

1 0 0 0 REmsKVc8 iri&USITED WITH LENDER
MO. «
1002 Mortgage Insurance
aw. 01
/tio.
1003 City property taxes
mo. at
/wo.
1004 County property taxes,
an. fit
/wo.

1001 Retard Inturanct

1005 Annual assessments
1006

wo. OS

1007

wo. es

/aw.

sio. 8 *

1 1 0 0 T I T L E CHARGES
1101 Settlement of doting fat
1102 Abstract or t l t l t tetrch
1103 Tltlt examination
1104 Tltlt Insurance binder

/wo.

to

ASSOCIATED TCTLB COMPANY

95.00

to

1105 Document preperttlon

to
to

1106 notary fats

to

1107 Attorneys feet

to

ASSOCIATED T I T L E COMPANY

(Includes above I tews tfo.i

to
ASSOCIATED T T T I E COMPANY
(Includes above I tews tto.t 1 1 0 2 , 1 1 0 3 , 1 1 0 4
> 472,500.00
1109 lender's coverage
1110 Owner's coverage
% 125,000.00
1106 T i t l e Insurance

1111 Endorsements

100,

116, 8 . 1

1112
1113

1 2 0 0 GOVERNMENT REO0RDIN3 AND TRANSFER CHARGE8
1201 Hecordlng feeet Peed % 1 5 . 0 0 Mortgage S 2 5 . 0 0
Releases S
1202 City/county tax/etampt: Peed,*
Mortgage S
Peed %
Mortgage S
1203 State tax/stswpst
1204 Reconveyance f e t

24.00

40.00

24.00

130.00

J2L

1205

1 3 0 0 ADDITIONAL SETTLEMENT CHARGES
1301 Survey
1302 Pest Inspection

to
to

1303
1304
1305
1 4 0 0 T O T A L S E T T L E M E N T CHARGES

4,751,50

3,075.72

(enter on tines 103 and 502)

I have carefully reviewed the MUD-1 Settlement Statement and to the best of wy knowledge tnd belief. It Is s true and accurate
statement of all receipts and disbursements wade on wy account or by we In this transaction. I further certify that I have
received ai cQCy of MUD-1 Settlement Statement.

PER3TES, INC.
SUSAN D
The HUO-1 Settlement Statement which I have prepared 1s a true snd accurate account of this transaction,

i have

ceused the funds t o be disbursed In sccordance with this statement.

Settlement Agent ,
WARNING:

Oete

F e b r u a r y 1 0 , 1994

I t Is t crime to knowingly wake f a l s e statements to the United States on this or any other stmilsr form.

Penalties upon conviction can Include a f i n e and Imprisonment,

for d e t s l l s see: T i t l e 18 U.S. Code Sections 1001 t 1010.
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THIS AGREEMENT is made this ^ M ^ d a y of January, 1994, by
and between GLOBAL MOTOR INNS f a corporation ("GLOBAL-) f and
MARILYN H. PETERSON, also known as MARILYN HAMILTON PETERSON
(•PETERSON").

O
|H

RECITALS

"^

A. O n o r about June 21, 1991, Guardian State Bank, a Utah
corporation, aa lender, made a loan in the original principal sum
of $230,000.00 to Robert L. Harrington and Jane Harrington. Such
loan indebtedness is evidenced, among other things, by certain
Deeds of Trust on real property in Salt Lake County, State of Utah.
The Deeds of Trust are the followingt
1.
A Deed of Trust dated June 21, 1991, executed by
Robert L . Harrington, as trustor, and Guardian State Bank,
as trustee, and Guardian State Bank, as beneficiary,
recorded o n June 27, 1991, as Entry No. 5088814 in Book 6330
at Page 29 3< in the records of the Salt Lake County Recorder,
encumbering certain real property having a common address of
1648 South Sunset Oaks Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah, which
is more particularly described in said Deed of Trust (legal
description incorporated by reference, but excluding therefrom
certain real property reconveyed by Guardian State Bank under
a certain Deed of Reconveyance dated the 29th day of January,
1992 and recorded on the 30th day of January, 1992 as Entry
No. 5190925.) The Deed of Trust, as amended, is sometimes
referred to hereafter as the "Sunset Oiks Trust Deed I."
2.
A Deed of Trust dated June 21, 1991 executed by
Jane Harrington, as trustor, and Guardian State Bank, as
trustee, and Guardian State Bank, as beneficiary, recorded
on June 27, 1991, as Entry No. 5088818 in Book 6330 at
Page 2947 in the records of the Salt Lake County Recorder,
encumbering certain real property having a common address
of 2204 East Walker Lane, Salt Lake City, Utah, which is
more particularly described in said Deed of Trust (legal
deocrlption Incorporated by reference herein). The Deed of
Trust is sometimes referred to hereafter aa the "Walker Lane
Trust Deed."
B.
O n or about June-2JL, 1993^ PETERSON madi a loan to
Robert L. Harrington ("HARRINGTON") in the original principal sum
of Ninety-Five Thousand Tollars ($95 # ,000.00), which amount and
subsequent advances and- loans made by PETERSON to HARRINGTON
were secured by a Deed of Trust""dated June 21, 1991, executed by
HARRINGTON, as Trustor, to Associated Title Company, aa Trustee,
and PETERSON, as Beneficiary, recorded June 27, 1991, aa Entry No.
508815^ in Book 6330 at Page 2939 of the records of the Salt Lake
County Recorder encumbering certain real property having a common

27?tt.F€ft63*.10
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addrena of 1648 South Sunaet Oaka Circle, Salt Lake City, Utah,
which ia moro particularly deecribed in aaid Deed of Truat (legal
deacription incorporated by reference).
The Deed of Truat ia
referred to hereafter aa the "Sunaet Oaka Truat Deed II."
C.
On or abput December 7, 1993, Guardian State Bank
purauant to an Assignment of Truat Deed dated December 7, 1993,
assigned all of ito beneficial interest and rights accrued or
to accrue under the Sunaet Oaks Truat Deed I, and the indebtedness
cecured thereby to PETERSON,
Said Acaignment of Truat Deed waa
recorded on December 9, 1993, aa Entry No, 567*935 in Book 6823
at Page 1890 of the records of the Salt Lake County Recorder (the
"Sunaet Oaka Truat Deed Assignment").
D.
On or about December 7, 1993, SUN UANK NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION, a corporation ("SUN BANK"), loaned thor principal sum
of TWO HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($250,000.00) to PETERSON,
which amount waa secured by an "Assignment of Trust Deed for
Security" dated December 7, 1*193 executed by PETERSON, as assignor,
in which PETERSON assigns to SUN BANK all of her beneficial
interest and rights accrued or to accrue under the Sunset Oaks
Trust Deed I,
Said Assignment of Truat Deed for Security waa
recorded on December 9, 1993, as Entry No* 5679937 in Book 6823
at Page 1893 of the records of the Salt Lake County Recorder.
Said loan to PETERSON by SUN BANK was further secured by an
•Assignment of Trust Deed for Security" dated December 7, 1993,
executed by PETERSON, as assignor, in which PETERSON aaaigna to SUN
BANK all of her beneficial interest and rights accrued or to accrue
under the Walker Lane Trust Deed, together with the indebtedness
secured thereby. Said Assignment of Trust Deed for Security was
recorded on December 9, 1993, as Entry No. 5679938 in Book 6823 at
?*ge 1894 in the records of tb*i Salt Lake County Recorder.
E.
On or about December 23, 1993, GLOBAL loaned the
principal sum of Sixty Thousand Dollars ($60,000.00) to PETERSON,
which amount was secured by an Assignment of Truat Deed dated
January 20, 1994, executed by PETERSON, aa a8signor, in which
PETERSON assigns to GLOBAL all of her beneficial lntereat and
rights accrued or to accrue under the Sunaet Oaka Truat Deed II.
P.
On or about January 20, 1994, GLOBAL loaned the principal
eum of Two Hundred Fifty Thouaand Dollara ($250,000.0G) to
PETERSON, which amount was also secured by an Assignment of Trust
Deed dated January 20, 1994, executed by PETERSON, aa assignor, in
which PETERSON assigns tc GLOBAL all of her beneficial interest and
righto accrued or to accrue under the Sunaet Oaka Truat Deed II.
G.
PETERSON haa paid her indebtedness to SUN BANK referred
to in Paragraph D above and on January 21, 1994, SUN BANK assigned
to PETERSON the security lntereat and all righta it acquired
purauant to the terma of the Assignment* of Truat Deeda for
Security referred to in Paragraph D above.

2T916 Ht61Z
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H.
The parties acknowledge that the security interest
created by the Sunset Oaks Trust Haed II is inferior and
subordinate to the security interest created by the Sunset Oaks
Trust Deed I,
PETERSON, however, is willing to subordinate her
interest in the security interest created by the Sunset Oaks
Trust Deed I to the security interest created by the Sunset Oaks
Trust Deed II.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the
adequacy and receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties
agree as followst
1.
PETERSON agrees and declares that the lien and
encumbrance of the Sunset Oaks Trust Deed I is junior in
priority to the lien and encumbrance of the Sunset Oaks Trust
Deed II* The property covered by Sunset Oaks Trust Deed I is
wore particularly described in Exhibit *A* attached hereto.
The property covered by Sunset Oaks Trust Deed II is more
particularly described on Exhibit "B" attached hereto.
2.
PETERSON hereby acknowledges that Sunset Oaks Trust
D^ed II shall be treated as prior in right and superior to
Sunset Oaks Trust Deed I.
In the event of foreclosure or
exercise of any power of sale as set forth in the Sunset Oaks
Trust Deed II, the priority as herein established shall be
respected to the same extent and in the same manner as if
Sunset Oaks Trust Deed II had been recorded earlier in both
time and execution and date of recordation than Sunset Oaks
Trust Deed I.
3.
GLOBAL agrees that it will give PETERSON notice
of default or notice of sale with respect to the Sunset Oaks
Trust Deed II, the same as if PETERSON had recorded a request
for notice and a rf^uest for sale pursuant to Utah Code Ann.
Section 67-1-26.
DATED this

%*

day of January, 1994.
GLOBAL MOTOR INNS, INC., a
corporation
^ S ^ ^

By t
Its
DATED this

2-H

"^VU/HW-V

day of January, 1994.

en
Marilyn H. Petercon, aka Marilyn
Hamilton Peterson
2r914.fU4J2.1Q
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DESCRIPTION

THE FOLLOWING:
BEGINNING AT A POINT SOUTH 46 DEGREES 02 MINUTES 45 SECONDS WEST 553.48
FEET AND NORTH 89 DEGREES 25 MINUTES 40 SECONDS WEST 565.57 FEET FROM
THE NORTH QUARTER CORNER OF SECTION 15, TOWNSHIP 2 SOUTH, RANGE 1 EAST,
SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN; AND RUNNING THENCfc NORTH 160.59 FEET TO A
POINT OF A 59.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE TO THE RIGHT; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY
ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE 49.53 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGEL OF 48
DEGREES 06 MINUTES 13 SECONDS TO A POINT OF A 35.00 FOOT RADIUS REVERSE
CURVE TO THE LEFT, THE RADIU8 POINT OF WHICH BEARS NORTH 41 DEGREES 53
MINUTES 47 SECONDS WEST; THENCE NORTHERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE
81.86 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 133 DEGREES 59 MINUTES 59 SECONDS
TO A POINT OF TANGENCY; THENCE NORTH 85 DEGREES 53 MINUTES 46 SECONDS
WEST 5.35 FEET; THENCE NORTH 4 DEGREES 06 MINUTES 14 SECONDS EAST 100.00
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 85 DEGREES 53 MINUTES 46 SECONDS EAST 5.00 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 4 DEGREES 06 MINUTES 14 SECONDS EAST 201.61 FEET TO A POINT
OF A 76.46 FOOT RADIUS CURVE TO THE RIGHT; THENCE NORTHERLY ALONG THE
ARC OF SAID CURVE 26.01 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 19 DEGREES 29
MINUTES 34 SECONDS TO A POINT OF TANGENCY; THENCE NORTH 23 DEGREES 35
MINUTES 48 SECONDS EAST 506.60 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 64 DEGREES 28 MINUTES
00 SECONDS EAST 25.01 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 23 DEGREES 35 MINUTES 48
SECONDS WEST 326.50 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 66 DEGREES 24 MINUTES 12 SECONDS
WEST 5.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 23 DEGREES 35 MINUTE8 48 SECONDS WEST
100.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 66 DEGREES 07 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST 5.00
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 23 DEGREES 35 MINUTES 48 SECONDS WEST 85.06 FEET TO A
POINT OF A 35.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE TO THE LEFT; THENCE SOUTHERLY ALONG
THE ARC OF SAID CURVE 11.91 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 19 DEGREES
29 MINUTE8 34 SECONDS TO A POINT OF TANGENCY; THENCE SOUTH 4 DEGREES 06
MINUTES 14 SECONDS WEST 263.15 FEET TO A POINT OF A 35.00 FOOT RADIUS
CURVE TO THE LEFT; THENCE SOUTHERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE 31.40
FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 51 DEGREES 23 MINUTES 50 SECONDS TO A
POINT OF A 59.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE TO THE RIGHT, THE RADIUS POINT WHICH
BEARS SOUTH 42 DEGREES 42 MINUTES 24 SECONDS WEST; THENCE NORTHERLY
ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE 98.23 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 95
DEGREES 23 MINUTES 49 SECONDS TO A POINT OF A 35.00 FOOT RADIUS REVERSE
CURVE TO THE LEFT, THE RADIUS POINT OF WHICH BEARS SOUTH 41 DEGREES 53
MINUTE8 47 SECONDS EAST; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID
CURVE 29.38 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 48 DEGREES 06 MINUTES 13
SECONDS TO A POINT OF TANGENCY; THENCE SOUTH 160.83 FEET; THENCE NORTH
89 DEGREES 25 MINUTES 40 SECONDS WEST 24.00 FEET TO THE POINT OF
BEGINNING.

ORDER NO. 139446
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

HARRINGTON PROPERTIES, INC.,
a Utah corporation; ROBERT L,
HARRINGTON and JANE R.
HARRINGTON,

MINUTE ENTRY
CASE NO.

940904680

Plaintiffs,
vs.
MARILYN HAMILTON PETERSON;
and GLOBAL MOTOR INNS, a
Utah corporation,
Defendants.

Before the Court is defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.
The Court having heard argument of counsel and having further
reviewed

the pleadings

filed

in this matter, now

enters the

following ruling.
The first issue in defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment
relates to the validity of the 1994 Subordination Agreement between
defendants Peterson and Global.

The defendants' Motion as to that

Agreement is denied, as there remain material issues of fact.
Primary among those are whether the priority of the trust deeds was
a critical consideration to plaintiffs in entering into the 1991
and December 1992 Agreement, and consequently, whether the 1994
Subordination Agreement breached the prior agreements relative to

HARRINGTON V. PETERSON

PAGE TWO

MINUTE ENTRY

priorities because of the course of conduct and dealings between
the parties.
There are also material issues of fact regarding whether the
subordination of the Trust Deed II was limited to nine months, and
whether defendant Peterson knew and consented to an increase in the
construction loan from $220,000 to $230,000*
As to the issue related to taxes and other credits and closing
expenses, there is a material factual dispute relating to whether
these items were properly paid from the sale proceeds, and whether
defendant Peterson should be reimbursed.

Therefore, that issue

should also remain for determination at the time of trial.
Plaintiffs' counsel is directed to prepare an Order consistent
with this ruling.
Dated this

rx 9 day of November, 1996.

SANDRA N. PEULER
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE

HARRINGTON V, PETERSON
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MINUTE ENTRY

MAILING CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the
foregoing Minute Entry, to the following, this

o? "7

day of

November, 1996:

James A. Jardine
Attorney for Plaintiffs
79 S. Main
P.O. Box 45385
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385
Harold C. Verhaaren
John K. Mangum
Attorneys for Defendants
60 E. South Temple, Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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DEC 1 0 1996
JAMES S. JARDINE (A1647)
ERIC D. BARTON (A6481)
RAY, QUINNEY Sc NEBEKER
P.O. Box 45385
79 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385
Telephone: (801) 532-1500
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
ooOoo
HARRINGTON PROPERTIES, INC.,
a Utah corporation; ROBERT L.
HARRINGTON and JANE R.
HARRINGTON,

:
:

ORDER

:

Civil No. 940904680CN

Plaintiffs,
v.
MARILYN HAMILTON PETERSON; and
GLOBAL MOTOR INNS, a Utah
corporation,

Judge Sandra Peuler

Defendants.
ooOoo
Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Their
Fourth Cause of Action and Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment came on for hearing before the Court on November 4,
1996.

Plaintiffs were represented by James S. Jardine.

Defendants were represented by John K. Mangum.

Based upon the

memoranda and affidavits filed by the parties and the arguments
of counsel at the hearing, and the orders of the court,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows:
1.

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is denied on

the basis that there remain material issues of fact in dispute.

2.

Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on the

Fourth Cause of Action of their Third Amended Complaint is
granted, except for $4,898.81 in funds paid to Guardian State
Bank.

Therefore, plaintiffs are entitled to a declaratory

judgment that monies advanced to Robert L. Harrington and/or
Harrington Properties, Inc. by defendant Peterson beyond their
Agreement dated December 8, 1992, and pursuant to an agreement
made in February, 1993, were not secured by the Deed of Trust,
dated June 21, 1991, and referred to by the plaintiffs as the
"Sunset Oaks Trust Deed II", except for $4,898.81 in funds paid
to Guardian State Bank.
3.

Pursuant to Rule 52(a), the following is a brief

written statement of the grounds for the Order:
a.

The Sunset Oaks Trust Deed II, dated June 21,

1991, provides in part that it is given for the purpose of
securing " . . .

(3) the payment of such additional loans or

advances as hereafter may be made to Trustor or his successor or
assigns, when evidenced by a promissory note or notes reciting
that they are secured by that deed of trust . . . "

Sunset Oaks

Trust Deed II, p. 2.
b.

The Court finds that the monies advanced by

defendant Peterson pursuant to the February 18, 1993 letter were
"additional loans or advances" within the meaning of clause (3),
and that clause (3) applies to the monies loaned or advanced by
Peterson pursuant to the February 18, 1993 letter agreement,
except as to the $4,898.81 paid to Guardian State Bank, which
2

payments were secured under clause (2) of the Sunset Oaks Trust
Deed II by reference to paragraph 5 thereof.
c.

Except as to the $4,898.81 paid to Guardian State

Bank, the Court finds that clauses (1), (2) and (4) of the Sunset
Oaks Trust Deed II do not apply to the new advances made after
those covered by the December 8, 1992 Agreement, as contended by
defendants, and that the interpretation of those clauses asserted
by defendants is artificial.
d.

The Court finds that the February 18, 1993 letter

from Robert L. Harrington to Marilyn Hamilton Peterson is the
only document which reflects the agreement between the parties
with respect to the advances made by defendant Peterson after
those covered by the December 8, 1992 Agreement.

The Court does

not decide whether the February 18, 1993 letter constitutes a
"promissory note" within the meaning of clause (3) of the Sunset
Oaks Trust Deed II.

The Court does conclude that the

February 18, 1993 letter does not recite that the monies advanced
thereunder are secured by Sunset Oaks Trust Deed II, as required
by clause (3).
DATED this

day of December, 1996.
BY THE COURT:
J -r
Sandra Peu
District Judge

Approved As To Form:

£0hn K. Mangum
NIELSEN Sc SENIOR, P.C.
201345.03

—
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

HARRINGTON PROPERTIES, INC.,
a Utah corporation; ROBERT L.
HARRINGTON and JANE R.
HARRINGTON,

MINUTE ENTRY
CASE NO.

940904680

Plaintiffs,
vs.
MARILYN HAMILTON PETERSON;
and GLOBAL MOTOR INNS, a
Utah corporation,
Defendants.

Before the Court are cross-Motions for Summary Judgment. The
Court having reviewed the pleadings filed in the matter and having
further heard oral argument of counsel, now enters the following
ruling.
The

plaintiffs1

Motion

for

Partial

Summary

Judgment

is

granted, and the defendants1 Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is
denied.
21,

No interest accrued on the Peterson note, executed June

1991, from the date of its execution until the date the

property was sold, which was on February 24, 1994. The parties do
not disagree that no interest accrued between June 21, 1991 and
March 21, 1992. As to the balance of the time period in question,
that is, from March 21, 1992 until February 24, 1994, paragraph 4
of the December 8, 1992 Agreement amended the due date for payment

HARRINGTON V. PETERSON

of the $95,000 sum.

PAGE TWO

MINUTE ENTRY

It is clear

from the language of that

Agreement, that the parties provided for no interest to be paid on
the original $95,000 sum.

Based upon the amendment of the due

date, the Peterson note was not in default: until the date the
property was sold, February 24, 1994. The terms of the December 8,
1992 Agreement further clearly provide that the only interest was
to be as to the new monies advanced.

Therefore, based upon the

provisions of both the June 21, 1991 note and the December 8, 1992
Agreement, no interest ran as to the $95,000 sum until its due
date, which was the date of the sale of the property, February 24,
1994.
Plaintiffs' counsel is directed to prepare an Order consistent
with this ruling.
Dated this

\ C~day of June, 1997.

SANDRA N. PEULER
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE

HARRINGTON V. PETERSON
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MINUTE ENTRY

MAILING CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the
foregoing Minute Entry, to the following, this

\y

day of June,

1997:

James S. Jardine
Attorney for Plaintiffs
79 S. Main, Suite 700
P.O. Box 45385
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385
Harold C. Verhaaren
John K. Mangum
Attorneys for Defendants
60 E. South Temple, Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

U
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JUH 2 5 1997
ay

James S. Jardine (A1647)
Eric D. Barton (A6481;
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER
79 South Main Street, Suite 700
P.O. Box 45385
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385
Telephone: (801) 532-1500
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
ooOoo
HARRINGTON PROPERTIES, INC.,
a Utah corporation; ROBERT L.
HARRINGTON and JANE R.
HARRINGTON,

\JK.UCJK.

Plaintiffs,
v.
MARILYN HAMILTON PETERSON; and
GLOBAL MOTOR INNS, a Utah
corporation,

C i v i l No. 940904680CN
Judge S a n d r a N. P e u l e r

Defendants.
ooOoo
Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on the Issue
of Interest on the Peterson Note ("Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment") and Defendants' Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment on the Issue of Interest on the Peterson Note
("Defendants' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment") came on for
hearing on June 2, 1997.

Plaintiffs were represented by James S.

Jardine and defendants were represented by John K. Mangum.

Based

upon the memoranda and affidavits filed and the oral arguments of
the parties,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment is granted and Defendants' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment is denied for the following reasons:
1.

On June 21, 1991, plaintiff Robert Harrington acquired

the Sunset Oaks Property from defendant Marilyn Peterson for
$95,000.00, by executing a promissory note in that amount payable
to Mrs. Peterson (the "Peterson Note" or "Trust Deed Note").

In

the two places for an interest term to be inserted in the form
Note, the Peterson Note, as signed, stated "N/A".
provides:

The Note also

"Balance due in nine months from date of execution."

The additional separate blanks for the default interest rate were
not filled in.
2.

Defendants make no claim for interest prior to

March 21, 1992.
3.

In March 1992, the Peterson Note became due. No

payment was made then on the Peterson Note.

For purposes of

their motion, plaintiffs do not contest defendants' claim that
any applicable default interest rate on the Peterson Note after
March 21, 1992 should have been calculated at the statutory rate
of 10% under Section 15-1-1(2) of the Utah Code.
4.

Plaintiffs Robert Harrington and HPI and defendant

Marilyn Peterson entered into a written agreement on December 8,

-2-

1992 (the "December 8 Agreement").

That Agreement provides in

part as follows:
4.
Payment Due Date: Payment of the sum owed by
Harrington under the terms of the original Trust Deed
Note ($95,000) and payment of the sums advanced by
Peterson under the terms of this Agreement (noc to
exceed an additional $75,000) shall be due on the date
the Property is sold by the Owner or is otherwise
transferred, conveyed or assigned.
The parties agree that Peterson's sole recourse to
recover the sums of money advanced by her under the
terms of the Agreement, plus interest and attorney
fees, and to recover the sum of Ninety-Five Thousand
Dollars ($95,000) owed to her under the terms of the
original Trust Deed Note, shall be against the Property
and/or the proceeds arising from its sale or transfer.
5.

The Sunset Oaks Property was sold on February 24, 1994,

and the proceeds of that sale were applied in part to the
Peterson Note.
6.

Paragraph 4 of the December 8 Agreement is clear and

unambiguous.

It amends the due date for payment of the Peterson

Note to the date the property was sold.

It also is clear from

the language of the December 8 Agreement that the parties
provided for no interest to be paid on the Peterson Note until it
was due.
7.

The terms of the December 8 Agreement clearly provide

that interest is to run only on the new monies advanced pursuant
to that Agreement.

-3-

8.

Based upon paragraph 4 of the December 8 Agreement, the

Peterson Note was not in default until February 24, 1994, the
date the property was sold.
9.

For the foregoing reasons, no interest ran on the

Peterson Note prior to February 24, 1994.
DATED this c£5~

day of June, 19 97.
BY THE COURT:

Hc/n. S a n d r a N. P e u l e r
• i s t r i c t Judge
A p p r o v e d As To Form:

JD&tfn K. Mahgum
<{
NIELSEN 8c SENIOR, P . C .
Attorneys for Defendants

-4-

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that on the ^z> ^ day of June, 1997, a true
and correct copy of the foregoing Proposed Order was mailed,
postage prepaid, to the following:
Harold C. Verhaaren, Esq.
John K. Mangum, Esq.
NIELSEN Sc SENIOR
60 East South Temple, #1100
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

skAjbdttL lV-a<rfaUJ£

0233583.01
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Third Judicial CV'nci

Harold C. Verhaaren, USB No. 3325
John K. Mangum, USB No. 2072
NIELSEN & SENIOR, P.C.
60 East South Temple, Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone (801) 532-1900

AUG - 7 1997

Us-VU.

Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

HARRINGTON PROPERTIES, INC. a Utah
corporation; ROBERT L. HARRINGTON and
JANE R. HARRINGTON,
Plaintiffs,
v.
MARILYN HAMILTON PETERSON; and
GLOBAL MOTOR INNS, a Utah corporation,
Defendants.

;
])
;)

JUDGMENT AND
ORDER OF DISMISSAL

]
]}

Civil No. 940904680 CN

])
]

Judge Sandra Peuler

]

Based on the agreement of settlement and stipulation of the parties to dismiss all remaining
claims not heretofore decided by this Court, and finding good cause for the same, now, therefor

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
1.

That the issues of the validity and the effectiveness of the January 1994 Subordination

Agreement executed by Defendants, as set forth in Plaintiffs' complaints herein, be dismissed
without prejudice;

2.

That all other remaining issues herein not heretofore decided by this Court be

dismissed with prejudice;
3.

That based on the prior orders of this Court entered on the 10th day of December

1996 and the 25th day of June 1997, granting two Motions of Plaintiffs for Partial Summary
Judgment, which are hereby incorporated, declaratory judgment is hereby entered declaring as
follows:
a.

That except for the sum of $4,898.81 in funds paid by Defendant Peterson to

Guardian State Bank, all monies she advanced for the benefit of Plaintiffs after and beyond their
agreement dated December 8, 1992, pursuant to an agreement made in February 1993, were not
secured by the Deed of Trust dated June 21,1991 signed by Plaintiff Robert L. Harrington in favor
of Defendant Peterson covering property on Sunset Oaks Lane.
b.

No enforceable interest accrued on the Promissory Note dated June 21, 1991

signed by Plaintiff Robert L. Harrington in favor of Defendant Peterson, prior to February 24,1994.
4.

Pursuant to the stipulation of the parties, issues relating to claims for attorneys' fees

are reserved.
DATED this

^
7*

da

Y of jj/^AC^xp?"

—

, 1997.
BY THE COURT

1 ^ - v ^ U A ^ y g ^

Honorable Sandra N. Peuler
Approved as to for

Jamfes S. Jardine/ /
/Ray, Quinney & Nebeker
/ Xttorneys for Rlaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused to be hand-delivered, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
[proposed] JUDGMENT AND ORDER OF DISMISSAL this _[

day of August, 1997 to the

following:

James S. Jardine
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER
79 South Main Street, Suite 500
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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